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Friday 19th May 9am BRIC-A-
BRAC (OUTSIDE LOTS) 

1   A painted Garden table with wheels to one 
end and handle, with cover, 74'' x 32'' x 29''. 

2   A garden bench with cast ends and leaf 
design back, for restoration, 50'' long x 29'' 
high. 

3   A metal circular folding table, 27 1/2'' 
diameter x 28'' high and matching pair of 
chairs. 

4   A Belfast sink. 

5   A cast iron boiler pot. 

6   A wrought iron campaign type washstand 
with china bowl and swing mirror. 

7   A concrete birdbath in the form of a child, 
21'' high. 

8   A painted chimney pot, 27'' high. 

9   Two concrete planters with deer decoration, 
22 1/2'' x 11'' x 10'' high. 

10   A vintage wooden sack truck with cast 
wheels. 

11   A pair of concrete horse heads. 

12   A half whisky barrel, 26'' diameter x 16 1/2'' 
high 

13   A half whisky barrel, 25 1/2'' diameter x 17 
1/2'' high. 

14   Two Privet plants. 

15   A Carpenters bench, 54'' x 18'' x 32'' high. 

16   A 4 1/2'' vice with quick release coupling, 
been repaired, with wooden blocks. 

17   Two Rosemary bushes. 

18   Small concrete Lion, rabbit, gnome and fish 
garden ornaments. 

19   A concrete planter in the form of a model 
car. 

20   A metal four drawer filing cabinet with key. 

21   An eleven rung Aluminium and wood 
extending ladder. 

22   A painted interior door with brass door knob, 
75'' high x 33''. 

23   Three large stripped Pine panels/dividers 
with glass to top, 85'' x 83 1/2''. 

24   A double extension eleven rung ladder with 
pulley action. 

25   Two cooking pots and an owl candle holder. 

26   A metal carrier basket and six terracotta 
pots. 

27   Two stoneware kegs. 

28   A multi purpose green cast enamel Stove 
with pipe work. 

29   A green metal three drawer filing cabinet. 

30   Two cast iron rain hoppers. 

31   A 'Fyreside' paraffin heater. 

32   A half whisky barrel planter, 25'' diameter x 
18'' high 

33   Two metal scrolled hanging baskets. 

34   A small cast iron planter, 8'' high x 11'' 
diameter max. 

35   A painted metal and glass lantern, 11'' base x 
6'' x 19 1/2'' high. 

36   A half whisky barrel, 25'' diameter x 16 1/2'' 
high. 

37   A cast parasol stand. 

38   Two heavy duty steel Gates, 42'' x 37 1/2'' 
high and 40'' x 37 1/2'' high. 

39   Two wooden panels, no glass, 66'' x 84''. 

40   Two waste bins. 

41   A seven rung wooden stepladder. 

42   A sledge hammer and ground hammer. 

43   A six rung wooden stepladder. 

44   An Amazon Apollo 15 speed gents bicycle. 

45   A pair of reclaimed double panelled Doors 
(ex. US Embassy in Paris), 100'' high x 27 1/2'' 
wide. 

46   A five rung metal stepladder with wooden 
cross sections. 

47   A quantity of garden tools. 

48   A sack truck, two garden forks and other 
garden tools. 

49   Fishing equipment, landing nets, etc. 

50   A Workmate, a part roll of wire and spilt 
bamboo. 

51   A galvanised metal saw horse and stainless 
steel hand cultivator. 

52   A pick, spades, shovels, etc, (lacking 
handles). 

53   A Workmate. 

54   Two new radiators, 600 mm x 400 mm and 
600 mm x 500 mm. 

55   Two six rung wooden stepladders. 

56   Three panels, 99'' high  x 28 1/2'' wide. 

57   Two panels, 99'' high x 29 1/2'' wide. 

58   A six rung wooden stepladder by 'The 
Hatherley' group. 

59   A child's Pop Rock bike with doll carrier. 

60   Two pickaxes, lawn edger, rake and slasher. 

61   A child's Apollo bicycle. 

62   Two panels, 76'' x 18'' x 2'' with frosted 
stained glass arched window (46 1/2'' x 26'') 
and a similar panel (unglazed), 48'' x 72''. 

63   A wooden nine rung ladder, fork and shovel. 

64   A pair of reclaimed double Doors (ex US 
Embassy, Paris), 100'' high x 28 1/2'' x 2''. 

65   Two window frames, no glass, 99'' x 73''. 

66   A pair of painted doors, 98'' x 32''. 
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67   Two painted doors, 98'' x 32''. 

68   Two bar tables, 18 1/2'' square x 28 1/2'' 
high. 

69   Two potting tables, 26 1/2'' x 33'' high. 

70   A garden dustbin incinerator.    

71   A galvanised watering can and buckets. 

72   A garden incinerator in the shape of a pig. 

73   A Flymo RL400 lawn mower with grass 
collector. 

74   Two raised beds, 47'' x 31''. 

75   A set of three glazed planters. 

76   Two glazed and one terracotta planters. 

77   A terracotta chimney pot and other pots. 

78   Three loungers. 

79   Two terracotta planters. 

80   A Lawn King 98 lawn mower 173 cc overhead 
valve engine, good compression, with grass 
box. 

81   A metal table with three chairs, umbrella 
stand and two umbrellas. 

82   A child's red bike. 

83   A large pet cage. 

84   A garden trolley. 

85   A cast iron garden roller and firescreen, a/f. 

86   A gazebo. 

87   Miscellaneous flower pots. 

88   A quantity of plastic storage boxes. 

89   A Formica top kitchen table. 

90   Three section white stacking shoe holder. 

91   Three Tonka toys including dump truck, 
bulldozer and tipping truck, distressed. 

92   A Mobility Drive walker with seat. 

93   Two low metal stools. 

94   Four chairs. 

95   A quantity of plastic pots. 

96   Four saws, sharpening stone and a plane. 

97   Wooden hames, light guards, etc. 

98   Tins of Floor covering and masonry paint. 

99   Shelf brackets and hand tools. 

100   Three crates of old bottles. 

101   A stainless steel single drainer sink top. 

102   Two metal lined hog food containers, 21'' 
high x 13'' square. 

103   A 'Pet Gear' pet ramp, 72'' long x 16'' wide. 

104   A wooden case of old bottles, auger bits, 
starter ring gear, etc. 

105   Two wall sconces. 

106   A wire strainer. 

107   A ball and chain. 

108   A painted steel yard. 

109   Watering can, rake, hoe, etc. 

110   Bosch electric lawn mower. 

111   Miscellaneous cooking utensils, rolling pin, 
etc. 

112   A Black & Decker mower, no cable. 

113   A large 'D' shackle, enamel ware, stainless 
steel nuts and bolts, spring washers, chain, 
etc. 

114   Earthenware pots including mustard, glazed 
pots, etc. 

115   A pack of auger anchors. 

116   A stainless steel sink with shower 
accessories. 

117   Axle stands and a filter unit. 

118   Four Aluminium lamp shades. 

119   A copper jam pan and earthenware storage 
jar. 

120   A quantity of cleaning products, etc. 

121   Draining rods. 

122   A postbox, with key. 

123   A quantity of saucepans, Pyrex etc. 

124   An old Directors chair a/f, waste bin, garden 
lights, planter etc. 

125   Walking sticks and Le Creuset saucepans. 

126   Two packs of blue storage containers. 

127   A quantity of hanging baskets and pots. 

128   A Flymo hover mower. 

129   A bucket of floats, masonry chisel, etc. plus 
four post supports, 75 mm. 

130   An old angle lamp and saucepans. 

131   A Gledhill water system with immersion and 
green outer cover. 

132   A cast finial. 

133   A quantity of fire irons, watering can, old 
biscuit tin, tools, boot scraper, etc. 

134   A light beacon. 

135   Two wine carriers. 

136   Two crates of tools, hatchet, washing line, 
die set, etc. 

137   A Workmate. 

138   Five x 6'' wheel castors, hand saws and 
plastic underground heating pipe. 

139   A squirrel and cat ornament. 

140   A Garden Master SOLD AS SEEN. 

141   A decoy pigeon, plunger, galvanised gate 
hinges, plunger, ball catcher for dogs, etc. 

143   Three storage boxes with bins and an 
Aluminium case. 

144   A large tent with metal support poles. 

145   3'' square metal post supports and a brick 
hod/carrier. 

145 A Garden hose on reel. 

146   Two metal chicken feeders. 

147   A Roof hook kit. 

148   Three pickaxes, sledgehammer and part of a 
fork. 

149   Magnetic exercise bike. 

150   Electric chainsaw and strimmer SOLD AS 
SEEN. 
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151   A tractor belt Pulley (possibly for 
International B250 or 434). 

152   A cast iron Pulper/turnip cutter by D.P 
Davies, Llandovery. 

153   Two knife sections for a finger mower, dry 
bar and side head and wind up tipper gear 
for trailer by Sid & P. Forder, Bilston St., 
Wolverhampton. 

154   An old Grindstone. 

155   Old tins and an incinerator. 

156   A barrel for restoration. 

157   Four galvanised buckets. 

158   A bug hotel made from clay pipes. 

159   A large galvanised top Wheelbarrow with 
pneumatic tyre. 

160   A child's Mercedes car, no battery. 

161   A little Tikes slide. 

162   An Aluminium chimney cowl. 

163   A metal garden table, 32'' diameter x 28 1/2'' 
high, and two chairs. 

164   A bird bath in the form of a Squirrel and a 
clay vase. 

165   A cast iron urn, 12 1/2'' diameter x 17'' high. 

166   A quantity of terracotta pots in various sizes. 

167   A quantity of mixed terracotta pots. 

168   A galvanised drum with tap. 

169   Ransomes Simms and Jefferies cast 
implement wheels. 

170   Two acro props. 

171   A small bird bath, metal owl, three glazed 
storage jars, etc. 

172   Four terracotta chimney pots. 

173   A strawberry planter and a trough. 

174   A pair of wooden planters, 21 1/2'' x 16'' 
high. 

175   A pair of garden chairs. 

176   A Mountfields SP454 self propelled mower 
with 45cm cutter and grass box. 

177   A Qualcast Classic 35s petrol cylinder mower, 
good compression. 

179   An Al-Ko lawn mower, engine turns. 

180   A quantity of hanging baskets, Aluminium 
bird (a/f) and a small table. 

181   A quantity of clay pots. 

182   Two lions and a bird bath with concrete 
column. 

183   Two saucepan stands and two obelisks. 

184   Three terracotta planters, 1 @ 15'' diameter 
x 19'' high and 2 @ 12'' high. 

185   Three spades. 

186   A pair of roof bars. 

187   Poultry drinker, wasp catchers, carbuoy, etc. 

188   Six pots of paint and wood stain, various 
colours. 

189   Quick Step 800 flooring. 

190   Three watering cans. 

191   A Kettler circular table, 23 1/2'' diameter x 
28 1/2'' high and two chairs. 

192   A chrome bull bar with a pair of fog lamps. 

193   A garden kneeler, wire plant basket and two 
lawn edgers. 

194   A tent. 

195   A trailer hand winch, fixed to a bracket. 

196   Fourteen children's stacking chairs. 

197   Three children's scooters and a wooden 
barrel planter. 

198   A fork, rake, spade and lawn edger. 

199   A snow shovel, hand trolley, car roof rack 
and metalware. 

200   A quantity of fitness weights. 

201   Towing equipment and tow bar. 

202   A lin bin of garden tools, forks, bulb planter, 
dibber etc. 

203   A roll of green netting, 43''. 

204   A log splitter, axe, bucket of heavy duty ball 
and jaw towing bar, wire rope, spark guard, 
Salters scales etc. 

205   A parasol, draining rods, two bow saws, 
cantilever lopper etc. 

206   Three met posts. 

207   A Hayter 48 propelled mower, key start, with 
roller, good working order at time of lotting 
but battery now flat. 

208   A pot belly BBQ. 

209   A quantity of garden ornaments, kettle, cow, 
down pipe, etc. 

210   Glass storage jars, Denmark made bowls. 

211   A quantity of stainless steel saucepans. 

212   Sash clamps, pry bar and roll of polythene. 

213   A galvanised bin, a/f (no base). 

214   Gazebo poles. 

215   An Easi pet dog kennel. 

216   An old hand disc cultivator. 

217   A metal trunk, galvanised mesh and hand 
hose reel. 

218   Two cast iron hoppers, racking, rope pulleys, 
shoe last, wire basket with fire front and 
animal drinking bowl. 

219   A hand cultivator and seeder and a push 
cylinder mower 

220   Two planters, bulb planters, pot, etc. 

221   A tall table, 47'' x 23 1/2'' x 35'' high. 

222   A Bambi (NOT working at time of lotting) air 
compressor and a waste bin. 

223   A Champion lawn mower, (no grass box), 
good compression at time of lotting. 

224   A Qualcast cylinder mower, (pull cord 
broken). 

225   A Honda lawn mower, (engine turns at time 
of lotting), no grass box. 
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226   A wooden wheelbarrow and pot stand. 

227   A parasol on base. 

228   A gas BBQ. 

229   A plastic bin and contents of badminton 
racquet, water gun, rugby ball, rounders bat, 
etc. 

230   A wooden workbench with three frieze 
drawers, on turned legs, 56'' x 28'' x 31'' high 
plus small 3'' vice. 

231   Vehicle head and rear lamps, candle holder 
and old plates. 

232   A quantity of metal stripping, 84'' long. 

233   A wooden bench, 47 1/2'' wide x 34'' high. 

234   Three white painted Aluminium chairs. 

235   A galvanised water tank, 27'' x 20'' x 20'' 
high. 

236   A chicken feeder, top of water feeder, 
chimney pot and parasol base. 

237   **A child's ''John Deere Gator'' Electric Buggy 
(battery in office). Sold As Seen. 

238   A terracotta chiminea with palm tree 
decoration. 

239   A quantity of terracotta pots, various sizes. 

240   Eight glazed terracotta pots. 

241   A table and two dog beds. 

242   A quantity of tanalised offcuts, 30'' long x 6'' 
wide approx. 

243   Two hard wood table tops, 91 1/2'' x 30''  
and 108'' x 29''. 

244   Five stripped pine doors, 80'' x 36''. 

245   A plastic dustbin of tools, hoe, long arm 
shears, spade, etc. 

246   A white bathroom suite with taps. 

247   Three industrial roof hanging lights. 

248   A quantity of green painted cast iron table 
and bench ends. 

249   A 2.5 kg *** pallet fork with 45'' pallet forks, 
(in working order)  *** 

250   A Mountfield lawn mower with grass box, 
(engine turns at time of lotting). 

251   A metal chair and a pine chair 

252   A Honda mower, engine turns at time of 
lotting but no blade and pull cord broken. 

253   Four concrete animals including Westies, 
Basil Brush and greyhound. 

254   Three Lions and a planter head. 

255   Two birdbaths in the form of children holding 
baskets. 

256   Four pine doors, 2 @ 34 1/2'' x 12 1/2'' and 
2@ 56'' x 22 1/2''. 

257   A Qualcast cylinder mower, (engine turns at 
time of lotting). 

258   Two circular Aluminium tables, 30'' diameter 
x 28'' high. 

259   A cast iron boiling pot, 22 1/2'' diameter x 
18'' high. 

260   Two glazed pipes and a chimney pot 

261   A large blue glazed planter, 20 1/2'' diameter 
x 12'' high. 

262   'Easter Island' style heads garden ornament. 

263   A large cast boiler, 24'' diameter x 19'' high. 

264   A medium glazed blue planter and three 
smaller planters. 

265   Aluminium jam pans and saucepans. 

266   A circular metal table, 43'' diameter x 28'' 
high and four chairs plus parasol base. 

267   A concrete planter, a/f and three concrete 
bases. 

268   Eight plastic garden chairs (not matching) 
and a plastic waste bin. 

269   Ten various plastic garden chairs. 

270   Six wooden folding garden chairs including 
two carvers and a matching table. 

271   A glazed urn and concrete planter. 

272   A whisky half barrel, 25'' diameter x 18 1/2'' 
high. 

273   A riveted galvanised tank, 23'' x 11'' x 20'' 
high. 

274   Four wooden chairs. 

275   A glass demi-john, planter, slabs, etc. 

276   Five glazed planters. 

277   Six plastic crates/baskets. 

278   Five Hebe plants. 

279   A Merry Tiller garden rotavator with 
attachments, Briggs & Stratton 5hp engine, 
good compression at time of lotting. 

280   Three boxes of assorted hinges and catches. 

281   Spotlights, sealed beam units and rev 
counter. 

282   A metal toolbox and contents including lump 
hammer, bolster chisel, etc. 

283   A quantity of metal plating, 19 1/2'' x 14'' 
and 29'' x 17''. 

284   Four wine racks. 

285   A metal toolbox, baluster chisels, small 
bench clamp, plastic toolbox, oil cans and 
hand drills. 

286   A blue painted chimney pot, hedgehog and 
gnome planter. 

287   A pallet truck with 45'' long forks. 

288   An Ikea trolley. 

289   A school admin cabinet on castors. 

290   A gazebo with frame. 

291   Three 50 litre and one 30 litre drums. 

292   Coloured tiles and wall pocket. 

293   Two concrete columns (one with light fitted). 

294   A Gardener Professional lawn mower, good 
compression at time of lotting. 
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295   A Honda HRB475 lawn mower with a roller, 
(good compression at time of lotting), plus 
two grass boxes. 

296   Two Questelite chairs. 

297   A galvanised water trough, 37'' long x 19'' 
wide x 16'' deep, holding water at time of 
lotting. 

298   A garden hose on reel, baby bath and plastic 
pots. 

299   A circular table with cast base by Castillo & 
Chambers, 35 1/2'' dimeter x 29'' high. 

300   A Massey Ferguson 135 diesel-engined Farm 
Tractor with fore-end loader and bucket and 
having the local registration number OVJ 
466G, first registered on the 7th May 1969. 
Currently showing 1,443 hours (Not 
warranted). Here is an example of this 
versatile and sought after tractor in its 
working clothes, starting promptly and with 
the added bonus of a loader. A surprisingly 
capable but lightweight tractor ready for 
work or play having a roll-over protection 
frame fitted as well as a front cone/radiator 
protection bar, which has proven to be 
effective.  The V5C registration document is 
present.  N.B.  BUYERS PREMIUM ON THIS 
LOT 10% + V.A.T. (Total premium 12% but 
plus any specific on-line bidding fees) 

301   A bale spike. 

302   A David Brown 990 Implematic 52 H.P. 
diesel-engined Farm Tractor Serial no. 
990A/467585 and accordingly likely to date 
from 1964. The revolution counter is working 
and is currently showing 2,720 hours (Not 
warranted correct). This tractor was brought 
to our area from the south of England by the 
present owner and is being sold due to lack 
of storage space. A new/replacement starter 
motor is fitted. She was collected from the 
double garage where she had been dry 
stored and with a temporary replacement 
battery started immediately. A new battery 
will be required as the present one fitted is 
borrowed. Here is a well-shod capable 
tractor ideal for those increasingly popular 
tractor road runs, or of course for carrying 
out a range of duties on a farm or small-
holding. The colour is somewhat the wrong 
shade but the metalwork appears straight 
and solid and the tractor could easily 
become much admired with a little effort. No 
registration document is present but the 
registration number allocated of Q731 PDS is 
registered at D.V.L.A. Swansea although the 
year of manufacture recorded most is 
certainly not 1986. N.B. BUYERS PREMIUM 
ON THIS LOT 10% + V.A.T. (Total premium 
12% but plus any specific on-line bidding 
fees). 

303   A Ford Focus Ghia T 1596 cc petrol-engined 
five door Saloon motor Car, finished in silver, 
registration No. CK05 GWX, first registered 
on 31st March 2005.  Currently showing 
101,996 miles. An on-loine check of the 
D.V.L.A. history appears to indicate light 
usage over the last several years. At present 
untaxed and the M.O.T. is valid until 16th 
October 2023.  N.B.  BUYERS PREMIUM ON 
THIS LOT 10% + V.A.T. (Total premium 12% 
but plus any specific on-line bidding fees). 

303 A A Ford KA Zetec Climate 1299cc petrol-
engined three door hatchback motor Car 
finished in red, registration no. CK57 HVM, 
first registered on the 30th September 2007, 
currently showing 71,649 miles. At present 
untaxed and  MOT expires on the 30th 
September 2023.  N.B. BUYERS PREMIUM ON 
THIS LOT 10% + V.A.T. (Total premium 12% 
but plus any specific on-line bidding fees). 

304   A galvanised water trough (with holes), 72'' 
long x 18 1/2'' wide x 14'' deep. 

305   A galvanised water trough, 73'' long x 18'' 
wide x 12'' deep. 

306   A wood store, 65'' wide x 33 1/2'' deep x 57'' 
high. 
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307   A set of vegetable weights and scales. ** VAT 
at 20% will be added to the hammer price 

308   Three crates of wood saw, stirrup pump, 
door locks, gate catches, brass numbers etc. 

309   A De Walt DW60 dust extractor. 

310   An Avery platform scales.  ***20% VAT will 
be added to the hammer price of this lot. 

311   A white plastic circular table with three 
chairs. 

312   A garden bench with cast ends, 48'' x 36 1/2'' 
high. 

313   Two blue barrels. 

314   Two loungers with cushions. 

315   A teak folding chair and three plastic chairs. 

316   Five potted plants including Rose, Cyclamen 
etc. 

317   Six plant pots. 

318   Four potted Ferns 

319   Two ported Clematis and a terracotta pot. 

320   Potted Lilies and other plants. 

321   Six potted plants , Ivy etc. 

322   A metal plate 29'' x 17'' and galvanised 
brackets. 

323   A four tier workshop trolley 24'' x 16'' x 32'' 
high. 

324   Three plastic troughs and other planters. 

325   Four potted planters. 

326   Four potted planters. 

327   Two plastic planters. 

328   A climbing rose, two plastic planters etc. 

329   A potted rose, rose with obelisk and a 
Buddleia. 

330   A Buddleia and two grow bags. 

331   A semi circular whisky planter 25'' diameter x 
16'' deep. 

332   A computer desk. 

333   A dustbin. 

334   Six bags softwood offcuts. 

335   A bag of Oak offcuts. 

336   Tan offcuts. 

337   A softwood beam 6'' x 6'' x 67'' long. 

338   Four pieces of Oak 7'' x 3'' x 45 1/2'' long. 

339   A piece of Oak 11'' x 3 1/4'' x 38 3/4'' long. 

340   Two pieces of * 8 1/2'' x 3'' x 55 1/2'', 52'' 
long. 

341   Five pieces of Oak 7'' x 7'' x 29'', 28'', 25'', 20 
1/2'', 20'' long. 

342   Four pieces of Oak 4'' x 4'' x 58'' long. 

343   Two pieces of Oak 7'' x 10'' x 37'', 29'' long. 

344   A piece of Oak 6'' x 6'' x 42'' long. 

345   Three pieces of Oak, one 7'' x 2 1/2'' x 59'' 
long, two 7'' x 3'' x 52'' long. 

346   A piece of Oak 7 3/4'' x 7 3/4'' x 56'' long. 

347   A piece of Oak 6'' x 9'' x 51'' long. 

348   A piece of Oak 7'' x 8 1/2'' x 62'' long. 

349   A piece of Oak 7'' x 8'' x 72 3/4'' long. 

350   A piece of Oak 7'' x 7'' x 55'' long. 

351   A piece of Oak 7'' x 4'' x 72 1/2'' long. 

352   Three pieces of Oak, one 9'' x 2 1/2'' x 67'' 
long, two 7 3/4'' x 3'' x 54 1/2'', 61'' long.  

353   Two pieces of Oak 6'' x 6'' x 55'', 57'' long. 

354   Ten pieces of Oak 4'' x 3''/4 1/2'' x 3'' x 65'' 
long. 

355   Six pieces of Oak 6'' x 3'' x 67'' long. 

356   Seven pieces of Oak 5'' x 3'' x 56'' - 94'' long. 

357   A piece of weathered Oak 7 1/2'' x 7 1/2'' x 
78'' long. 

358   Fourteen pieces of Oak, thirteen 3 1/2'' x 2 
1/2'' x 92'' long, one 4 1/2'' x 2 1/2''. 

359   A piece of Oak 6'' x 6'' x 65 1/2'' long. 

360   Three pieces of Oak 8 1/2'' x 3''/8 1/2'' x 4'' x 
65'' - 69'' long. 

361   A piece of Oak 9 1/2'' x 8'' x 60'' long. 

362   A piece of Oak 8'' x 8'' x 61 1/2'' long. 

363   A piece of Oak 5'' x 4'' x 82'' long. 

364   Three pieces of Oak 6'' x 6''/7'' x 5 1/2'' x 44'' 
- 50 1/2'' long. 

365   Three pieces of Oak 7'' x 3'' x 43'', 46 1/2'', 
52'' long. 

366   Seven pieces of feather edge Oak 8'' wide x 
64'' long. 

367   A piece of Oak 8 1/2'' x 3'' x 55'' long. 

368   A piece of Oak 7'' x 8 1/2'' x 42'' long. 

369   Four pieces of Oak, two 6'' x 6'' x 22 1/2'', 
24'' long, 7'' x 4'' x 27 1/2'' , 8'' x 3'' x 30'' 
long. 

370   Two pieces of Oak 7 1/2'' x 5'' x 42'', 36 1/2'' 
long. 

371   Twenty pieces of Mixed timber 47'' long. 

372   Nine pieces of Cedar, five 6'' x 1'' x 71'' long, 
6'' x 1'' x 94'' long, 8'' x 1'' x 94'' long. 

373   Mixed board 90'' long. 

374   Seven pieces of softwood 8'' x 2'' x 56'' long. 

375   Twelve pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1/2'' x 94 1/2'' 
long. 

376   Eight pieces of Tan timber 6'' x 1 1/2'' x 70'' - 
86'' long. 

377   Three pieces of softwood 7'' x 2'' x 72'' long. 

378   Nine pieces of softwood 8'' x 2'' x 72'' long. 

379   Sixteen pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1/2'' x 71'' long. 

380   Five pieces of Tan * 6'' x 1'' x 140'' long. 

381   Six pieces wavy edge Cedar 142'' long. 

382   Twelve pieces of Cedar 6'' x 3/4'' x 94'' long. 

383   Fifteen pieces Cedar 6'' x 3/4'' x 71'' long. 

384   Twelve pieces of feather edge Cedar 8'' x 
118'' long. 

385   Twelve pieces of softwood 4'' x 1'' x 95'' - 
142'' long. 

386   Five pieces of softwood four 9'' x 2'' x 146 
1/2'', one 8'' x 2'' x 135'' long. 
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387   Three pieces of Cedar 5 1/2'' x 2 1/4'' x * 
,one 42'' long. 

388   Nine pieces of softwood 9'' x 2'' x 94'' long, 
four 118 1/2'' long. 

389   Twelve pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

390   Twelve pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

391   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

392   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

393   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

394   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

395   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

396   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

397   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

398   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

399   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 189'' long. 

400   Seven pieces of * 6'' x 1'' x 189'' long. 

401   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 189'' long. 

402   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 189'' long. 

403   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 189'' long. 

404   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 189'' long. 

405   Ten pieces of Cedar 8'' x 2'' x 165 1/2'' long. 

406   Ten pieces of feather edge Cedar 8'' x 1'' x 
142'' long. 

407   Ten pieces of feather edge Cedar 8'' x 1'' x 
142'' long. 

408   Seven pieces Cedar 8'' x 1 3/4'' x 189'' long. 

409   Nine pieces feather edge Cedar 8'' x 1'' x 
189'' long. 

410   ****SIX  pieces feather edge Cedar 8'' x 1'' x 
189'' long. 

411   A piece of Cedar 6'' x 2 1/2'' x 189'' long. 

412   Eleven pieces of Cedar 7'' x 1 1/4'' x 165'' 
long. 

413   Nine pieces of Cedar 6'' x 3/4'' x 142'' long. 

414   Twelve pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1 1/2'' x 165'' 
long. 

415   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 189'' long. 

416   Nine pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 189'' long. 

417   Eight pieces of Cedar 6'' x 1'' x 189'' long. 

418   Ten pieces of Cedar 8'' x 1'' x 142'' long. 

419   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 3/4'' x 142'' long. 

420   Ten pieces of Cedar 6'' x 3/4'' x 142'' long. 

421   Eleven green crates. 

422   Eleven green crates. 

423   Eleven green crates. 

424   Ten pieces of Tan softwood 6'' x 1 1/2'' x 
190'' long. 

425   Ten pieces of Tan softwood 5'' x 1'' x 166'' 
long. 

426   Ten pieces of Tan softwood 6'' x 1 1/2'' x 
143'' long. 

427   Twelve pieces of Tan softwood 7'' x 1 1/2'' x 
190'' long. 

428   Eleven pieces of Tan softwood 6'' x 1 1/2'' x 
190'' long. 

429   Ten pieces of Tan softwood 6'' x 1 1/2'' x 
166'' - 143'' long. 

430   Twelve pieces of Tan softwood 6'' x 1'' x 118'' 
long. 

430 A Twelve pieces of Tan softwood 6'' x 1'' x 118'' 
long. 

430 B A bag of softwood offcuts. 

431   A quantity of Sterling board and plywood 
strips. 

432   A small painted trailer with motorcycle ramp 
on the side, mini wheels 71'' long x 39'' wide. 

433   A metal storage bin, 37'' x 44'' x 38'' high. 

434   A quantity of paint. 

435   A trolley with wire mesh bed, galvanised 
frame and pneumatic tyre. 

436   A quantity of paint. 

437   A quantity of softwood offcuts 

438   A quantity of garden ornaments, dog, mole, 
cat, rabbit etc. 

439   Part of a small spreader, spreader 
mechanism missing. 

440   A quantity of garden ornaments. 

441   An eleven rung Aluminium extension ladder. 

442   A galvanised water tank, 17'' x 23'' x 17''. 

443   A pair of 2 metre loading ramps. 

444   A small galvanised water tank, 19'' x 11'' x 
12'' deep. 

445   Four saddle racks etc. 

446   Plastic post, various lengths, 59'' to 78''. 

447   A Black & Decker brush cutter, engine turns 
at time of lotting. 

448   A chicken water system and an outside light. 

449   A radiator, 34'' x 23''. 

450   Blue water pipe and a saw horse. 

451   Half round glazed drainage pipe. 

452   Three Aid walker seats. 

453   A 21 speed Mountain bike. 

454   A galvanised wash bucket, two watering 
cans, tennis racquet etc. 

455   A bike AS SEEN, NO PEDALS. 

456   A mobility Hoist. 

457   A mobility Hoist. 

458   A plastic saw horse, trolley, wrapping and a 
wine rack. 

459   Three plastic bins. 

460   A wire mesh basket and metal work. 

461   A pair of painted cupboard doors, 17'' x 57''. 

462   An 18 speed Raleigh Bicycle. 

463   Two blue drums. 

464   A 6'' chimney flue liner. 

465   A parasol, two shovels and a pair of ski's. 

466   A cast iron heavy duty manhole cover. 

467   A metal tool cabinet by Axminster Tool 
Planer machine stand 

468   Part of a pet cage. 
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469   A Root Cutter by Harnson, McGregor & 
Co.Ltd. 

470   Two gnomes including one on a bike, larger 
one sitting and another garden statue. 

471   Three folding wooden chairs and a white 
plastic garden seat. 

472   A grain chute for a tipping trailer and a roll of 
barbed wire. 

473   A door with letter box, 78'' x 30''. 

474   A concrete birdbath and wire planters in the 
form of a waiter and a bike. 

475   A quantity of wire hanging baskets. 

476   A climbing rose and one other, canes etc 

477   A sheep trough, 73'' long x 11'' wide. 

478   Three stable dividers, 59'' x 37''. 

479   Three pieces of terracotta pipe, one cracked. 

480   A game feeder and saddle racks. 

481   A strimmer with bump feed. 

482   A Sovereign strimmer, good compression at 
time of lotting,garden tools, Lacrosse stick, 
jam pan etc. 

483   An Apple tree. 

484   An 18 speed Raleigh Mountain bike. 

485   Twelve fencing sections, 35'' x 43''. 

486   A hose and reel, drain pot gully, mop bucket 
and mop and six rung Aluminium stepladder. 

487   Twelve section fencing/caging, 86 1/2'' x 59'', 
smaller section 86 1/2'' x 47''. 

488   A Ransomes mower/brush cutter. 

489   A child's 'Case' tractor and trailer. 

490   A Lescha Hobby Mix 120s electric concrete 
mixer. 

491   Two stepladders, foam and reel and hose. 

492   Five folding chairs. 

493   An Aluminium tank, 48'' x 36'' x 8'' deep. 

494   Four Michelin tyres 225/60/R18, good tread. 

495   A pair of steps with hand rail and a small set 
of steps. 

496   Warehouse shelving 8 x 110'' cross sections 4 
x upright 9' high. with 6 pallets  per unit. 

497   A Maxus heavy duty  galvanised roof rack for 
a van . 

498   Shelving for a van by Imperial Modular, 49'' 
wide x 65'' high, plus small racking boxes for 
shelves. 

499   A Galvanised farm gate, 10' wide. 

500   A galvanised farm gate with mesh to base, 
118'' wide. 

501   A Frontier exercise bike with electronic 
charger. 

502   A fold up wheelchair. 

503   Four wine boxes. 

504   A darkwood table 48'' x 27'' x 29'' high. 

505   A large Butter Churn by Llewellyn & Son, 
Haverfordwest. 

506   A shredder (not working at time of lotting). 

507   A Titan circular saw bench, working order at 
time of lotting. 

508   Two linen baskets, sleeping bags etc. 

509   A Handy shredder. 

510   An electric coal effect fire. 

511   A Barcrest fruit machine. 

512   A roll of brown paper and a roll of orange 
fabric. 

513   A brown upholstered chair. 

514   A quantity of umbrellas. 

515   Two armchairs. 

516   Folding camp bed and a pair of prints of fruit. 

517   A garden leaf blower by Handy, good 
compression at time of lotting. 

518   A Titan chainsaw, chain brake working, good 
compression at time of lotting. 

519   An adjustable lamp on wheels. 

520   A Husqvarna chainsaw, no chain brake, good 
compression at time of lotting. 

521   A Brook Crompton electric 240 volt motor 
water pump. 

522   A Kawasaki hedge trimmer, good 
compression at time of lotting. 

523   An Axminster Electric Fretsaw. 

524   A Power Craft 5'' grinder with discs, two 
wooden hand saws, Erbauer cordless jigsaw 
(no power pack or battery) 

525   A Makita brush cutter (cord pull not 
operating). 

526   A Tool master biscuit joiner, Bosch cordless 
drill, two batteries and 14 volt charger. 

527   An Universal space saver plumbing kit and a 
BSP pipe shredding kit. 

528   An Eckman long armed hedge trimmer, good 
compression at time of lotting. 

529   A Specialist electric drill (1/2'' chuck) and a 
Workzone electric polisher. 

530   A Kinzo 240 volt pillar drill (not working at 
time of lotting). 

531   A McCulloch strimmer with bump feed. 

532   A Sony CD/radio player. 

533   Two oxyacetylene torch guns with nozzles. 

534   A tub and bag of rope. 

535   A pine box and contents: HMS Dockyard, 
Portsmouth. 

536   A Launtop LT160 5.5 petrol engine overhead 
valve, good compression at time of lotting. 

537   A stained pine box and contents of tools and 
fittings, Bosch electric drill etc. 

538   A SIP 240 volt stick welder. 

539   A Karcher pressure washer, motor working at 
time of lotting, not tested with water. 

540   Two half pint Castrol oil cans and a quart oil 
can. 
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541   A BU-Ko 2 stroke brush cutter and a 
combination hedge trimmer. 

542   Two Lloyd Loom style chairs, small glass top 
table and linen bin. 

543   A leather suitcase and one other. 

544   Three suitcases. 

545   A trunk. 

546   A Black & Decker strimmer (no power lead). 

547   A Flymo strimmer. 

548   A Wickes pressure washer. 

549   A Flymo electric strimmer. 

550   A garden vac/blower. 

551   A Black & Decker strimmer, cord attachment 
and oil. 

552   A Black & Decker hedge trimmer. 

553   A Flymo electric hedge trimmer and a tower 
heater. 

554   A Sachs Dolmer chainsaw engine, good 
compression at time of lotting. 

555   A Chop saw and infra red lamp. 

556   A 4'' vice with quick release slide action. 

557   A Neilsen gasoline chainsaw, 12'' cutter bar, 
chain brake working, good compression at 
time of lotting. 

558   A Ryobi 40cc chainsaw, chain brake working, 
good compression at time of lotting. 

559   A Performance 'P' circular saw bench. 

560   A quantity of collage prints and a Vax 
cleaner. 

561   An Airforce tower heater. 

562   A Ferm electric sprayer and a paper 
shredder. 

563   A booster kit. 

564   A quantity of tools and fluids. 

565   An Exel electric planer and a bench grinder. 

566   A large wash bowl and two others. 

567   A Ferguson Video Star Electronic video 
recorder. 

568   A box of miscellaneous glasses. 

569   Two Moroccan light shades. 

570   Three large vases, litter bin and a bunch of 
artificial flowers. 

571   A Quick wallpaper stripper. 

572   A blower/vac. 

573   A part socket set ( 1/2'' drive), T bar and 
ratchet missing. 

574   A Challenge Extreme blower/vac with 
collection bag 

575   Four table lamps and prints. 

576   Three cordless drills, a light and a charger 
unit 

577   An Alpine belt and disc sander. 

578   A quantity of lamp shades, jelly moulds, 
china ornaments etc 

579   Electric cable and socket backs. 

580   A DeWalt Powershop chop saw (not working 
at time of lotting). 

581   A quantity of mixed china including mug, 
hunting plates, jugs etc. 

582   Miscellaneous china, ornaments, bottles, 
table lamp, cast iron fryers/pans. 

583   A Eumig cine camera, cartridge belt, gun 
sleeve etc. 

584   Horse shoes, bits and horse brasses. 

585   Videos & CDs, DVDs etc. 

586   A child's toy pram, high chair, rocker and 
baby bouncer. 

587   A cane and walking sticks etc. (2 bundles). 

588   A Lloyd Loom style chair, wicker laundry 
basket with cushions. 

589   A quantity of travel bags, rucksacks, canvas 
prints and a pasting table. 

590   A box of cuddly toys etc. 

591   Two containers of HMV records. 

592   A Logik wall mounted fan, toolbox, Sony 
camcorder. 

593   A quantity of old Beano comic books, 
pictures, railway archives etc. 

594   A quantity of china ornaments, horses, 
rabbits, Teddy bears etc. 

595   A copper vase, Imari style china, pewter 
coffee pot, milk jug etc. 

596   A 'Burtol Cleaners' illuminated sign. 

597   Two Teddy bear ornaments, 15'' tall and a 
tiger figure, 19'' tall. 

598   A quantity of china ducks. 

599   A Euromatic kitchen and household fan, 240 
volt. 

600   A Breville slow cooker, boxed. 

601   A barometer, three wall sconces and two 
central light fittings. 

602   A quantity of towels including bath, hand 
,tea etc. 

603   A brass slipper box with contents of Dvds and 
railway magazines. 

604   A quantity of records including Abba, 
Saturday Night Fever, Deep Purple, David 
Bowie etc. 

605   A radio/record/disc player (not working at 
time of lotting). 

606   A quantity of crocheted and embroidered 
table cloths etc plus decorative lights. 

607   A case, table lamp bases, slide viewer etc. 

608   A quantity of artificial flowers. 

609   A quantity of miscellanea including china 
ornaments, small radio, books, Harrods 
Teddy etc. 

610   Two boxes of miscellanea including animal 
ornaments, puzzle, jardiniere etc. 

611   A box of glasses, bowls, Dvds, hairdryer etc. 
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612   A red suitcase of old cards and a quantity of 
cricket magazines. 

613   A Carmen Slimming Health Steam facial 
sauna.. 

614   A Purefactor air purifier. 

615   A large Blyss fan. 

616   A brown Le Creuset casserole dish with lid 

617   A set of three blue Le Creuset saucepans and 
frying pan. 

618   Ladies jumpers, jackets etc, size 10 - 
12,mainly in black. 

619   Four boxes of games, enamel kitchen ware, 
paper guillotine etc. 

620   A quantity of kitchen electrical items, kettle, 
toaster, can opener, heater etc plus a box of 
glasses. 

621   A quantity of clocks, vacuum bits, frills and 
chargers, light shade etc 

622   A spark guard. 

623   Two boxes of miscellanea including video 
sender,m M-audio keyboard, BT router, USB 
charging port etc. 

624   A box of Scalextric and a shooting stick. 

625   A box of Dvds, CD's etc. 

626   Two pairs of riding boots in brown, Euro size 
34 and 43. 

627   A foot Spa, children's wellingtons and a bag 
of Dvds. 

628   A mottled lamp base. 

629   A golf bag, eight irons and three woods. 

630   A golf bag, nine irons and four woods. 

631   A metal framed mirror with top scroll effect, 
12'' x 5'. 

632   A small pine stand with towel rail, 20'' x 14'' x 
31'' high. 

633   A plant stand, 14'' diameter x 29'' high. 

634   A dark wood plate rack a/f., 42'' x 40'' high. 

635   A mirror. 

636   A table, 4' x 27'' x 29'' high. 

637   A filing cabinet with 30 drawers, 16 1/2'' x 11 
1/2'' x 39'' high. 

638   A paper cutter. 

639   A quantity of glass, vases, dishes, walking 
stick, old tins etc. 

640   A two tier trolley with removable trays. 

641   Two round foldable tables. 

642   A duet stool with rushed seat and matching 
shelf unit. 

643   Wilko door handles, mantle dog, manicure 
set etc. 

644   A white chest of drawers, 30'' x 16 1/2'' x 3' 
high. 

645   A pine bound trunk. 

646   A plywood painted pot stand. 

647   Two suitcases. 

648   A mirror and a semi circular table. 

649   A sun lounger. 

650   A quantity of ladies handbags. 

651   Four large mirrors, canvas prints and four 
Peter Rabbit prints etc. 

652   A black metal double bed frame. 

653   A white metal single bed frame with slats. 

654   A large Trago Mills rug, 77'' x 10'. 

655   A kitchen cabinet with two drawers and two 
doors, 29'' x 18'' x 33 1/2'' high. 

656   A Highlander folding double burner and grill 
with kettle. 

657   A metal cabinet with two adjustable shelves, 
20'' x 13'' x 36 1/2'' high. 

658   A stained pine carpenters box with tray, 27'' 
x 12'' x 10'' high and a TV stand. 

659   A box containing oil store, carriage lamp, old 
drawers, antler and rolling pin. 

660   Old horse tack;  heavy horse harness. 

661   A Norfrost small chest freezer. 

662   A golf bag with nine golf clubs and a small 
sack truck. 

663   A four ring ceramic electric cooker hob. 

664   A cupboard/wall unit, 38'' x 10 1/2'' x 21'' 
high. 

665   Two fruit crates. 

666   Two vermin catchers, dog basket and water 
bowl etc. 

667   Massey Ferguson pick up hitch hook for a 
'65' or '165'. 

668   A copper vessel, coal bucket and brass jam 
pan. 

669   A wall candle holder etc. 

670   Old padlocks (no keys), rawl bolts, brass taps 
with shower head, nuts and bolts. 

671   An artificial Christmas tree, 1.8m. 

672   Two fuel cans, four tie downs from a Ford, a 
rotating beacon, wheel lock nuts etc. 

673   A box of glass, mugs, a music audio converter 
and a box of miscellanea including torches, B 
pressure monitor etc. 

674   An empty 'Erbauer' case, Dewalt case and 
Wolfe Mouse sander. 

675   A cantilever tool box, spanners, hand drill, 
grease gun, wire brush etc. 

676   A hand winch. 

677   A hostess table top warmer and a bedside 
trolley. 

678   Five boxes incl. glassware, china, cutlery, 
Kenwood hand mixer, Scrabble etc. 

679   A guillotine and a large suitcase bag and 
picture. 

680   A white painted wooden tool box and 
contents. 
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681   A cantilever toolbox containing hammer, 
solder, metal High speed drill bits etc. 

682   A Toyokuni Vario Turbo paraffin heater. 

683   Vases and table lamps etc. 

684   A photographic enlarger. 

685   A shopping trolley. 

686   An Epsom AcuLaser printer with cartridges. 

687   An office chair. 

688   Terracotta storage jars, china bowls etc. 

689   A hood extractor. 

690   A cat entertainer. 

691   Two adjustable bedside tables. 

692   A Corby trouser press. 

693   Three runners. 

694   Small EVA drainage mats, dart board and a 
pet feeder. 

695   A box of cake baking tins etc. 

696   Four wicker baskets etc., one being a log 
basket. 

697   A quantity of Hessian sacks. 

698   A lantern, towels, pictures, mirror and BT 
phone charger. 

699   Two globes and a map. 

700   A Parkside Ash vacuum cleaner. 

701   A Mac Allister 18v cordless multi saw. 

702   Three pillar bearings with 30 mm 
hole/centres and H13 Adjustable Reamer. 

703   An LP6 240v SIP Fireball heater. 

704   Two boxes of china incl. Cornishware plates 
etc. 

705   A Campingaz 400 ST stove. 

706   A child's shoe rack, WWE items and Nerf 
guns. 

707   X Rocker Gaming chair. 

708   Three boxes of assorted screws, aluminium 
door handles, door locks etc. 

709   A Cathedral Safe, with key. 

710   A quantity of picture frames, china, 
ornaments, DVDs etc. 

711   A coal scuttle and two companion sets. 

712   A box of DVDs, VHS tapes, place mats, 
storage jars, child's booster seat etc. 

713   An alarm radio, misc. books, china and glass. 

714   Two boxes of china and glass. 

715   A quantity of 'Harvest' tea, dinner and 
breakfast ware, including 6 dinner plates,4 
tea plates,4 bowls,6 cups, 2 mugs,7 saucers,a 
teapot, milk jug, egg cups, salt and pepper, 
storage jar, serving plates,table cloth,napkins 
etc. 

716   Two boxes of misc. china and glass, dwarves, 
five walking sticks etc. 

717   Three brief cases (one Samsonite), 
rechargeable torch, snow chains and a beach 
mat. 

718   Four boxes of various china etc. including 
teapots, ginger jar and rolling pin. 

719   Two boxes of Honda Manuals. 

720   Three table lamps, paper bags etc. 

721   A quantity of DVDs, cassettes etc. 

722   Four boxes contents incl. china, ornaments, 
cutlery, coasters, radio etc. 

723   Two boxes of Shop Honda Manuals, Stihl 
Manuals etc. 

724   Four boxes of miscellanea incl. china, coffee 
sets, coasters etc. 

725   Four boxes, contents incl. Sanderson, Morris 
& Co. wallpaper, coasters, china, ornaments 
prints, frames etc. 

726   Five boxes of mixed books;  cookery, novels 
etc. 

727   Two boxes of mixed china and an empty 
canteen. 

728   A wash jug and bowl. 

729   A box of 45 rpm records to include The 
Shadows and Elvis, headphones, marquetry 
box etc. 

730   Two boxes of miscellaneous china, Pyrex 
dishes etc. 

731   A Le Creuset frying pan, jam pan, small 
cooking pots etc. 

732   A quantity of 45 rpm records incl. Sandy 
Shaw, Billy Joel, YMCA etc. 

733   Empty military shell cases. 

734   Three sewing machines (two Singer), all with 
covers. 

735   A box of miscellanea incl. recorder, glass 
lamps and shade. linen bin, mirror, umbrella 
etc. 

736   Football boots and shin pads, trainers and 
boots etc. 

737   Three boxes incl. cuddly toys, wind chimes, 
hair dryer etc. 

738   A circular plant table, enamel pot and plant 
stand. 

739   A quantity of pressed glass, sundae dishes 
etc. 

740   A small rocking crib with hand painted 
flowers etc. 

741   A box of Pianola rolls, journal magazines, 
cork shoe making moulds etc. 

742   Four boxes of Christmas baubles, glasses, 
Delonghi coffee maker, plus two handbags 
etc. 

743   A lamp shade, ornaments and cutlery. 

744   A quantity of Railway magazines and a clock. 

745   Heaters, mixed china, ornaments, lamp, 
torch, heat lamp etc. 

746   Four boxes contents incl. books, china, old 
tins, vintage iron, chamber pots etc.  
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747   Miscellaneous kitchen items incl. scales, 
mixing bowls, clock etc. 

748   A large earthenware/clay vase, 2' high. 

749   A pine white painted box, 31 1/2'' x 15'' x 15'' 
high. 

750   A horse tether collar, 47'' long x 2'' wide. 

751   A box of ornaments, head torch, stone 
paperweight, coasters etc. 

752   Rucksacks and handbags etc. 

753   Two leather suitcases, lined curtains and 
mens clothing. 

754   A box of mugs, cottage ware etc. 

755   Three boxes of china, Goblin, teasmade etc. 

756   Four pairs of boots and shoes size 8, 12 and 
4, dash cam and pictures etc. 

757   Work gloves, extension cable, new paint, 
bath taps boxed halogen light etc. 

758   Two boxes of mixed china and under sink 
storage shelf. 

759   A three branch Electrolier. 

760   A pair of Avery scales and two weights. 

761   A box of glass, advertising milk bottles, old 
beer bottles, silver stopper and parrot 
decorated lamp shade. 

762   A small Eltex lamp, enamel light shades, 
Stewart dryer etc. 

763   A garden clock, large frying pan, small 
trough, trivet etc. 

764   Five boxes of mixed glass, tins, china etc. 

765   Eight laundry tongs and a washing dolly. 

766   Three boxes of trophies, cutlery, cookware 
and ornaments. 

767   A cordless 18v rip saw, cordless 24v drill with 
charger/battery and cassettes 'Home with 
French'. 

768   A strimmer head, a full size horse bridle , 
snaffle bit, and a catch net. 

769   Two Power air fryer cookers. 

770   A quantity of china, a vase, miniature teapot 
set, trinket pots etc. 

771   Two air beds and a fold up picnic chair. 

772   Four suitcases. 

773   Two electric propagators. 

774   Two mdf/pine mechanisms. 

775   Table lamps, two camping stoves, Electrolux 
polishing head etc. 

776   An Arthur Woods vase, phone with charger, 
iron, plates etc. 

777   A bell shape made in wicker and gents ice 
skates size 9 1/2. 

778   Four bed pans (3 enamel, 1 aluminium) and 
box of gramophone records. 

779   A brass coal box and wooden magazine rack. 

780   A 6v electric drill with charger, iron, vase, 
glasses etc. 

781   Old gramophone records, CD's two mobile 
phones etc. 

782   Two boxes honey jars, jardiniere and three 
small china drawers. 

783   Two large umbrellas, vintage snow shoes and 
Flymo a/f. and hedge trimmer a/f. 

784   A bag with four bowls. 

785   A drain rod point cover, flexi discs and two 
pumps. 

786   A Flymo Turbo Compact 350 mower. 

787   Electrical leads. 

788   A spray gun, rechargeable torch, soldering kit 
and box of plasterboard fixings. 

789   Assorted wire nails and galvanised nails in 
different sizes. 

790   A linen basket, shopping trolley, hiking stick, 
umbrella etc. 

791   A tray of shelf fittings, tools, decorating 
equipment, paint and fluids and fire wood. 

792   A gas camping stove incl. two burners and 
grill, Sindy toy car and a fibre optic Christmas 
tree. 

793   A wheelchair. Foot rests to follow 

794   A metal bed. 

795   A part roll of chicken wire and builders mixer 
pad.    

  

BRIC-A-BRAC (INSIDE LOTS) 
801   A drop leaf kitchen table, 52'' x 34'' x 29'' 

high. 
802   A double wardrobe, 49'' x 16'' x 77'' high. 

803   A red/brown/beige runner 25'' x 90'' and 
beige rug with square pattern 46'' x 65''. 

804   A bedside cabinet on castors with two 
drawers. 

805   A cupboard with shelves and two drawers, 
41 x 18'' x 33'' high. 

806   Two rocking chairs in kit form. 

807   A tapestry top table and a low lap table. 

808   A pine wardrobe, 3' x 23'' x 75 1/2'' high. 

809   Prints and tapestry etc. 

810   A Hostess trolley. 

811   Two stools/seats. 

812   A photograph and two prints. 

813   A drop leaf table 42'' wide x 57'' extended x 
28'' high. 

814   A Walnut finish corner cupboard with electric 
lighting, 26'' wide x 77'' high. 

815   Audio books and two boxes. 

816   A swivel button back office chair. 

817   A leather 'Club House' Jane Shilton bag and 
four covered coat hangers. 

818   A suede jacket by Sardar, size 12. 
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819   A large black leather jacket, large sheepskin 
jacket and XXL wax jacket. 

820   Photographs of American National Parks. 

821   A rug and a mirror. 

822   A Lloyd Loom style chair and a large pouffe. 

823   A Loo tilt top table, 39'' x 52''. 

824   An over mantle mirror, 3' x 30 1/2''. 

825   Two photographs of Paris, Eiffel tower etc. 

826   A fold up bed. 

827   A double bed base. 

828   A single bed with mattress. 

829   An electric fire in white surround, 45'' x 13'' x 
35'' high. 

830   A single divan with drawer and mattress. 

831   Two rolls of fabric, purple and black and 
maps. 

832   An Electriq air conditioning unit. 

833   A boxed Wilko microwave. 

834   LEC fridge freezer. 

835   Loewe 31'' TV on stand with sound bar. 

836   Suitcases with scarves, Union Jack flag, etc. 

837   A beer fridge. 

838   A 3.5 litre 'Tower' slow cooker (new). 

839   A pair of floor standing lamps. 

840   Two wall mirrors; one gilt framed 33'' x 40'', 
the other arched 3' x 23''. 

841   A Pembroke table 32 1/2'' x 34'' open x 26'' 
high. 

842   A Candy Floss machine and stress guns. 

843   A wicker breakfast table with 2 chairs 39'' x 
21'' x 29'' high. 

844   Two pot stands 28 1/2'' tall. 

845   A Yamaha PSR-F51 key board with stand, 
stool, headphones, piano book, etc. 

846   A corner cupboard with shelves and H hinges 
37'' high x 30'' wide. 

847   Two stools and a small table. 

848   A display unit with 2 cupboards having glass 
shelves 49 1/2'' wide x 77'' high x 16'' deep. 

849   A corner cupboard 71'' high x 30'' wide. 

850   A pine wardrobe with drawer to base 43'' 
wide x 77'' high x 21'' deep. 

851   A pine wardrobe with drawer to base 43'' 
wide x 77'' high x 21'' deep. 

852   Border Fine Arts Labrador and puppies, 
Aynsley Otter and other animal ornaments. 

853   Ladies and gents clothing including; Dryway 
Monarch wool coat, Dickies XL body warmer, 
John Collier jacket XL, etc. 

854   A bread bin, a large storage crate 37'' x 18'' x 
19'' high and a smaller wooden crate 20'' 
square both with lids. 

855   PDP4270XD Pioneer 42'' plasma TV with user 
manual and remote. 

856   A Canon 1x400 printer with cartridges. 

857   A buffet sideboard with 2 drawers and 2 
cupboards 52 1/2'' x 17'' x 54'' high. 

858   An oval mirror with ornate surround. 

859   Three china pig money boxes. 

860   Photo frames, tea light holders,etc. 

861   A Frister and Rossmann Cub 7 sewing 
machine with pedal, accessories and 
instructions. 

862   A pair of wireless AV links for TV signal 
transmit and receive. 

863   A Kenton travel clock and lights. 

864   A wall shelf unit 32'' wide and a coffee table 
40'' x 22'' x 18'' high. 

865   A large circular kitchen/dining table 5' 
diameter x 30'' high. 

866   A metal log basket and fire guard. 

867   A3 office laminator and a wall paper stripper. 

868   A pair of Wharfedale Coleridge speakers, 10'' 
x 11'' x 19'' high. 

869   A cantilever sewing box and related 
contents. 

870   A pine kitchen table, 47'' x 32'' x 31'' high. 

871   A quantity of handbags, some leather. 

872   Eight sea grass chairs. 

873   Three matching rugs 4'' x 2'' by Wilton 
carpets plus a circular 5' rug. 

874   A Stag Head doorbell and an Eiffel Tower. 

875   A five drawer child's wardrobe, 47'' x 23'' x 
44'' high. 

876   An Encore guitar. 

877   A white painted chest of eight drawers, 43'' x 
21'' x 44'' high. 

878   A basket of heads of ladies with various hats. 

879   A painted green washstand with drawer, 32'' 
x 17'' x 29'' high. 

880   A box of cushions and three lamp shades. 

881   A two over two chest of drawers, painted 
orange, 3' x 19'' x 31 1/2''. 

882   Four busts 'David', 'Ernest', 'Mozart' (base 
a/f) and 'Niobe'. 

883   A TV cabinet, 38'' x 22'' x 18'' high. 

884   A bookcase with three shelves, 35'' x 11'' x 
37'' high. 

885   A small bureau, 21'' x 15 1/2'' x 40'' high. 

886   Three boxes of many fabrics including wools, 
tweed etc. 

887   A coffee table, maple veneer with two 
drawers and lower shelf, 44'' x 21'' x 18'' 
high. 

888   A table with four chairs. 

889   Five car rugs and a coat, size medium. 

890   A pair of boots size 37 and walking boots size 
38 etc. 

891   A 21'' Sony TV with instructions and remote. 
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892   A Woods Bros. Old Charm Furniture 
sideboard, 51'' x 18'' x 35 1/2'' high. 

893   A glass fronted small music cupboard 16'' x 
31'' high, plus a circular table 23'' high. 

894   A mirrored bedside table. 

895   A Woods Bros. Old Charm Furniture hall 
cupboard 31'' x 13'' x 28'' high. 

896   A quantity of gramophone records and 45 
rpm records. 

897   A quantity of figures/ornaments. 

898   Two boxes of table lamps and shades. 

899   A TV cabinet, walnut veneer, 4' x 18'' x 23'' 
high. 

900   A Digi Fusion FERT 95 digital video recorder 
80 gig with remote, plus stamp starter pack 
etc. 

901   A glass fronted cabinet with wooden shelves, 
40'' x 11'' x 42'' high. 

902   Miscellaneous table covers by Watts of 
Westminster, green velvet 10' x 8'. 

903   Two bedside cupboards, 18'' x 22'' x 27'' 
high. 

904   Five table lamps and shades. 

905   A chest of drawers, four drawers, 18'' x 24'' x 
44 1/2'' high. 

906   A white painted chest of drawers with china 
knobs, two over four drawers, 32'' x 18'' x 45 
1/2'' high. 

907   A cotton blanket by Goodwin Weavers and a 
pink eiderdown. 

908   A Slumber 'Heather' rug, 120 cm x 170 cms. 

909   A quantity of glasses, Stuart crystal, port 
glasses etc. 

910   Four stick back chairs. 

911   A CD player, phone with answer phone 
system, EE wireless router, Harry Potter 
game etc. 

912   A pine chest of drawers, five drawers, 34'' x 
17 1/2'' x 40'' high. 

913   A boxed Katie Kopycat doll by Palitoy. 

914   A chest of drawers, seven drawers, 31'' x 19'' 
x 45 1/2'' and a stool. 

915   A table lamp, prints and The Illustrated 
magazines, place mats etc. 

917   An extendable table, 3' closed, up to 35 1/2'' 
x 30'' high. 

918   An extendable table, 43'' closed x 30'' x 30'' 
high. 

919   A Shove Ha'penny board and a sewing table, 
15 1/2'' x 20'' x 24'' high. 

920   Six small dining chairs. 

921   Two boxes of linen, tablecloths etc. 

922   A comfy faux leather swivel chair and 
matching footstool. 

923   A nest of two tables having circular metal 

legs. 

924   Two small chairs with sloping backs. 

925   A hall cupboard with bobbin legs, 34 1/2'' x 
19'' x 29'' high. 

926   A quantity of classical CDs and books. 

927   A TV cabinet, 32'' x 15 1/2'' x 20 1/2'' high. 

928   An oak Hall stand, central drawer and two 
drip trays, 28'' x 12 1/4'' x 36 1/2'' high. 

929   A toilet swing mirror, 18'' x 9 1/2'' x 21'' high. 

930   A drop leaf gateleg table, 3' wide x 54'' deep 
x 29'' high. 

931   A cube light/lamp, 17'' square x 17'' high. 

932   A quantity of table lamps, one having wax 
melt. 

933   An umbrella stand and Blaupunkt car 300 
radio cassette player. 

934   A box of books and cased knives, books incl. 
biographies. 

935   A white sideboard, 56 1/2'' x 18'' x 23'' high. 

936   A console table, 35'' x 14'' x 32'' high. 

937   A circular table with two chairs, 35'' diameter 
x 31'' high. 

938   A large 'Me to You' bear and Winnie the 
Pooh bear. 

939   A new portable gas stove, double burner, 
plus ornaments. 

940   An octagonal kitchen table, 43'' diameter and 
three chairs. 

941   Three lamps, vase and mirror. 

942   A bedside cupboard with one drawer. 

943   Two small 'Woolmark' sheepskins. 

944   Two sheepskins, one large, one small. 

945   Three yellow cushions and a cosy pile 
sheepskin. 

946   A box of ladies handbags, plus two pairs of 
shoes with boxes, size 39 incl. LK Bennett. 

947   Arsenal supporters related items incl. 
football club hat, coin/medal collection 1998 
etc. 

948   A Metamec wall clock and a small tin globe. 

949   A monitor, keyboard and mouse. 

950   A Tellux record player. 

951   An Ercol extending table, 63'' x 36'' x 29'' 
high. 

952   Four costume dolls. 

953   A box of bedding, pillow cases, sheets etc. 

954   A quantity of LP records and 45 rpm records 
incl. Frank Sinatra, Jim Reeves, Nat King Cole, 
Nancy Sinatra etc. 

955   A quantity of green velvet curtains 40'' wide 
x 2' drop and various sizes. 

956   A Sovereign Supersport, games CD player, 
CDs. 
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957   A VEF transistor radio, Star Finder Radio, 
microphones, Roberts clock radio and DVD 
video recorder. 

958   A quantity of wool. 

959   A Sony Stereo music system and a pair of 
speakers. 

960   A Videomatic VMC100, Brownie camera, 
cassettes, camera cases, etc. 

961   Three Sony record players, an ION record 
player and Dual record player. 

962   Two picnic blankets. 

963   A JVC music centre with effect top speaker 
system and a cabinet. 

964   Three chairs, a small footstool, bedside 
cabinet and magazine rack. 

965   Two hockey sticks and two tennis rackets. 

966   Four pictures. 

967   A Remington typewriter. 

968   A stool and bedroom chair with storage and 
a white painted stool. 

969   A bookcase, 2' x 7'' x 43 1/2'' high. 

970   A box of Railway magazines. 

971   A coffee table with lower shelf and two 
drawers, 39'' x 19 1/2'' x 19'' high. 

972   A Revelation blue case and quantity of 
pictures, paintings etc. 

973   A circular wicker table with glass top, 22'' 
diameter x 22 1/2'' high. 

974   A bamboo cane mirror and Winnie the Pooh 
picture. 

975   A large quantity of Cricket magazines and a 
large Ralph Lauren bag. 

976   A white cabinet having two drawers and 
lower cupboard, 34'' x 16'' x 35'' high. 

977   Binoculars, cameras and Bush docking 
station etc. 

978   A Sony digital disc player, Sharp LCD remote 
VHS player etc. 

979   Sparring gloves, calculators, mobile phones, 
mini TV etc. 

980   A vintage Pye radio, Metamec clock, Walkie 
talkies , Buckaroo, drinking chefs etc. 

980 A A piano stool. 

980 B Three Gibsons jigsaws, 500 piece. 

980 C Two chrome chairs, one white, one black. 

980 D Two mirrors with metal surround. 

980 E An Elna Lotus TSP sewing machine with foot 
control. 

980 F Certificates from the 'Pope', china, Leonardo 
costume doll etc. 

980 G A 1960's style stool and a table. 

980 H A Sous Vide cooking device, as new (cooking 
technique to cook food at lower temperature 
under longer period of time). 

980 J A Kenwood BL740 liquidiser. 

980 K Two armchairs, cottage style. 

980 L Three music stations, Aiwa, Samsung and 
Technics. 

980 M An 'Eme' 1950's wall mounted clock. 

980 N A box of books and empty jewellery boxes. 

980 P A coffee table, 33'' x 19 1/2'' x 21 1/2'' high. 

980 Q A large quantity of Cricket magazines, 
circular cake/place mats in pink trolley bag. 

980 R A box of albums and records, Barry Manilow 
etc. 

980 T A quantity of mixed jigsaw puzzles. 

980 U A Sony Walkman mini disc player and discs. 

980 V A quantity of soft toys incl. Sonic the 
Hedgehog, Nemo, Dalmation ruck sack bag 
etc. 

980 W A mirror, 19 1/2'' x 16 1/2''. 

981   A pair of Kicker boots, size 8 and another pair 
of navy desert boots. 

982   An octagonal mirror. 

983   Five miscellaneous mirrors incl. two tryptic 
mirrors. 

984   A conservatory suite including two chairs, 
two seater sofa and glass top table. 

985   A book trough with fretwork ends. 

986   An open bookcase and magazine rack. 

987   A small bamboo table with lower shelf. 

988   A cherub mirror and quantity of mono gilt 
rimmed china. 

989   A large quantity of floral pictures etc. 

990   A West German jardiniere stand and a 
wardrobe mirror. 

991   A pair of Granite boots, size 9. 

992   A small occasional table. 

993   A Stephen Selby London Victorian Collection 
print. 

994   A poem painting, framed and glazed by John 
Morgan entitled 'Going'.    

  

Saturday 20th May 9am -  
MISCELLANEA 

1001   A Spelter figure of sleigh horse 'Ch Gautier', 9 
1/2'' high x 11'' long. 

1002   A Special Constable Medal awarded to 
Sargent Ernest A. Briggs and four World War 
II medals, (two Defense, two Victory). 

1003   A small quantity of badges including two 
A.R.P. pin Badges hallmarked silver, 'West 
Riding of Yorkshire Special Constabulary', a 
double sided Pendant depicting picture of 
Lord Kitchener to one side and two crossed 
flags (union jack and royal ensign) to the 
other, etc. 

1004   Seven sport Fobs mostly hallmarked silver. 
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1005   Six assorted historical medallions including 
'National sea fisheries Protections 
Association', Lunge Tallinn 1978/ 'M.C.U.Bet' 
in original case, etc. 

1006   A metal figure of a newspaper seller marked 
'Le Colporteur' on cork base, 8 1/2'' tall, a 
Commercial Union fire insurance Policy 
dated 1920, empty photograph album and a 
soft cased pair of 30 x 25 DCF binoculars (one 
eye piece loose) in camouflage colours. 

1007   A Cloisonne bowl profusely decorated 
depicting exotic birds (small losses to 
enamel), 7'' diameter x 5 1/4'' tall.  

1008   A small quantity of miscellanea including a 
Chinese root carving of a fisherman, oak 
stationary rack, three small Chinese 
stone/wood carvings, etc. 

1009   A large quantity of Postcards including 
landscapes, etc. 

1010   A 'Dinky Toys' perspex retail Sign, 15 1/2'' x 
10'' and a cardboard 'Meccano' display sign. 

1011   A Regent of London Petit Point dressing table 
set to include; tray, brushes, clock, lipstick 
holder, compact mirror and jewellery box 
(boxed). 

1012   A set of Crystalate Kelly pool Balls. 

1013   A Westminster chiming Mantle Clock by The 
Alexander Clark Co. Ltd. with presentation 
plaque, having key and pendulum. 

1014   Two contemporary glazed Maps of 
Monmouth and Brecon Canal along with a 
wooden bowl and vase. 

1015   A Fortnum & Mason wicker Hamper, 25'' 
wide x 16'' deep and 16'' high. 

1016   A quantity of OS Maps; mostly of 
Gloucestershire dated between 1900 - 1940, 
some second editions. 

1017   A quantity of loose maps of the British Isles 
some taken from books including Ireland, 
Wales, Berkshire, etc. some published by 
Blackie & Sons, James S Virtue, etc. (some 
tears and foxing). 

1018   A quantity of loose maps of Europe, Africa 
and Asia some taken from books, publishers 
to include Cassell & Company, Blackie & Son, 
etc., (some tears and foxing). 

1019   A quantity of loose maps of Australia and 
New Zealand some taken out of books, 
publishers to include James S Virtue, etc., 
(some foxing and tears). 

1020   A large quantity of circa 1970's Ordnance 
Survey admiralty charts of the British isles 
including Poole harbour. 

1021   A navy blue Yorkers blazer with a RAF fabric 
badge to the pocket, size 44''. 

1022   A mahogany Desk Tidy with two doors 
opening to reveal letter rack and lower 
drawer, 12'' wide x 8'' deep x 12'' tall overall. 

1023   A small quantity of Pens including two Parker 
pens (one with rolled gold top), two Swan 
fountain pens with 14k nibs and a 
Waterman's fountain pen. 

1024   A quantity of pens including Eversharp Biro, 
'Orient Line', Platignum, etc., some a/f. 

1025   A quantity of miscellanea including scarves, 
kimono, bottles of perfume, compact, snuff 
box, cigarette holder, lighter and fan with 
bird decoration. 

1026   A quantity of miscellanea and Treen 
including a quill box, Gourd, polisher, leather 
coated beaker, fishing reel, elephant 
bookends with secret compartments, 
ebonised model of an elephant fighting off a 
leopard a/f, etc. 

1027   A quantity of bottles of alcohol, including 
Harveys, QC, Baileys, etc 

1028   A pair of Carl Zeiss Binoculars 'Jena' 10 x 50. 

1029   A wood and brass Tantalus with three 
matching cut glass decanters (some chips to 
bases). 

1030   A quantity of miscellanea including two old 
Teddy bears, model of H.M.S. Hood, metal 
box of old buttons, desk calendar, convex 
mirror, etc., (some wear). 

1031   A Smiths Westminster chiming Mantle Clock 
in darkwood case and Arabic numerals, with 
pendulum and key. 

1032   A square faced and cased Oak Mantle Clock 
(unglazed) with art deco style Arabic 
numerals on dark metal face, with key and 
pendulum. 

1033   A quantity of old Airfix model commercial 
airline Aeroplanes including B.O.A.C, British 
European Airways, Jersey Airlines, Fairey 
Rotodyne, etc., (all assembled but some 
parts missing). 

1034   A quantity of old Airfix military Aeroplanes 
including Avro Vulcan, Lancaster bomber, 
Spitfire, etc, (all assembled but with some 
parts missing). 

1035   A good quantity of old Photographs including 
family members, mountain and landscapes, 
postcards, etc. 

1036   Two old Autograph books with beautifully 
hand drawn and painted entries, some 
dating to WWI, some dating from 1930's, etc. 
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1037   A Sketch Pad of hand drawn and coloured 
Sketches of aircraft, cars, motorbike, all 
beautifully drawn and with attention to 
detail including Cadillac, M.A Mustang, The 
Bristol Brabazon, Clydesman Flying Boat, 
Triumph motorbike, etc. and a loose sketch 
of The Bismarck. 

1038   A quantity of old playing cards, Dominoes, 
draught pieces, lead warship, cars, etc. 

1039   A travelling correspondence Box with 
detachable top for writing on, four drawers 
to left and door to right revealing three 
drawers all with drop handles, drawer 
interiors in black lacquered finish and the 
whole of the exterior and drawer fronts in a 
parquet veneer, (door needs some 
attention), key absent, 14'' wide x 10'' deep x 
11'' high. 

1040   An enamel Sign - Frys Chocolate makers to 
H.M. the King, 36'' wide x 12'' high, some 
wear. 

1041   A black cast iron Bread Peel. 

1042   A Shepherd's crook, thumb stick with 
attached cowbell and another stick with 
carved head of a sheep dog. 

1043   A small quantity of miscellanea including a 
small mantle clock, small pair of antlers with 
skull mounted on plaque, signed 'The Nell 
Gwynne Theatre Hereford' programs, pipe, 
tea cards etc. 

1044   A quantity of treen kitchenalia including 
butter press/stamp 'Wheat sheaf' design, 
cutlery tray, pestle and mortar, pepper 
grinder, cheese board etc. 

1045   A stamp album titled 'The Victory' containing 
foreign and British stamps, together with 
loose foreign and British stamps. 

1046   A small purse and an evening bag made of 
sequins and beads, a wooden covered New 
Testament and a velvet covered Common 
Prayer book. 

1047   A small quantity of miscellanea to include; 
two small picture frames, a small bone 
trinket box with brass decorations, powder 
compact/lipstick, ladies marquisette pattern 
cigarette case, etc. 

1048   Two black leather Belts; one having an eagle 
clasp, the other a snake clasp, 51'' and 34'' 
long. 

1049   A heavy metal ''Walenty Pytel'' Bird sculpture 
having outstretched wings on a raised 
stepped circular base with artist name 
plaque, 17 1/2'' tall. 

1050   A quantity of glass Inkwells to include square 
inkwell with brass lid, brass inkwell in leather 
pot, small inkwell with blue and gold leaf 
decoration, etc.  

1051   A quantity of mixed coins including 
threepences, pennies, foreign, etc. 

1052   A re-enactment Axe. 

1053   A re-enactment Spear with red and gold cord 
and tassel binding. 

1054   A long handled re-enactment Blade with 
hook. 

1055   A small quantity of re-enactment swords, 
blades, etc., some a/f. 

1056   A part set of re-enactment Armour including 
helmet, gauntlets, leg covers, etc. 

1057   A re-enactment Roman Legionary part Suit of 
armour with extra helmet. 

1058   Six various canons for display on wooden 
bases, some decorated with designs, some 
lacquered. 

1059   Five various brass and metal canons for 
display, one having dragon design on barrel. 

1060   Eight various metal Military canons for 
display. 

1061   A quantity of metal and brass Canons for 
display. 

1062   A quantity of Lead Soldiers and warriors 
including Zulus, Dorsets, etc. 

1063   A quantity of Lead Soldiers including 
Grenadier Band, Highlanders, etc., some by 
Britains, some a/f. 

1064   A quantity of lead horse drawn Napolean 
units including gun carriages, arms wagons, 
etc. 

1065   A quantity of lead WWI army figures 
including bugler, drummer, stretcher 
bearers, armed motorcycles and riders, etc. 

1066   A small quantity of Britains lead figures 
including Yeoman of the Guard, Life Guards 
and Scots Guards. 

1067   A quantity of lead Soldiers including Life 
Guards, Private British Marines 1795, 
Yeoman of the Guard, Cavalry, etc. 

1068   Two boxed ''The Boys of the old Brigade'' - 
British Lancers and Hussars South African 
War containing lead Cavalry figures in khaki 
colour, two figures on camels including 
Arabian man and Officer, etc. 

1069   A quantity of lead figures including the late 
Queen, British 2nd Dragoons - Scots Greys, 
Gunners, Arabs on horseback, cannon, etc.    

1070   A quantity of lead figures to include 
cowboys, Indians, pilot, gunner, dray, gig 
with passengers, etc. 
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1071   A boxed Ambulance wagon from 'The Boys of 
the Old Brigade' by Langley models. 

1072   A boxed Naval Gun Team from 'The Boys of 
the Old Brigade' by Langley models. 

1073   Three boxed hand painted models 'Indian 
Mountain Artillery Battery (1900) - part I, II 
and III by 'Tradition'; soldiers, pack mules 
and gun carriage. 

1074   Two boxed sets of soldiers from 'The Boys of 
the Old Brigade' by Langley models to 
include; Royal Navy landing party (blue 
jackets) and Stretcher Party together with a 
boxed set of Britain's Worcestershire 
Regiment soldiers. 

1075   A boxed set of 'Tradition' hand painted 
soldiers including; The Fifes and Drums, 
Prussian Line Infantry, 1914 together with a 
Limited Edition boxed set by W. Britain of 
The Kings Own Royal Border Regiment. 

1076   Four boxed sets of Britain's British Regiments 
including; mounted Royal Horse Guard and 
Life Guard, Gordon Highlanders and a pack 
containing two each of Yeoman of The 
Guard, Scots Guard and Lifeguards. 

1077   A quantity of model soldiers by Tradition, 
Langley models, etc to include; motorcycle 
with rider and mascot, plus three plastic 
cases with contents of unpainted model 
soldiers; French grenadiers, Highlanders, etc. 

1078   A quantity of boxed Corgi 'Battle of Britain' 
and '100 Years of Flight' model aeroplanes 
including; Hawker Hurricane, Spitfire and 
Messerschmit, plus Corgi Boeing B-17 Flying 
Fortress, boxed set 'For King and Country' 
edition, military ambulance, gun, etc. 

1079   A quantity of kit made War planes including; 
Sopwith Camel, 1944 Junkers, Mosquito FB 
Mk VI, Hawker Typhoon, brass Spitfire (some 
a/f). 

1080   A Barnett Trident Crossbow with sights with 
one arrow/bolt in situ plus a tube of bow 
string wax. 

1081   A Barnett International Bow, no arrows, a/f. 

1082   A Fencing sword in a Leon Paul canvas slip 
cover. 

1083   A Sword stick in ebonised wood sheath with 
inlaid detail to the handle and mask head to 
the end, the blade marked India. 

1084   A Hobson & Sons, London Royal Field 
Auxiliary Infantry Sword, having engraved 
blade and the initials F.T.B. to the metal 
scabbard. 

1085   A Military Bayonet dated 1903, marked 
Sanderson, Sheffield, in a leather and metal 
sheath, very rusty, 17 1/2'' long together 
with a leather sword scabbard, 34 1/2'' long. 

1086   A Coulaux Klingenthal Bayonet with scabbard 
with brass inscribed 5.3.R.R  6 .SS, 25'' long, 
(some rust). 

1087   A Spanish Bolo M1941 with sheath 

1088   A 1913 WWI Remington bayonet. 

1089   A German AK47 Bayonet with belt loop and 
wire cutting tool. 

1090   A No. 4 Mark II Bayonet made to fit all Lee 
Enfield No. 4 Rifle, length 10'' blade 8'' with 
scabbard. 

1091   A British Bayonet LIA3, no. 9600257 and 
scabbard 

1092   A Toledo Spain fixed blade Bayonet with 
scabbard stamped 5813 D. 

1093   A Dutch Hembrug bayonet, no scabbard, 
18½'' length. 

1094   A Martindale machete, no. 1055, in cow hide 
covered sheath. 

1095   A WWI 1917 machete by Samuel Kitchin, 
Sheffield, wooden handle, (blade rusty), in 
leather sheath. 

1096   A 1945 WWII British machete with 1945 
broad arrow marking stamped to sheath 
(blade rusty). 

1097   A 1961 British Army Martindale machete, 
KE7277, no. 227. 

1098   A WWI German Goitlies fighting knife and 
sheath. 

1099   A WWI German fighting knife, no sheath. 

1100   A dagger in a wooden sheath plus a carving 
set with floral decorated handles and sheath. 

1101   A hand carved shot Baton with concealed 
knife blade and an African dagger. 

1102   A curved knife with wooden handle.   

1103   A quantity of RAF and military Memorabilia 
belonging to Norman Russell Blenner-
Hassett, official no. 4068870, to include 
certificate of service RAF, certificate of  
vaccination against smallpox, County of 
Warwick Lieutenancy Roll of Members 1954, 
photograph of Squadrons, Home Guard 
photograph, 9ct brooch with soldiers 
photograph, Territorial Force indenture 
between a F.T. Blenner-Hassett and The 3rd 
South Midland Brigade of Royal Field Artillery 
dated 14th June 1920, Certificate of 
nomination to The O.B.E. for F.T. Blenner-
Hassett, etc. 

1104   A French WWII Croix de Guerre medal dated 
1939. 
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1105   Two WWII silver and enamel RAF sweetheart 
Badges. 

1106   A 1930's novelty Aviator lighter, 9 1/2'' tall. 

1107   A WWII Trench art table lamp made from a 
round from a Spitfire, 11 1/2'' tall. 

1108   Two large boxes of army issue webbing, 
rucksacks, kit bags, etc. 

1109   A quantity of copies of military photographs 
depicting WWII and an old Magneto 
Victorian  game, a/f. 

1110   A quantity of Military buttons, badges 
(mostly Herefordshire), Great War medals, 
ration tin, drill instructions, citation papers, 
Royal Garrison artillery frame, etc. 

1111   Three car badges including; Royal Air Forces 
Association, Women's Royal Army Corps and 
AA. 

1112   A quantity of framed photos and pictures 
including; montage for Pte Harold Shaw 1st 
Bn Herefordshire Regiment, Pte Walter 
Ernest Flindall 1st VB Derbyshire Regiment 
1898, etc. 

1113   An ornate oval framed En Memoire De La 
Grande Guerre 1914-1918 containing Medals 
belonging to; Joseph Cassar Carporal au 3rd 
Regiment de Zouaves Cite a la Division. A tait 
toute la Campagne Medals including; Victory 
Medal France WWI, 1914-1918 
Commemorative War Medal, The 
Combatants Cross, Croix de Guerre (Cross of 
War), French Medaille Militare 1870-1940, 
Medal for war Wounded and Medaille 
Verdun on Does not Pass (miniature). 

1114   A file about the Statuette of St Barbara which 
was presented to the Royal Artillery by 'Lt. 
General Richard W. Owen Artillery of the U.S 
Army the 34th Heavy Anti Aircraft Brigade' in 
memory of the associations with the British 
Army during the Second World War. The 
sculpture was Richard Garbe who was well 
known in Berlin. 

1115   A file containing Military photographs 
including; Brigadier Pat Cook, Field Marshal 
Sir Richard Hull, Air Craft Marshal Sir Wallace 
Kyle from the Bomber Command, etc. 

1116   A large quantity of Military buttons to 
include; The Royal Signals, Army Catering 
Corps, Welsh Guards, Royal Corps of 
Transport, R.E.M.E, Ordnance Corps, Kings 
Own Scottish Borders, etc. 

1117   A small quantity of cap badges, buttons, etc 
to include; Royal Navy Junior Ratings cap 
badge, a WWII Polish Commemorative medal 
Italy, WWI Army Service Corps badge, WWI 
Scots Guard button, 1840-1850 London 

button, etc. 

1118   A bronze medallion commemorating H.M.S 
Belfast, Arctic 1943, North Cape 1943, 
Normandy 1944, Korea 1950-1952, cased. 

1119   Three Officers 'Pips', an Officers rank star 
'Pip', a Royal Army Ordnance Corps shoulder 
piece, three Navy week 1988 pin badges, etc. 

1120   A quantity of mixed Army and Royal Navy 
buttons, etc. 

1121   A quantity of ribbons for medals, 
miscellaneous buttons, Civil Defence Corps 
Welfare arm band, cloth badges, antique 
brass button polish tools, etc. 

1122   A quantity of Military ephemera to include; 
Regular Army Certificate of Service belonging 
to William Edward Waite No. 3902708 of The 
South Wales Borders, letters of exemplary 
conduct, Certificate of Army Education, 
Military photographs, a parchment 
Certificate of Character on discharge for a 
Colour Sergeant Edward Taylor 1905, etc. 

1124   A quantity of miscellanea to include; leather 
holster, Bren gun ammo pouch, belt, 
dispatch wallet, mess tin, etc. 

1125   Two Sten gun magazines. 

1126   A Joseph Lang & Son brass mounted Oak and 
leather Cartridge-magazine containing spent 
cartridges, marked Lt. T.W.B Kennedy to the 
lid, 16'' x 12'' x 5 1/2'' deep. 

1127   A Holland & Holland fitted gun Case, handle 
a/f. 

1128   A de-activated 12 Bore double barreld 
hammer Shotgun by W. Richards, London, 
barrels 30'' long, with Certificate of 
deactivation. 

1129   A Midland Gun Co., Birmingham single barrel 
shotgun, serial no. 16767, 30'' barrel.  ***ALL 
WEAPONS MUST BE COLLECTED IN PERSON - 
NO POSTAGE.  PLEASE NOTE THAT A 
CURRENT APPROPRIATE GUN LICENCE WILL 
BE REQUIRED AND IS TO BE PRODUCED TO 
THE AUCTIONEERS AT THE TIME OF 
COLLECTION, WHICH SHOULD BE BY PRIOR 
ARRANGEMENT. 
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1130   A 12 bore Italian double barrel shotgun, 
serial no. 6308,   ***ALL WEAPONS MUST BE 
COLLECTED IN PERSON - NO POSTAGE.  
PLEASE NOTE THAT A CURRENT 
APPROPRIATE GUN LICENCE WILL BE 
REQUIRED AND IS TO BE PRODUCED TO THE 
AUCTIONEERS AT THE TIME OF COLLECTION, 
WHICH SHOULD BE BY PRIOR 
ARRANGEMENT. 

1131   A 12 bore Baikal single barrel Shotgun, serial 
no. P36188.   ***ALL WEAPONS MUST BE 
COLLECTED IN PERSON - NO POSTAGE.  
PLEASE NOTE THAT A CURRENT 
APPROPRIATE GUN LICENCE WILL BE 
REQUIRED AND IS TO BE PRODUCED TO THE 
AUCTIONEERS AT THE TIME OF COLLECTION, 
WHICH SHOULD BE BY PRIOR 
ARRANGEMENT. 

1132   A 12 bore single barrel Shotgun by Argyle, 
serial no. 12219, 30'' barrel.   ***ALL 
WEAPONS MUST BE COLLECTED IN PERSON - 
NO POSTAGE.  PLEASE NOTE THAT A 
CURRENT APPROPRIATE GUN LICENCE WILL 
BE REQUIRED AND IS TO BE PRODUCED TO 
THE AUCTIONEERS AT THE TIME OF 
COLLECTION, WHICH SHOULD BE BY PRIOR 
ARRANGEMENT. 

1133   A 12 bore single barrel Shotgun by 
Harrington & Richards, 30'' barrel, serial no. 
A160705.  ***ALL WEAPONS MUST BE 
COLLECTED IN PERSON - NO POSTAGE.  
PLEASE NOTE THAT A CURRENT 
APPROPRIATE GUN LICENCE WILL BE 
REQUIRED AND IS TO BE PRODUCED TO THE 
AUCTIONEERS AT THE TIME OF COLLECTION, 
WHICH SHOULD BE BY PRIOR 
ARRANGEMENT. 

1134   A 12 bore, open-hammer, double barrelled, 
non-ejector, side by side Shotgun by ''E.M. 
Reilly & Co., 16, New Oxford Street, London 
& Rue Scribe, Paris'', serial no. 26598, having 
30'' Damascus barrels. Believed to date from 
circa 1884.  ***ALL WEAPONS MUST BE 
COLLECTED IN PERSON - NO POSTAGE.  
PLEASE NOTE THAT A CURRENT 
APPROPRIATE GUN LICENCE WILL BE 
REQUIRED AND IS TO BE PRODUCED TO THE 
AUCTIONEERS AT THE TIME OF COLLECTION, 
WHICH SHOULD BE BY PRIOR 
ARRANGEMENT. 

1135   A replica single barrel gun, a/f. 

1136   A replica Winchester style Gun. 

1138   An Oak Campaign Chest with drop handles to 
each side, green felt lining and Chubb lock 
(no key present), 25 1/4'' x 15'' x 15 1/2''. 

1139   A quantity of cork openers and two plated 
vases with a marble like statue and a box 
game of Mahjong. 

1140   Four albums of First day covers to include 
the following years, 1969, 1973, 1976, 1980, 
1985, 1987 through to 1998 and a Triumph 
stamp album with foreign and English 
stamps. 

1141   A small oak occasional Table having beading 
to edge, marked 546 to base, 15 1/2'' tall x 
10 1/2'' square (beading missing along one 
edge). 

1142   A small Violin (a/f), two carved tribal figures, 
small engraving, etc. 

1143   Two Chinese silk rugs of similar design, 3' x 
5'. 

1144   A 1930's woven grass sewing basket with lid, 
original crepe lining and a similar bowl. 

1145   A length of vintage metallic thread 
fringe/trimming, 6'' deep, approx. 8 m. 

1146   Two silk lamp shades and others. 

1147   A good quality classical style table Lamp with 
silk shade. 

1148   A taxidermy of a Dunlin bird standing in a 
rocky setting, 10 1/2'' wide x 5 1/2'' tall. 

1149   A box of various fossils, shells and rock 
samples. 

1150   A small box of animal models, plastic 
huntsmen, Cloisonne horses, etc. 

1151   A carved hardwood sculpture of an Eagle, 
very well executed, possibly from Black 
Forest Craftsmen, (damage to one talon and 
wing). 18 1/2'' wide x 12'' tall. 

1152   A quantity of miscellaneous cameras and 
equipment including Miranda Titan 606 
Tripod, Polaroid Land camera, Bell and 
Howell Sundial, etc. 

1153   A box of cameras including Ricoh and 
Olympus, lenses, flashes, etc. 

1154   A quantity of old coins including pennies, 
threepences, halfpennies, sixpences, Victoria 
pennies, etc. 

1155   A tub of foreign coins and notes. 

1156   A tray of coins, half crowns, shillings, 
sixpences, florins, etc. 

1157   A box of miscellaneous treen including 
candlesticks, plaques, trays, dog and 
barometer, etc. 

1158   A box of leather and fabric items including 
vanity case, mirror, bag and shoe shine kit. 

1159   Two metal table Lamps, 2' 6'' and 3' high, 
one with shade.   

1160   Two Prince Charles investiture Crowns, dated 
1969. 
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1161   Five crowns to include four Elizabeth and 
Philip silver wedding, and a Queen Mother's 
80th birthday and a cased £2 coin 50th 
anniversary of the end of World War II. 

1162   Twenty seven centenary FA cup football 
tokens and miscellaneous foreign coins. 

1163   An ivory coloured Wedding Dress with long 
sleeves having lace overlay to bodice, having 
matching net veil with lace trim and flower 
headband, size s/m. 

1164   A 'His Masters voice' windup Gramophone 
and records (one record a/f). 

1165   A boxed ''Scenova'' wooden English village 
and a small quantity of lead toys including 
Britains farm animals. 

1166   A Sestrel ship's liquid Compass by Henry 
Brown & Son, reg no. 930377, some wear, 8'' 
diameter. 

1167   Two Schatz Royal Mariner mechanical clocks 
with keys, 7'' diameter. 

1168   A quantity of lead fishing weights. 

1169   A glazed display case containing a model of 
The Cutty Sark, 40 1/2'' wide x 16'' deep x 
24'' high. 

1170   Two black Top Hats, one by Tress & Co. 
London, (internal measurements 20 cm front 
to back, 16 cm side to side) other by Morgan 
& Co (interiors a/f) (internal measurements 
20 cm front to back, 16.5 cm side to side), 
along with delivery hat box.  

1171   A Herbert Johnson grey Top Hat in original 
delivery hat box. 

1172   A bundle of walking canes, one having silver 
collar. 

1173   Two glass domes and contents, 11 1/2'' tall 
overall. 

1174   A GWR waiting room mirror, 20'' x 14''. 

1175   A dog head horn handled walking cane. 

1176   An olive wood walking cane, the handle in 
the shape of horse's head. 

1177   A boxed Chess clock, black carved stone bowl 
and an African figure, 7 1/4'' tall. 

1178   A 1924 Mansfield flagon. 

1179   A Tri-ang 'Long Distance Transport' Truck, 23 
1/2'' Long x 10'' Tall. 

1180   A small quantity of miscellanea to include; 
gents Seiko and Timex watches, cufflinks 
with watch features, Kodak Instamatic 400 
camera, Richmond cigarette case and Haynes 
manual for Rover 213 & 216 cars. 

1181   A small oval Victorian mirror, with black gloss 
and gilt frame. 

1182   Two framed French Bills from 1902 and 
1908. 

1183   Four fountain pens to include Parker 'The De 
La Rue Pen', Conway Stewart and Swan, 
three having 14ct gold nibs. 

1184   A small quantity of miscellanea including 
Tunbridgeware Inkstand, pair of Owl pepper 
pots, cut glass inkwell, small glass jug with 
painted flowers and pontil mark, brooches, 
and a silver plated tankard engraved 1866. 

1185   A small marble and slate Mantle Clock, white 
enamel face with quartz mechanism, 8 1/4'' 
wide x 9 1/2'' high x 8'' deep. 

1186   A 'His Masters Voice' Record player, with 
records. 

1187   A small circular Barbola convex mirror with 
encrusted flowers, 12'' diameter. 

1188   A 1909 Marble Mantle clock having Roman 
numerals, 14 1/4'' high x 11'' wide x 6 1/4'' 
deep, with key, (glass cracked). 

1189   A quantity of treen including advertising 
boxes 'May Queen Margarine' and 'Bovril', 
turned pestle and mortar and two egg cups, 
stand, etc. 

1190   A quantity of miscellanea to include; a 
miniature Roulette wheel, Stratton compact, 
dressing table set, two 'Papermate' ball point 
pens, two vintage Sadler Art Deco wall 
pockets, a pale blue Art Deco glass jug, etc. 

1191   A small quantity of vintage Postcards 
including; Hay-On-Wye, Cleeve Abbey, some 
black & white, etc. Together with a 1958 OS 
Map of Salisbury Plain for War Office & Air 
Ministry. 

1192   Five coins to include; two 1977 Queen 
Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee crowns, 1799 
George III half penny, 1806 George III penny 
and a George V South African shilling. 

1193   An ancient carved hardwood Pot Stand of 
rustic origin, 13'' x 9 1/4'' x 2 11/2'' high. 

1194   A Circa 1970's USSR KMZ Zorki-4K 35mm 
Rangefinder Camera having a Jupiter-8 
50mm f/2 Lens, Body No. 74715473, Lens 
No. 7451608 with original ever ready case 
and lanyard. 

1195   A quantity of miscellanea including; Sirram 
Beauty Box in original packing box, souvenir 
of the late Queen's visit to Hereford in 1957, 
Werlisa Club colour and Olympus, etc. 

1196   A quantity of treen fish plaques and naval 
shields including; H.M.S Gossamer, 
Illustrious, etc. Plus a Royal Air Force 115 
Squadron, Warspite, etc. 
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1197   Four miscellaneous figures including; ethnic 
carved wooden bust of a woman, resin figure 
of a Herucles in classic pose, green stone 
horse on stand and a kneeling figure of a 
Terracotta Army soldier. 

1198   A Cloisonne vase with stylised prunus and 
chrysanthemums on a blue ground standing 
on a wooden plinth, 10 1/4'' tall. 

1199   Two stamp stock books including; foreign 
and English stamps, together with John 
Player tobacco cards depicting 'Golden Age 
of Flying', 'Napoleonic Uniforms', 'History of 
the V.C', etc. 

1200   A postcard album full of miscellaneous 
postcards sent during the War from Army 
Service Corps The Gloucestershire Regiment, 
Royal Flying Corps, Royal Air Force, etc. 
Together with postcards of Elizabeth II, 
Prince Phillip, Charles & Anne and an album 
of 1920's postcards. 

1201   A small quantity of crowns to include; 11 
Silver Jubilee, 2 Churchill and 5 Prince 
Charles & Lady Diana. 

1202   Two £5 coins; one to commemorate the 
Battle of Trafalgar, the other 2005 Gibraltar. 

1203   Seven crowns to include; Silver Wedding, 5 
Queen Mother's 80th Birthday and Jubilee. 
Plus a £2 coin. 

1204   A quantity of old pennies including; Queen 
Victoria 1884 etc, Edward VII, George VI and 
Queen Elizabeth. 

1205   Two old cartwheel pennies. 

1206   A quantity of old coinage including; half 
pennies, two shillings, half crown, three 
pence pieces, sixpences, etc. 

1207   A quantity of foreign coins and paper notes. 

1208   A quantity of mixed coins dated 1813, 1859, 
Farthings and silver sixpences, etc. 

1209   A small quantity of old coins to include; 
Geordian III 238-244 AD, Urbs Roman 
commemorative 330-346 AD, Constantius II 
337 - 361 AD, etc. 

1210   A most appealing child's ladderback, seagrass 
seated Side Chair, 14 1/2'' wide x 25 1/4'' 
high x 13 1/2'' deep. 

1211   A turned and fluted column Standard Lamp 
having a nice quality fringed beige shade 
decorated in relief with stylised foliage, 73'' 
high approximately. 

1212   A metamorphic Oak magazine Rack with 
fretworked loop handle and a carved domed 
design to the front, a leaf to the back with a 
hinged wrought iron support leg making it an 
occasional table, 17 1/4''x 19'' high and 19 
1/2'' deep with leaf deployed. 

1213   A yellow metal cased compensated Pocket 
Aneroid Barometer by 'Army & Navy Stores 
Ltd, London', the crown geared to operate a 
rotating altitude scale reading from 0 - 
10,000 feet together with a white metal 
cased Pocket Compass. 

1214   A ceiling light in the form of a bunch of 
grapes 13'' long. 

1215   A Bush radio. 

1216   A pink frosted glass ceiling light 13½'' 
diameter. 

1217   A wooden church kneeler (1893) having 
poker work detail and English rose and leaf 
design to the top, prayer mat and a fur muff. 

1218   Two pairs of cased binoculars including 
Helios 8 x 3 and Carl Zeiss. 

1219   A quantity of propelling Pencils including 
Yard-O-Led, silver sterling and plated, etc. 

1220   Four fountain pens; two by Waterman, the 
other two by Conway Stewart, (three having 
14ct nibs). 

1221   A quantity of Pens including three Parker, 
three Sheaffer ( one boxed), Sheaffer 
cartridge, etc. 

1222   A quantity of Pens including an Osmiroid, 
German pen and pencil set with ink 
cartridges, and a Mura minor candle wax 
sealing set. 

1223   A royal Christmas card with the message 
'With our best wishes for Christmas 1939 
may God bless you protect you' signed 
Elizabeth R and George RI and a 
Commemorative Crown celebrating the 
Golden wedding 1997. 

1224   A quantity of English and foreign coins 
including pennies, half rupee, cased Royal 
Mint 'The National Trust' coin with brooch 
fastening. 

1225   A quantity of miscellanea including mosquito 
net (believed to be Burmese Second World 
War), a boxed Alpine military watch, brass 
buttons, two compasses, WWI (worn) and 
WWII medals, etc. 

1226   A quantity of miscellanea to include; a boxed 
Casio Exilim EX-Z100 camera, Nipole 10x40 
binoculars, letter opener, lace Christening 
gown with petticoat, etc. 

1227   A pair of cased Boots Pacer binoculars, three 
cameras to include Canon Sure Shot Classic 
120, Yashica Microtec Zoom 70, etc. 

1228   An Arts & Crafts oak towel rail. 

1229   Two terracotta Chinese Vases a/f, one 16'' 
and 10 1/2'' tall. 

1230   A Victorian travelling trunk, 19 1/2'' wide x 
12'' deep x 13'' high. 
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1231   Two glass Lamps with extra glass shades and 
chimneys. 

1232   A framed 'Pears' print, 24'' wide x 32'' high, 
glass a/f. 

1233   Two miniature Watercolour portraits; one of 
a lady with brown hair, the other of two 
young girls. Both in gilt coloured frames with 
blue velvet backs, no visible signature, 2 3/4'' 
x 2 1/4'' and 2 1/4'' diameter.   ** 

1234   A quantity of miscellanea to include; model 
cars including Noddy, etc., a metal model of 
Ferrari racing car, Solitaire, marbles, 
Dominoes, Draughts, etc. 

1235   A quantity of miscellanea to include; wallets 
and purses, lady's gloves, folding fan, two 
framed sets of cigarette cards, a mounted 
map of Palestine, part dressing table set, etc. 

1236   Four pairs of cased spectacles. 

1237   Two circular plaster Plaques depicting Putti 
in relief, a/f, 19 1/2'' diameter. 

1238   Two pairs of cased Binoculars; Regent 10 x 
50 and Hanimex 10 x 50. 

1239   A glass Dome with loose wooden base and 
display of pine cones, 11 1/2'' tall overall. 

1240   A quantity of Postcards including; Austria, 
Cornwall, York, Scotland, Zurich, etc., file of 
First Day Covers including 1990's, 1999, 
2000, 1996, 1995, etc and a Stock file of 
stamps including; English, Denmark, 
Barbados, Brazil, etc. 

1241   Miscellaneous foreign coins including; 
Canadian 5 Cents, Francs, etc, together with 
24 old threepences, etc. 

1242   Three folders of Marvel comics 'Fact Files' 
2015-2017 issues 113-216. 

1243   A tall cast metal weighted figure of a Pierrot 
with a cat at his feet, 23 1/2'' tall. 

1244   A Smiths Westminster chiming Bakelite clock 
with pendulum and key. 

1245   A Victorian sewing box on cabriole legs with 
green silk lining (a/f) 23 1/2'' high x 16 1/2'' 
wide x 13 1/2'' deep. 

1246   Two Chinese carved figures of a man and 
woman, 10 1/2'' tall. 

1247   A chalk bust of Queen Anne having a glossy 
black finish, 14 1/2'' tall. 

1248   A chalk bust of Queen Victoria having a 
glossy black finish, 14'' tall (has been 
repaired). 

1249   A Westminster chiming Grandmother clock, 
with presentation plaque. 

1250   Ten £2 coins including; 2012 Charles Dickens, 
2007 Abolition of Slave Trade, etc. 

1251   A quantity of £2/£5 coins  including; DNA, 
Guy Fawkes, cased 1985 Commonwealth 
Games, Queen mother 90th birthday, etc. 

1252   A quantity of Bossom's wall plaques 
including; 'Desert Hawks', 'Himalayan', 
'Peon', 'Sharpe', etc. Plus two 'Ivorex' 
plaques (some chips). 

1253   A quantity of loose English and foreign 
stamps together with a Stanley Gibbons 
concise stamp collection catalogue 2011, 
88th Edition Postal Auction 2023 and 
Commonwealth British Empire stamps 1840-
1970 by Stanley Gibbons. 

1254   Two ring files of First Day covers ranging 
from 1986 - 1994 and 2001 - 2005. 

1255   An Ebony elephant with two figures (a/f), 8'' 
long x 9'' high. 

1256   A ''Nauticalia'' brass ship's style Barometer in 
bread board surround. 

1257   An ornate gilt framed bevelled mirror, 50'' 
wide x 40'' high overall. 

1258   A Freeplay Summit hand cranked radio with 
solar panel a/f. 

1259   A cased vintage Surveyor's Theodolite by E.R. 
Watts & Sons. Ltd. London, model no: 37210.  

1260   A quantity of Matchbox racing track and 
miscellanea. 

1261   An arts and crafts Rosewood cased Mantel 
Clock with Mackintosh tiled style face, two 
train Enfield chiming movement. 

1262   A small box of die-cast Corgi Matchbox and 
other cars including Batmobile, aeroplanes, 
etc. 

1263   A pair of black Ash cased Tower Speakers by 
Acoustic Reference, model SM-1000. 

1264   A Queen Elizabeth biscuit tin and contents 
including vintage buttons, fastening, jet style 
beads, plus vanity case, sewing accessories, 
etc 

1265   A quantity of miscellanea including hair 
comb, purses,steel buckle,propelling pencil 
etc. 

1266   A mahogany finished Desk Tidy with two 
doors opening to reveal letter rack and lower 
drawer, 12'' wide x 8'' deep x 12'' tall overall. 

1267   An Imperial Service medal in the name of 
Mrs. Janet Patricia Prosser, various 
commemorative medals, badges, silver and 
enamrl Royal Navy pin badge, etc. 

1268   A quantity of coins including pennies, 
halfpennies, farthings, etc. 

1269   A quantity of English and foreign Coins 
including Prince of Wales/Lady Diana 
Crowns, 1872 half dime, etc. 

1270   An attractive Book Slide with floral detail 
fretworked ends, 13'' extending to 22''. 
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1271   A quantity of miscellanea including 
compacts, cigarette cases, hip flask, etc. 

1272   A quantity of miscellanea including medicine 
glass in leather case, horn beaker, bible, etc. 

1273   Four Harrods Teddy Bears. 

1274   Four ''Webby'' commemorative Teddy Bears 
from Webbs of Crickhowell. 

1275   A Sampler of the Alphabet, 11'' x 14 1/4'', 
faded. 

1276   A quantity of 'Models of Yesteryear' vehicles 
including; 1912 Ford model T, 1927 Talbot 
for Lipton's Tea, a Corgi old London bus, 
Supermobils speed car, etc. Plus a boxed 
Matchbox Limited Edition 1875 Wells Fargo 
stagecoach. 

1277   A framed tapestry of cottage garden flowers 
including hollyhocks, etc. started during 
1914/18 war, handed down and completed 
later. 

1278   A pair of lined pencil pleat curtains in an 
open weave fabric in terracotta, green and 
gold colour, decorated with embroidered 
foliage and flowers. 80'' drop x 96'' wide. 

1279   A pair of lined pencil pleat curtains in an 
open weave fabric in terracotta, green and 
gold colour, decorated with embroidered 
foliage and flowers. 52'' drop x 70'' wide. 

1280   A pair of lined pencil pleat curtains in an 
open weave fabric in terracotta, green and 
gold colour, decorated with embroidered 
foliage and flowers. 60'' drop x 118'' wide. 

1281   A 19th Century Pacific Island Spear with 21'' 
head carved on three sides, dark age patina, 
old string bound repair to shaft (loose). 7ft 
10'' long. COLLECTION IN PERSON ONLY ON 
THIS LOT. 

1282   An Edwardian photo album from Kinsham 
Court early 1900's with views of Fowey, 
Tewksbury, Italy and some family photos 
(some loose). 

1283   A large Victorian Parian ware Bust of Sir 
Henry Havelock, titled to base and impressed 
to rear 'J. Durham. Sc. 1858'. 13'' high x 9'' 
wide, chips to bottom edge of base. Major 
General Havelock campaigned in India and 
commanded a mobile column at the start of 
the Indian Mutiny, recapturing Cawnpore 
and relieving the siege of Lucknow where he 
died just after the second relief by Sir Colin 
Campbell. 

1284   Early Zeiss prismatic Binoculars marked in 
script to front prism covers with 'Carl Zeiss 
Jene D.R.P' and 'Feldstecher Vcrge = 8', serial 
No: 15, 177 to bottom edge of frame which 
dates them to 1900/1901 approximately. The 
front prism covers have ownership 
inscription of 'Major Trevelyan 94 Piccadilly 
W'. In original leather case impressed 'H.T' to 
top, buckle missing, all straps present. 
Working order, some dust to optics, wear 
consistent to active service use. 

1285   Three ancient terracotta oil lamps. 

1286   A rare set of 13 Indian 'company school' 
miniatures of trades and professions, on 
mica, all individually framed and glazed and 
inscribed Madras 1856, 4 1/2'' x 6 1/4'' 
overall including frame. 

1287   An unusual Tibetan vellum prayer book with 
8 polychrome miniatures set within the text, 
18th or early 19th century. 

1288   A well executed Persian gouache of young 
man in Safavid style, 19th century or possibly 
earlier, framed and glazed. 

1289   An enamel 'Coleman's Starch' sign, a/f. 62'' 
wide x 16 1/2'' high. 

1290   An Oak travelling writing desk having three 
long graduated drawers, three short drawers 
to one side and two short drawers to the 
other side with central pigeon hole, covered 
with green vaise. 21'' wide x 8 1/2'' deep x 12 
1/2'' high. 

1291   A Jones hand sewing machine with colourful 
decoration, case a/f. 

1292   A National Victoria hand sewing machine 
with colourful detail, case a/f. 

1293   A quantity of playing cards, darts, dice, 
marbling kit, pen set, pens, Dominoes, 
marbles, etc. 

1294   A quantity of shells and corals. 

1295   A quantity of old toys including; Pelham 
puppet foal, musical clown, Rubix cube, box 
of miniature dolls, badges, etc. 

1296   A quantity of treen including; Cribbage 
board, cake stand, bowl, etc. 

1297   A quantity of miscellanea to include; 
cigarette cases, hip flasks, travel clocks, vest 
pocket Kodak series III camera, etc. 

1298   An old manual Singer sewing machine with 
soft cover. 

1299   Miscellaneous foreign coins, old pennies, half 
pennies, sixpences, three pence pieces, four 
silver 3d pieces, a farthing, etc. 
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1300   A quantity of crowns to include; 9 Winston 
Churchill, 2 Queen Mother 80th Birthday, 
1981 Prince Charles & Lady Diana, 3 Jubilee 
and a 1953 Coronation. 

1301   Two Flemish tapestries on rails; one with 
unicorns and lions (41'' wide x 23'' long), the 
other with a lady next to an apple tree (21'' 
wide x 22'' long). 

1302   A leaded glass panel with green design. 46'' 
long x 10'' wide. 

1303   A quantity of miscellanea including brass 
model of a boat, boxed Art Deco style 
dressing table set, cigar box with boat scene 
painted to the lid, metal model of two 
kittens etc. 

1304   A wooden model of H.M.S Victory on 
wooden stand, 26 1/2'' long x 22 1/4'' high. 

1305   A wooden model of the ship Astrolabe, on 
wooden stand, 26'' long x 21'' high. 

1306   A model of a sailing yacht with green metal 
base, hull sails stained, 25'' long x 18 1/2'' 
high. 

1307   A wooden model of  sailing yacht with blue 
and mauve hull, mounted on wooden plinth, 
24 1/2'' long x 16'' high. 

1308   A wooden model of a sailing yacht with pale 
green hull and yellow sails, mounted on 
wooden plinth, 15 3/4'' long x 21 1/4'' high 
plus a smaller sailing boat with a green and 
red hull, 10'' long x 15 1/4'' high. 

1309   Two wooden model sailing yachts, botth on 
wooden plinths: 15'' x 21 1/2'' tall and 13'' x 
19'' tall. 

1310   Two small wooden models of H.M.S Bounty 
and Revenge, both on wooden plinths, 
longest 13'' and tallest 13 1/2''. 

1311   A plastic model of H.M.S Victory 1765 and a 
wooden model of a sailing ship with wooden 
stand: 19'' long x 17'' high and 21'' long x 18 
1/4'' high. 

1312   An Olympus AZ-300 Superzoom 35mm 
Compact Camera with instructions together 
with an Olympus Superzoom 70 with box and 
instructions. 

1313   An Olympus IS/L C-180 1.7x Converter Lens 
with pouch. 

1314   An Olympus OM101 35mm power focus SLR 
Camera with Olympus 35-70mm f/3.5-4.5 
Zoom Lens. 

1315   An Olympus OM-System 135mm f/3.5 
E.Zuiko Auto-T Lens with lens cap, back cap 
and original case. 

1316   An Olympus Zuiko Digital 40-150mm f/3.5-
4.5 autofocus Zoom Lens with lens cap, back 
cap, lens hood and soft pouch case. 

1317   An Asahi Pentax Auto110, 110 Cartridge film 
SLR Camera with an Asahi Pentax 110 50mm 
f/2.8 Lens, an Asahi Pentax 110 24mm f/2.8 
Lens, an Asahi Pentax 110 Winder and soft 
case. 

1318   A Nikon autofocus DX Nikkor 18-135mm 
f/3.5-5.6 ED Zoom Lens with lens cap, 
protection filter, back cap and lens hood. 

1319   A Circa 1931 Original Baby 4x4 3.5 model 1 
Rolleiflex TLR Twin Lens Reflex Camera 
having the Carl Zeiss Jena Tessar 6cm f/3.5 
Lens, Serial No. 135130, with leather case. 

1320   A Circa 1946-1947 Ernst Leitz Wetzlar Leica 
IIIc 35mm Rangefinder Camera having a Leitz 
Elmar 5cm f/3.5 Lens, Body No. 430682, Lens 
No. 651146, with lens cap, ever ready case 
and lanyard. 

1321   A quantity of shillings, florins and half crowns 
including George V, VI and Elizabeth II and a 
small quantity of decimal 10p and 5p coins. 

1322   A quantity of pennies including Edward VII, 
George VI and Elizabeth II and a quantity of 
farthings. 

1323   A good quantity of world coins and notes 
including Australia, British Honduras, New 
Zealand, Turkey, USA etc., all in a wooden 
box. 

1324   A quantity of pennies and half pennies 
including Victoria, Edward VII, George VI, 
plus a small quantity of decimal half pennies. 

1325   A quantity of pennies including Victoria, 
George V and Edward VII. 

1326   A quantity of Victorian pennies 1860-1899. 

1327   A quantity of Edward VII pennies 1905-1909. 

1328   A good quantity of threepenny bits 1937-
1967 in a Bluebird sweet tin. 

1329   A quantity of old coins including Emmanuelle 
II 1866, (centime), Napoleon 1854-1856, 
George III pennies etc. 

1330   A quantity of sixpences 1906-1967 and a 
small quantity of silver threepences 1913-
1938. 

1331   A George V silver penny, George VI silvered 
halfpenny, Young Victoria one shilling token, 
Churchill and Royal Wedding crowns etc. in a 
vintage Quality Street tin. 

1332   A quantity of medals including Smallholder 
Association, 1937 Coronation, George III, 
Innsbruck 1979, reproduction Nero coin etc. 

1333   Two Silver A.R.P and R.A.F badges, silver 
Mizpah brooch (a/f) and a 1977 silver Jubilee 
pendant. 

1334   A large bottle of Castelfiora Rosso Conero 
wine, wax seal intact, 18 1/2'' high. 
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1335   A quantity of Indentures many relating to 
'Isidor Michaelson' and 'The Whitworth 
Collieries Ltd', early 1900's, a velum 
indenture dated 1727 etc 

1336   A W.P.R. Equipment (field test) Sewage 
effluents wooden case with canvas straps, 
internal compartments, made by Townson & 
Mercer Ltd, Croydon. 

1337   A quantity of miscellanea including wooden 
carved bust of a woman, lether music case, 
crucifix, 'Uniforms of The Territorial Army' 
cigarette card album, 'The Battle of Britain' 
first published in 1941 booklet etc. 

1338   A 'Sumrie Tailored' dinner suit, jacket 42'' 
chest approx, waistcoat and trousers, 30'' 
waist, 29'' leg 

1339   A dinner suit, 42'' chest jacket, 38'' waistcoat, 
trousers 32'' waist x 29'' leg. 

1340   A suitcase and contents of shirts, dress shirts 
by R.Simpsons & Sons, Martus, Hawes & 
Curtis Ltd, ACKO tailored dress trousers, 
collars, braces, jodhpurs, woolen under shirt 
etc. 

1341   A cast iron Doorstop and a 7lb brass weight. 

1342   A quantity of loose Railway and Transport 
related postcards (many hundreds). 

1343   A boxed Hornby Dublo Three rail train set 
plus track and accessories etc. 

1344   Vintage glass marbles. 

1345   An assortment of vintage pen nibs, mostly 
unused. 

1346   A trainset, 'oo' gauge including locos, 
coaches, buildings etc. 

1347   A large box of vintage plaster kits, some 
boxed, including tanks, battleships, Airfix etc. 

1348   Ordnance Survey large scale sheet maps circa 
1904 covering the whole of Breconshire. 

1349   Two Christening gowns in ivory floral lace 
pattern, one with cream bodice, one with 
short sleeves, the other three quarter length 
sleeves. 

1350   A large quantity of cigarette and tea cards 
both loose and in albums;  wild flowers, 
modern navel craft, motor cars etc. 

1351   Two scrapbooks and a postcard album of 
historical Art works and a small quantity of 
comics including Twinkle, Tiger and Jag, 
Beano etc. 

1352   A quantity of miscellanea including an 
incomplete set of Lawn Bowls, metal teapot, 
Corgi articulated horse box, barometer etc. 

1353   A dome shape Mantle clock, with key and 
pendulum, 7'' wide x 11 1/4'' tall. 

1354   A bevel edge dressing table mirror with stud 
decoration, 21 1/4'' tall. 

1355   A Norah Wellings Zuzu Islander Rag doll with 
grass skirt and painted face. 

1356   A scrapbook of postcards, Tower of London, 
books etc. 

1357   Two Bowler hats, one by Herbert Johnson 
and the other by G.A. Dunn & Co. Ltd., size 7. 

1358   A Maxwell Croft fur jacket, light brown, size 
Medium. 

1359   A Three legged milking stool, 10 1/4'' 
diameter x 12 1/2'' high. 

1360   A fire screen having floral embroidered 
panel. 

1361   A quantity of loose English stamps and three 
stock books of English stamps etc. 

1362   A large quantity of loose foreign stamps, 
three albums of stamps and three stamp 
magazines. 

1363   Two red scrap books of postcards, three 
music books, small photograph album filled 
with old photographs of people and families, 
loose postcards, Souvenir booklets of 
'Bagneres de Bigorre' and 'Des Saintes-
Maries de la Mer' etc. 

1364   A quantity of Bookmarks including vintage, 
religious, Gloucester Cathedral, wire haired 
Fox Terrier with Burns quote, needlepoint, 
etc. 

1365   A box of Bookmarks including ''40 years of 
Carry On'', Northern Assurance Company, 
Worcester Cathedral, etc. 

1366   A quantity of Olympic Games memorabilia 
including tickets with lanyards from the 2012 
Athletics games, programmes, magazines, 
etc. 

1367   A cardboard Construction Kit model of 
Concorde still in it's booklet and a magazine 
of the Story of Concorde. 

1368   A basket of WWI memorabilia including Daily 
Telegraph map of The British Front, 
facsimiles of identity cards, copies of 
documents and letters, personal 
photographs of visits to the war graves, 
Menin Gate, the trenches, etc. 

1369   A large 2012 Poster and small reproduction 
Poster of the 1948 Olympics, both in clip 
frames. 

1370   An old Cigarette Card album and contents 
including Wills and Players cards including 
Cries of London, Flowers, etc. 

1371   A Georgian silver and mother of pearl folding 
fruit Fork, (some damage to handle). 

1372   A Silver Cheroot holder and case, 
Birmingham 1910, maker Francis Webb. 
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1373   A small quantity of miscellanea including 
three propelling pencils, Austrian brass 
petrol pocket lighter by Imco-Jmco-Samum 
and silver walking stick collar. 

1374   A small quantity of miscellanea including 
straw work box, three wooden storage jars 
and two rolled maps of Hereford and 
Herefordshire. 

1375   A boxed Samsung Camcorder Easy-Q 
VpW80U with accessories and a boxed Kodak 
DC280 zoom digital Camera with manual, 
etc. 

1376   A quantity of cased digital compact Cameras 
including Canon, Samsung, Prinz 770 flash 
unit, etc. 

1377   A green Miranda camera case with a Canon 
UC2000 8mm Video Camcorder and Chinon 
VC18001A  video Camcorder. 

1378   A hardback copy of ''Kashmir - The Land of 
Streams and Solitudes'' by P. Pirie, published 
by John Lane, The Bodley Head, London, 
1909, with 25 plates in colour. 

1379   A volume ''The Crystal Palace and its 
contents;  Being an Illustrated Cyclopedia of 
The Great Exhibition of The Industry of all 
Nations, 1851'', with 500 engravings 
published by W.M. Clark, 16 & 17 Warwick 
Lane 1852, leather bound, (pages 259 -270 
missing and 271/272 defective) 

1380   A Georgian Solitaire board, 10'' diameter. 

1381   Two old photograph albums and contents 
including holiday snaps, climbing, naval 
ships, crew etc., the smaller one full of snaps 
of military theme including formal and off 
duty. 

1382   A  cream painted framed wall mirror having 
scroll detail pediment, 33'' wide x 34 1/2'' 
high. 

1383   A dark stained wood rectangular Stool and 
having square legs united by perimiter 
stretchers and with deep frieze boards all 
around with arts and crafts style keyhole 
shaped features, 16 3/8'' long x 11 1/8'' wide 
x 14 3/4'' high. 

1384   A rectangular topped Stool of primitive 
design with through-mounted square legs, 
11 5/8'' x 8 7/8'' x 15'' high. 

1385   A Nina Campbell interlined circular table 
cloth, 72'' diameter. 

1386   A pair of brass plaques depicting knights, 23 
1/2'' x 10 1/4'' approx. 

1387   An old hardwood megger tester Box, 11 3/8'' 
x 9'' x 6 1/2'' high containing an old 
distressed map of Shropshire, an old 
distressed map of Pontrilas, and linen backed 
Bartholomew's contoured road map of the 
British Isles, scale 1:1,000,000 (16 miles to 
the inch). 

1388   A quantity of miscellanea including a Mitchell 
Alarm Supplies Ltd. telescopic pocket 
retrieval hook extending to 24 1/2'', six small 
brass weights, a brass pocket cigarette 
lighter, a plated book match holder, a plated 
corkscrew tool/corkscrew set and a pair of 
screw-down points for a large setting-out 
compass. 

1389   A hinged lidded jewel casket containing ten 
lady's watch wristlets in yellow metal, etc., a 
coral coloured handled propelling pencil and 
a pedometer. 

1390   A distressed watch box containing parts of a 
Moeris watch, another incomplete watch, a 
number of various sized clock winding keys, 
two protective watch cases and a keyring 
with a number of old keys attached including 
some of Georgian design and an old R.A.C. 
key no. 234239. 

1391   A pocket map distance measuring device, a 
small pair of possibly watchmaker's pliers, a 
brass glass cutter, a knurled metal blade 
holding handle, an old propelling pencil, a 
two part plated cased double-ended reamer 
and an unusual threaded tool with a cone 
and with a cutter/borer within. 

1392   A most uncommon miniature ''Thorneycroft'' 
adjustable Spanner, only 2 11/16'' long. 

1393   An old pressed steel Sweet Tin with 
illustration of young girl, a good selection of 
various watch keys, a red metal clam shell 
action needles case and a boxed lady's 
stainless steel wristlet chain. 

   

  

PORCELAIN & CHINA 
1420   A quantity of china including; Royal Winton 

tea for one, Thomas Germany ginger jar, etc. 

1421   A six piece child's Teaset with scenes of 
ladies to include teapot, six cups and saucers, 
milk jug and sugar bowl, together with a 
Royal Vale six piece Teaset in blue and white 
floral design to include six cups and saucers, 
tea plates, sandwich plate, milk jug and sugar 
bowl. 

1422   A group of twelve Danbury Mint Teddy bears 
by Pam Storey including 'Billy the Ted', 'Air 
Bear', 'He Bear', 'Ted Astaire' etc. 
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1423   A group of thirteen Danbury Mint Teddy 
bears by Pam Storey including 'Yoga bear', 
'Honey bear', 'Peek-a-bear', 'Snoozy bear' 
etc. 

1424   A Copeland Spode dinner service with blue 
and pink floral design with blue border 
including a large meat plate, soup tureen and 
stand, four serving dishes (three with lids), 
dinner plates, soup dishes, sauce tureen and 
stand and side plates, some cracks, chips and 
hairlines. 

1425   A quantity of cottage ware teapots and jugs 
and a gravy boat by Price Kensington. 

1426   A quantity of cottage ware including; two 
butter dishes, cheese dish, sugar bowl, 
marmalade dish, two small milk jugs also a 
large milk jug and a mug and saucer, biscuit 
barrel, cruet set, bell and small jug and sugar 
bowl with dish by Price Kensington. 

1427   A quantity of cottage ware including; 
teapots, milk jugs, Beswick etc. 

1428   A small quantity of Palissy Gamer Series 
china including; four teacups and saucers, 
two jugs, small milk jug, sandwich dish and a 
sugar bowl. 

1429   A quantity of china horses including large 
Melba ware Shire horse and large Bay Cob 
and a Palomino with flaxen mane and tail 
plus some smaller ones. 

1430   Two china ponies, one being Shetland Bay by 
Beswick and the other a Bay pony. 

1431   Three china horses including; two Bay 
Beswick (one a/f - legs broken) and a Royal 
Doulton Bay horse. 

1432   A USSR standing Brown bear and Beswick 
Koala bear. 

1433   An Oriental hand painted plate depicting 
gentlemen tending to sheep by tree, no 
marks to base but with firing marks in the 
glaze. 9'' diameter  

1434   A quantity of china including display plates;  
set of five Danbury Mint 'Great Race Horses', 
Falcon ware Hunting pattern serving plate, 
horse bookends, tankard etc. 

1435   A small quantity of china figures including 
Melbaware Henry VIII character mug, Nao 
figures, Wedgwood Jasperware trinket pot 
etc. 

1436   Three Goebel figures including Boy in Alpine 
dress, Boy playing Cello (chip to cap) and Boy 
skiing salt cellar (chip to hair), plus a USSR 
Brown bear. 

1437   A Salisbury 'Tree' pattern Teaset comprising 
of five tea plates, six teacups and saucers, 
sugar bowl, milk jugs and sandwich plate. 

1438   A quantity of china including a Shelley dish, 
six Ravenna dinner plates and lidded tureen, 
pot pourri, 1970's dark green coffee set etc. 

1439   A 1920's Royal Doulton hand painted 
porcelain cabinet plate depicting Linlithgow 
Palace Scotland above a loch with birch trees 
and shrubs having patterned matt gilding to 
the rim, signed 'C. Hart'. 10 1/2'' diameter. 

1440   A quantity of Studio Pottery including 
Lovatts, German and glazed vases, pottery 
goblet with grape design etc. 

1441   Two Beswick Horses including matt finish 
chestnut (with small chip to ear) and gloss 
finish Palomino. 

1442   A Beswick Trout, (small chip to tail). 

1443   A six setting Roslyn china Tea service in 
'Wheatcroft Roses' design including; teapot, 
sugar bowl, milk jug and bread and butter 
plate. 

1444   Four china dogs including Hornsea Spaniel 
and Box Terrier, Coopercraft Red Setter, 
black and white Spaniel together with a Nao 
girl on a bench etc. 

1445   A quantity of china including pot lids, Flint 
(Norwegian) fish service, Wedgwood Kutani 
Crane plate, Royal Crown Derby plate, etc 

1446   A Royal Standard 'Fancy Free' Tea service for 
six with teapot, sugar bowl, milk jug and 
bread and butter plate. 

1447   An Alfred Meakin coffee service for six with 
wheatsheaf and wild flower design. 

1448   Two George Jones Crescent ware part 
Teasets in the same design but different 
colour ways: one with duck egg blue ground 
and green and gold border, the other with 
deep orange ground with blue and old 
border. 

1449   A quantity of Studio pottery items to include; 
jugs, mugs, bowls, etc including; Wattisfield, 
Sealey, etc. 

1450   A quantity of 'Jeddo' tea and dinnerware to 
include; six dinner plates, six breakfast 
plates, six tea plates, meat platter, serving 
dish and gravy boat with saucer. 

1451   A quantity of china to include; 3 blue glazed 
pottery pots, pottery bowl, Wedgwood plate, 
Willow pattern dish, etc. Together with a 
part tea set including; 3 Elizabethan tea cups, 
2 saucers, sugar bowl, milk jug and teapot. 

1452   A Shelley biscuit barrel with plated lid and 
handle. 

1453   Two fine china Roses on metal stems in a 
Royal Worcester box, no marks on either. 
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1454   A quantity of china including a Royal 
Worcester Fabulous Birds wall plate and four 
soup dishes with floral design, eight Tuscan 
tea plates, Paragon milk jug and sugar bowl, 
Richmond sandwich plate with floral design, 
five Ridgway desert bowls etc. 

1455   A quantity of china to include chamberstick, 
Royal Crown Derby breakfast plate with 
floral design, Royal Crown Derby soap dish, 
trinket dish, blue shell design soap dish, 
teacup and saucer in pink rose design, large 
teapot in floral design etc. 

1456   A quantity of china including large 
Wedgwood William Shakespeare mug, 
Macbeth, Othello etc. and seven blue 
Chinese rice bowls, two blue and red design 
rice bowls with flowers and small Coalport 
vase, Hammersley soap dish and Aynsley 
Cottage garden wall plate and Aynsley Wild 
Tudor Rose vase and Wedgwood vase with 
rose design etc. 

1457   A contemporary Victoria ware ironstone blue 
and white Footbath depicting a town scene. 

1458   A pair of Royal Worcester porcelain jugs in 
shape pattern 1047, painted with pink and 
yellow roses, having purple stamp mark to 
base, 8 1/4'' tall. 

1459   A quantity of china including a Royal Doulton 
Bay horse with two white socks and white 
blaze, a Royal Crown Derby dish, Royal 
Crown Derby ''Posies'' teacup and saucers, 
milk jug and two trinket dishes, an Old 
English sheepdog etc. 

1460   A quantity of Royal Worcester Evesham 
including three bowls, ramekins, two vinegar 
bottles, marmalade pot, small vegetable 
dish, rectangular serving dish, oval sandwich 
plate and milk jug. 

1461   A quantity of Royal Worcester Evesham 
dinnerware to include seven dinner plates 
(one with chip), an oval and a round 
casserole dish without lid, gravy boat and 
two more dishes. 

1462   A quantity of Royal Worcester Evesham to 
include six dessert plates, flan dishes, two 
fruit bowls, six dessert bowls and a milk jug. 

1463   A quantity of Royal Worcester Evesham 
china including; 7 dinner plates, 6 cups & 
saucers and 2 lidded vegetable tureens. 

1464   A quantity of Royal Worcester 'Howard' 
dinnerware including dinner,side and tea 
plates, soup bowls and dessert bowls. 

1465   A quantity of ceramic items including 
Escargot dishes, West German jardiniere, 
ornaments, etc. 

1466   A Locke & Co Worcester blush ivory spill vase 
in the form of a bamboo stem, black back 
stamp to base. 5 3/4'' tall. 

1467   Two part coffee sets; one by Wedgwood blue 
and white ''Woodland'' and Royal Doulton 
''Old Colony'', one cup having crack to base. 

1468   A quantity of china including Richmond 
Teaset, small quantity of Royal Albert 
''Belinda'' teaware, Royal Worcester 
sandwich plate. 

1469   A quantity of wall plates including a Royal 
Worcester ''Puppy love'' and ''What's for 
tea', a Danbury Mint Blue Tit etc. 

1470   A small Moorcroft ''Anna Lily'' pattern vase 3 
1/2'' tall. 

1471   Three pieces of 'Old Tupton ware' consisting 
of two vases both decorated with butterflies 
and peony's and a jam pot decorated with 
sunflowers. 

1472   A Royal Doulton ''Hampton court'' coffee set, 
Myott & Sons 'Bermuda' part coffee set, 
sugar bowl a/f and a Franz lidded pot with 
poppy decoration. 

1473   A Royal Doulton ''Hampton court'' dinner 
service including six dinner plates, six 
breakfast plates, six soup coups and twelve 
saucers, two tureens etc. 

1474   A quantity of china including Aynsley 
'Orchard Gold' vases, Royal Worcester plate, 
pot pourri and a Royal Bradwell vase etc. 
Two pieces signed D. Jones and one piece 
signed G. Deloney. 

1475   A Royal Doulton figurine 'Dinky Do'. 

1476   A quantity of china including Portmeirion 
hen on nest, Coalport vase, Copeland Spode 
Jewel gravy boat, Royal Albert posy etc. 

1477   A set of six Beswick lustreware floral petal 
dessert bowls in various colours. 

1478   A Royal Doulton Cellini dinner service 
including six dinner plates, six breakfast 
plates, six side plates, two tureens, two meat 
plates and a sauce boat. 

1479   An Oriental blue & white pumpkin shaped 
vase with non matching lid together with an 
Oriental Ironstone jardiniere decorated with 
scenes of birds, fruit and flowers to the 
exterior and fishes to the interior. 

1480   A Powell Bishop & Stonier Oriental ivory 
meat plate depicting The Crystal Palace on a 
scroll surrounded by birds, butterflies and 
flowers. 

1481   A Laura Ashley Chintzware part tea set 
including; seven cups, eight saucers (one 
a/f), eight tea plates (one a/f), two bread & 
butter plates and sugar bowl. 
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1482   A quantity of china to include; Copeland 
Spode, Willow pattern tureen (chipped), 
Burleigh bowl, 2 George Jones crescent 
tureens (1 missing lid), etc. 

1483   A quantity of turquoise & white china 
including; Belmont dinner plates, Wedgwood 
Cottage Rose plates, small sauce tureen (no 
ladle), etc. 

1484   A quantity of blue & white tureens including; 
Booths Princess May pattern with ladle, 
Sheen & Sons Gloucester, etc (some with 
crazing). 

1485   A Clarice Cliff Crocus pattern milk jug. 

1486   A large slipware Charger with fish detail, 14'' 
diameter. 

1487   A quantity of china to include; Sophienthal 
(Germany) powder pot, Spode plate, jugs, 
vases, Coronation mugs, etc. 

1488   An Emma Bridgewater 'Toast and 
Marmalade' Gallon Teapot, crack to spout, 
and matching milk jug. 

1489   A small quantity of china including, two 
Portmeirion Botanical Garden plates, a 
Masons vegetable tureen with staple repair, 
and a pair of 'PFVA' bottle vases, in blue, red, 
yellow pink and black with some gilding, etc. 

1490   A Royal Doulton figure 'Helen' and a 
Sitzendorf figure of lady and gent, the man 
sitting on sleigh and the lady warming her 
hands. 

1491   A Border Fine Arts Studio blue faced 
Leicester ram. 

1492   A Border Fine Arts Studio 'Baby Brocks' 
badgers together with a Border Fine Arts 
badger and squirrel. 

1493   Four Beswick animals to include; baby Camel 
(front legs a/f), a Corgi (chip to ear), Beatrix 
Potter Mrs Rabbit and a gentleman Pig. 

1494   An R.C. Japan coffee service in white with 
design in grey and pale blue. 

1495   A Noritake 'Wellesley' eight person tea 
service. 

1496   A Noritake 'Wellesley' coffee service for 
eight. 

1497   A Noritake 'Wellesley' eight person dinner 
service including dinner and side plates, soup 
and dessert bowls, serving dishes, meat 
plate, gravy boat and butter dish. 

1498   A quantity of china including; Royal souvenir 
Carlton Ware ginger jar, small Ewenny vases, 
blue Wedgwood Jasperware trinket pot, 
mounted ceramic plaques, etc. 

1499   Two Alfretto porcelain soldier figures; Pte 
96th Regt 1836 and Officer 15th Light 
Dragoons 1813 together with two Oriental 
figures of men in Tai Chi poses (one a/f). 

1500   A quantity of Wedgwood ''Wild Strawberry'' 
china including bud vases, trinket pots etc. 

1501   An oriental lamp with four character mark to 
base in blue, 13½'' tall.  

1502   A quantity of china including East German 
dinner and tea ware in pink floral and gilded 
border pattern, Sandland lustreware cream 
jug etc. 

1503   Three Royal Doulton Character jugs, The 
Cavalier, Rip Van Winkle, Robinson Crusoe. 

1504   A Duchess china tea set (no teapot) 
decorated with pink roses sprigged all over. 

1505   A Czechoslovakian china dinner service in 
pearlescent and gold pattern to include; 6 of 
each dinner, side and soup plates, two lidded 
vegetable dishes, sauce boat and meat plate.  

1506   A small quantity of china to include; three 
1960's decorative porcelain vases, a set of 
Imari bowls and a set of 1950's/60's salad 
dishes by Fosters Pottery. 

1507   A large ceramic 'Mendoza Sherry' barrel with 
lid. Large crack to base. 12'' tall. 

1508   A quantity of Crown Ming china including; six 
soup bowls, six side plates, milk jug, sugar 
bowl and coffee pot. 

1509   A Victorian Incense Burner in the shape of a 
house together with two Staffordshire Flat 
Backs featuring boy/girl. 

1510   Ten Toby Jugs by Wood & Sons, Torquay 
Pottery, etc, some inscribed L/S Philpott to 
base. 

1511   A quantity of cutlery with porcelain handles 
to include; Aynsley bread knife and two 
serving spoons, six Royal Crown Derby butter 
knives and a Herend Hungary serving spoon, 
Together with a small Royal Crown Derby 
jug, Royal Worcester pill box and a Halcyon 
Days pill box. 

1512   A Doulton Coniston tea service for 6, no 
teapot. 

1513   A Doulton Coniston dinner service for 6 to 
include; dinner plates, side plates, dessert 
dishes, gravy boat with stand and serving 
dishes. 

1514   A Moorcroft table lamp in Hibiscus pattern. 

1515   Nine Wedgwood David Shepherd plates 
including; elephants, rhinos, etc. 

1516   A quantity of Aynsley Spode china to include; 
Wild Tudor vases, Little Sweetheart, etc. 
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1517   A quantity of mottled blue Denby 
dinnerware to include; dinner & side plates, 
cups & saucers, etc. 

1518   A 'Country Artists' wolf with cubs by a 
waterfall, 10'' tall. 

1519   Four 'Tuskers' including; 'Fruit Picking', 
'Shady Days', 'Christmas' and 'Mother's Day', 
all with boxes. 

1520   Four 'Tuskers' including; 'Family Fun', 
'Ready', 'Steady' and 'Tusker in Training'. 

1521   Seven porcelain figures including; Nao girl 
with puppy, Royal Doulton 'Hilary', 'First 
Dance', 'Helen', etc. 

1522   A quantity of china including; Bursleyware 
Charlotte Rhead vase, Wade bar jug, Royal 
Doulton D'Artagnon character jug, etc. 

1523   A quantity of china ornaments including; 
Beswick dapple grey pony (ear chipped), 
Wade Disney dog, Sylvac dog, cats, 
hedgehog, etc. 

1524   A quantity of china including; 6 Royal Winton 
Lily dessert dishes, Poole vases, flower 
trough etc, Wedgwood Rose Hip dish & cake 
plate, Royal Albert Old Country Roses clock, 
etc. 

1525   A Royal Stafford part tea set including; 6 
cups, 5 saucers, 6 plates, a milk jug and sugar 
bowl. Together with a Wedgwood 'Autumn 
Vine' part tea service including; 6 cups, 5 
saucers, 5 plates and a sandwich plate. 

1526   A quantity of part tea sets including; Royal 
Cauldron, Royal Albert 'Summer Breeze' cups 
& saucers, Lustreware tea set decorated with 
pink roses, etc. 

1527   A Windsor 'Piccadilly' part tea set in 
burgundy decorated with coaching scenes, 
'Chelsea' style pattern cups & saucers and 
meat plate, Wedgwood napkin rings, 
Wedgwood Hathaway rose cup & saucer, 
Staffordshire coffee can & saucer, etc. 

1528   A quantity of china plates including; Masons 
'Willow' bowl, Masons 'Vista' bowl, Palissy 
Game series, Royal Doulton cake stand, 
Wedgwood display plates depicting Manor 
houses and Castles. 

1529   An Oriental coffee set for four including 
spoons and stand. 

1530   A quantity of china including Mason's ginger 
jar, tankards, small bowls, honey pot, 
Johnson's 'Olde English Countryside' charger, 
etc., plus a Waterford crystal Golfing 
tankard. 

1531   A small quantity of miniature animal figures 
including; Stef's horned ram and black ewe 
with lamb, bull, etc. 

1532   A Belleek beaker, Royal Doulton jug (chips to 
base and rim) and a small vase in mottled 
blue and grey with steaks. 

1533   An old Oriental lobed shape blue & white 
vase decorated with blossoms and stylised 
bugs having small scroll marks to the base of 
the rim. Wear to rim and base plus repair to 
body, 6 3/4'' tall, one blue mark to base. 

1534   An Oriental sleeve vase having a white 
ground with scenes of a vase, table and 
footstool in blue, four character marks to 
base. 8'' tall. 

1535   An Oriental plate in blue & white scenes of 
Pagoda's and cottage by water with small 
boats, firing imperfections and some damage 
to the rim, no marks to base. 9 1/2'' 
diameter. 

1536   A box of sundry small china items to include 
Devil's Bridge thimble, Wedgwood cream 
with green pattern and gilt rim jug, James 
Kent ''Du Barry'' dish, vases, bowls etc. 

1537   A large Chinese porcelain ginger jar and lid 
and two 18th century blue and white plates, 
all a/f. 

1538   A set of six 19th century East German 
porcelain plates with pierced rims and an 
Eagle mark. 

1539   A very large Cantagalli ewer modelled as a 
monstrous part human fish in the 16th 
century Urbino manner of Orazio Fontanna, 
some old restoration to the mouth, 12'' wide 
x 9'' high. 

1540   A rare early Hispano Moresque porringer, 
painted in copper lustre highlighted in blue, 
Valencia-Manises, 15th century, 5 3/4'' 
diameter excl. handles. 

1541   An unusual yellow Faience plate, probably 
18th century French or Italian, with finely 
executed flower painting set within the 
ground, 9 1/4'' diameter. 

1542   A rare Westerwald screw top (hunting?) 
flask, early-mid 18th century, typically 
incised with a foliate design painted in blue 
against a buff ground, damage to stopper, 3 
1/4'' square x 8 1/4'' high. 

1543   A large Delftware charger painted with 
flowers in blue, English, mid-18th century, 
a/f., 13 1/2'' diameter x 2 1/4'' deep. 

1544   A mid 18th century English Delft punch bowl 
painted with landscape scenes, large chip, 10 
5/8'' diameter x 4 1/2'' deep. 

1545   A good octagonal Delft plate painted with 
flowers and a bird, English or Irish (possibly 
Liverpool), mid 18th century, 8 1/2'' 
diameter. 
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1546   Three Dutch Delft tiles one with flowers in 
vase, 5'' square another with a cherub and 
harp and one with the sacrifice of Isaac, 5 
1/4'' square, all 17th century. 

1547   A Strasbourg Hannong type plate painted 
flowers 18th century, extensive repairs, 9'' 
diameter. 

1548   A Chinese Punch Bowl, well painted in blue 
with scholars, four character mark within a 
concentric ring, probably Qianlong period, 
some repairs, 10'' diameter x 4'' deep. 

1549   A spectacular antique flower encrusted pot 
pourri or pastille burner in the Meissen style, 
the central hinged container centered within 
a large reticulated dish;  cross swords and 
dot mark of the mid 18th century but 
possibly later, 10'' diameter x 6'' high approx. 

1550   A rare Ridgway fruit basket, c. 1815-20, 
moulded and pierced and with a printed 
design - see Godden, Ridgway Porcelain, p. 
73 for baskets of this shape, 10'' long incl. 
handles x 5 1/2'' wide x 4 1/4'' high. 

1551   An unusual Staffordshire salt glaze mug, c. 
1840, with raised decoration of an oriental 
procession including camels and an elephant, 
4'' high. 

1552   A small quantity of china including; Beswick 
'Beatrix Potter Benjamin Bunny' and 'Tom 
Kitten in the Rockery', Royal Doulton 
Brambly Hedge 'Poppy Eyebright' (chip to 
hat) and 'Mr Apple', a Royal Albert 'Tom 
Kitten' plate, money box, Dresden Ballerina, 
etc. 

1553   A Belleek 1999 Annual Limited Edition 
McBirney centrepiece encrusted with pink 
flowers, 9'' diameter x 4 1/2'' high. 

1554   A pair of black & white mantle spaniels (11 
1/2'' tall) and a pair of cats with similar 
design; one black & white, the other blue & 
white (10'' tall). 

1555   Three James Herriot's Country Kitchen items 
by Border Fine Arts to include; two 'Wheat 
sheaf Pasta Jars' no: A0597 and 'Cat & Milk 
Churn Jug' no: A0178. 

1556   A Winstanley ginger cat, ear a/f. 8 1/4'' tall. 

1557   A mottled brown Winstanley kitten, 4 1/4'' 
tall. 

1558   Five Goebel cats/kittens; two playing with 
insects (one a/f), etc, some crazing. 

1559   A quantity of china animals including; boxed 
Quail 'Hamster' money box and 'Clementine' 
cat figure, small Babbacombe cat, cat teapot 
with matching jug, Nadal cat, etc. 

1560   A quantity of part tea sets including; Doulton 
(blue rim), Poole, grey mottled with pink 
interior, plus five Enoch Wedgwood 'English 
Harvest' dinner plates. 

1561   A quantity of china, mostly Sylvac, including; 
cats, swans, pixie wall pocket, jugs, Beswick 
apple jam pot, Burslem vase, Wade, etc. 

1562   A large quantity of china including; 
Portmeirion napkin rings, Ming Rose cream 
jug and sugar bowl, Royal Doulton plates, 
Oakley china cups & saucers, Tupton ware 
jug, etc. 

1563   Three floral part tea sets including; 
'Colclough', 'Crown Royal' and 'MZ Altronlaui 
CMR Czechoslovakia'. Plus a Denby style 
tureen, etc. 

1564   A limited edition figure of a Woodpecker 
stretching wing on a trunk, no. AP1/15 by 
Connoisseur of Malvern for H.P. Bulmers 
Drinks Limited., 8 3/4'' tall. 

1565   A limited edition figure of a Woodpecker on 
branch with apple blossom, no. 1A/12 by 
Windmill Studio for H.P. Bulmer Limited, 9'' 
wide x 8 1/2'' tall. 

1566   A limited edition figure of a Woodpecker 
landing on a branch with apple blossom and 
cider apple, no AP1/13 by Windmill Studio 
for H.P. Bulmer Limited, 9'' wide x 7 1/4'' tall. 

1567   A limited edition figure of a Woodpecker on 
a branch with three cider apples, AP1/10 by 
Windmill Studio for H.P. Bulmer Limited, 8'' 
wide x 4 3/4'' high. 

1568   A limited edition figure of a Woodpecker on 
bark, AP1/15 by Connoisseur of Malvern for 
H.P. Bulmer Drinks Limited, 8 1/2'' tall. 

1569   A limited edition figure of a Woodpecker 
feeding young in tree trunk, no. AP1/12 by 
Windmill Studio for H.P. Bulmer Limited, 8 
1/4'' tall. 

1570   A limited edition figure of a Woodpecker on 
branch with apple blossom and three cider 
apples, no. AP1/13 by Windmill Studio for 
H.P. Bulmer Limited, 9'' wide x 6 1/2'' tall. 

1571   A pair of porcelain Halcyon Days Red Deer 
(stag and hind). 6'' long x 5'' tall. 

1572   A part Royal Worcester Palissy 'Game Series' 
dinner service seven dinner plates, six each 
tea plates, cups, saucers and desert bowls, 
sugar bowl and two lidded serving dishes, 
damage to one lid. 
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1573   A quantity of china including Norville fruit set 
with blue and yellow floral design, small 
quantity of James Kent crinoline lady tea 
ware, two Royal Doulton sandwich plates, 
pottery fruit basket, cottage ware biscuit 
barrel, glass bowls etc. 

1574   A Border Fine Arts Pheasant, 11'' x 7 1/2''. 

1575   A Border Fine Arts Suffolk Ewe and Lamb, 8'' 
x 4 1/2''. 

1576   A Border Fine Arts 'Farm Meeting' (ducks leg 
unattached) 6'' x 4 3/4''. 

1577   A Border Fine Arts Scots Blackface Ewe and 
two lambs, 5 3/4'' x 3 1/2''. 

1578   A quantity of china including Ridgeways and 
Falconware fruit sets, Alex Williams display 
plates, Aynsley 'Cottage Garden' vase and 
powder pot etc. 

1579   A Royal Albert 'Sweet Pea' Teaset for six: 
cups, saucers and tea plates. 

1580   A quantity of animal figures including Sylvac 
Sheepdog, Leonardo Sheepdog and pups, 
Panda, Spaniel, Heron etc. 

1581   A quantity of Royal Worcester 'Evesham' 
china including; dinner plates, fruit bowl, 
vinegar and oil bottles, ramekins, etc. 

1582   A Poole Pottery coffee set in beige and 
brown, plus a jug and sweet dish. 

1583   A Portmeirion 'Seasons Collection' tea 
service (no milk jug). 

1584   Six Wedgwood 'Compton & Woodhouse' 
display plates from Game Birds of Britain 
collection including; 'A Winters Flight', 
'Frosty Dawn', 'Frosty Bower', etc. 

   

  

GLASS 
1591   Three Laguna glass handbags from the 

'Handbag Collection'. 

1592   A quantity of glass including Walther glass 
bowl, Gleneagles crystal fruit bowl with box 
and a glass dressing table tray. 

1593   Three crystal wine glasses and another with 
nick to the rim, one glass with engraving to 
the foot ''Anno 1859''. 

1594   A quantity of glassware including Thomas 
Webb glasses, etc. some decanters, non 
matching stoppers, etc., 

1595   A large cut crystal vase. 

1596   A vintage Bohemian green glass decanter set 
with six glasses plus two tumblers in similar 
pattern. 

1597   A 19th c. pedestal Celery vase, 8 1/2'' tall, a 
heavy 19th c slice and diamond cut jug, 6'' 
tall, large strawberry and slice cut vase, 7'' 
tall, low pedestal fruit bowl, 10'' diameter 
and shallow slice cut fruit bowl, 9'' diameter. 

1598   A quantity of glass including Brierley 
preserve pot, Duiske vase, Cristal J.G Durand 
candle holder, trifle bowl, condiments etc. 

1599   A quantity of glasses including Webb Corbett 
sherry glasses, water jug and four tumblers 
etc 

1600   A quantity of modern wine glasses and 
sundae dishes, the solid stem in frosted, 
clear and faceted designs (chips to base of 
one). 

1601   A quantity of glass with vine decoration 
including sherry and wine glasses, decanters 
and dessert dishes. 

1602   A large quantity of glass including four rose 
vases and glass trinket bowls and a quantity 
of crystal fruit bowls (some chips) and a glass 
bell etc. 

1603   A large quantity of glasses including wine, 
sherry, brandy and whisky and a few shot 
glasses etc. 

1604   A quantity of sherry and port glasses with a 
leaf and flower design including twenty port 
glasses and ten sherry glasses. 

1605   A quantity of wine glasses and whisky glasses 
including Waterford wine glasses and six 
wine glasses with coloured stems. 

1606   A quantity of glass including a glass tray with 
star like pattern and large vase with leaf 
pattern (chip to rim) and fruit bowl, possibly 
Webb and a water jug and desert dish with 
trellis design, water jug with trellis design 
and sugar bowl and a whisky decanter. 

1607   A quantity of glass including a Mallet 
decanter, two vases with an oval cut design 
(one with chip to base) and two shot glasses 
with pontil marks to base, also a sherry glass 
and water jug. 

1608   Two glass lustres, possibly could be used for 
tea lights. 

1609   A quantity of glass including glass vase and 
two paperweights, green dish, blue vase, 
large green fluted wine glass, small perfume 
bottle and two rose vases etc. 

1610   A quantity of Tudor sherry glasses (some 
a/f.) and tumblers in a similar design. 

1611   A pair of Waterford crystal candlesticks in 
original box. 
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1612   A quantity of glass to include lead crystal 
decanter, Royal Doulton rose bowl, a boxed 
Stuart Crystal Ltd edition royal 
commemorative Prince of Wales and Lady 
Diana wedding glass chalice, three decanters, 
fruit bowl etc. 

1613   A small quantity of glass including Stuart 
vase, water jug, glass flower basket, various 
sized vases etc. 

1614   A quantity of glass including two Tudor squat 
candlesticks, a crystal dolphin and an eagle 
paperweights, blue vase, end of day splatter 
glass baskets with chips to rim etc. 

1615   A quantity of champagne coupe glasses with 
green stems, three Brierley wine glasses, 
boxed set of two whisky tumblers with 
coaching scene etc. 

1616   A pair of heavy Crystal Candlesticks, possibly 
in the style of Baccarat, both signed with 
indistinct hand engraved signature, 24 cms 
tall. 

1617   A quantity of glass including, Electrolux 
butter dish, Bristol Blue glass finger bowl, 
Cranberry candlestick, etc. 

1618   A quantity of cranberry glass comprising of 
jugs, sugar sifter, cranberry lidded dish ( chip 
and crack to lid) etc. 

1619   A heavy glass cranberry to amber bubble 
vase and a cranberry to blue heavy leaf 
shape dish. 

1620   A quantity of glass including box set of six 
Thomas Webb cut glass sherry glasses, five 
decanters, one being a ships decanter, lidded 
biscuit barrel, Royal Doulton glass bowl etc. 

1621   A small quantity of cranberry glass including 
set of six glasses, small jug, frill rimmed vase 
etc. 

1622   A quantity of cranberry glass including bowls, 
jugs, glasses etc. 

1623   A quantity of glasses including RCR (Royal 
Crystal rock) wine glasses and Webb Corbett 
brandy glasses. 

1624   A quantity of glasses including sherry, wine 
and tumblers, some with gold rims. 

1625   **A small quantity of glass including; an 
orange fruit bowl, three dessert bowls and 
two tumblers both having orange mottle 
effect to base, carnival glass bowl plus a pink 
lustre piggy bank. 

1626   A quantity of coloured hock glasses including 
Waterford, etc. 

1627   A quantity of glass including cranberry bowl, 
fruit bowl, vase, decanter stoppers etc. 

1628   A quantity of crystal and pressed glass 
including; a pair of decanters, a Webb 
Corbett vase, trifle bowl, water jug, etc. 

1629   A Nailsea glass walking cane, blue glass in 
barley twist. 

1630   A quantity of glass to include; Horn of Plenty 
vase, candlestick, amber tumblers, bon bon 
dish, etc. 

1631   **Two Pembrokeshire Avondale glass items: 
a Paperweight in the form of a Pig and a Tree 
Paperweight / Ring Holder. 

1632   Six Wedgwood bird paperweights to include; 
a Woodpecker, Heron, Swan, Eagle and 
chick, etc. 

1633   Four Victorian decanters and four small 
Victorian stoneware jars. 

1634   Three boxed Wedgwood glass Paperweights 
with carved centres to include; Queen 
Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee with silver rim, Sir 
Winston Churchill and 1981 Royal Wedding. 

1635   A Marquis by Waterford vase, 10'' tall. 

1636   A small quantity of glass paperweights and 
ornaments including; Wedgwood mushroom, 
Mdina horse, hedgehog, cat, etc. 

1637   A small quantity of glass including; large 
heavy mauve vase with white mottle overlay, 
set of 6 Wordsley crystal sherry glasses, a 
pair of clear sundae dishes with thick blue 
stems, etc. 

1638   A small quantity of glass including; pink and 
green Matarfa decanter, large mauve brandy 
goblet with cat and mouse, a pair of green 
vases, trinket pot, etc. 

1639   Four Royal Doulton champagne flutes having 
apple flower design, celebrating 'HP Bulmer 
from 1887-1987', with boxes. 

1640   Eight pressed glass champagne flutes, an RG 
Morris 1989 decanter having an eagle etched 
to the front and a Dartington decanter. 

1641   A quantity of glasses to include; whisky, 
brandy, wine, etc, plus a water jug and 
decanter. 

1642   Eight webbed stemmed lemonade glasses 
plus a water jug in a similar pattern. 

1643   A Mtarfa Malta thick glass vase with white 
lining, having label and signed to base, 4 3/8'' 
tall, together with a Swedish shouldered 
glass vase with maroon, pink and gold swirls, 
4 3/4'' tall x 3'' wide. 
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1644   Three paperweights including signed 
Caithness clear glass paperweight with fine 
white lace interior and six clear bubbles, with 
working order clock insert, 3'' wide x 2 3/4'' 
tall, a Caithness 'Moondrop' paperweight 
having signed base, 3 1/2'' tall x 2 1/4'' wide 
and  Avondale Welsh mottled with part of 
original label on base, 3 1/4'' tall x 3'' wide. 

1645   A ruby Crystal glass clear footed bowl with 
internal raised ribs, 6 3/8'' tall x 7'' wide and 
a Crystal glass candlestick by Vannes, France 
with tiny nibbles on one side and with name 
diamond on the base, 11'' tall x 8 1/2'' wide. 

1646   A heavy 1970's Japanese textured glass vase 
in ice blue, 8 5/8'' tall x 2 1/2'' square, an 
Oread ruffled rim vase 5'' tall x 5 1/2'' wide 
and a tapered bud vase having floral 
paperweight style base, 8 1/2'' tall x 2 1/2'' 
wide 

1647   A pair of vintage Fenton, USA iridescent 
Carnival glass vases with diamond and ribs 
design and green base colours, 10 1/2'' tall x 
3 3/4'' and 4 1/2'' wide. 

1648   A lemon and cream vintage Stourbridge satin 
glass vase with ruffled rim, 6 7/8'' high x 3 
1/4'' wide, and a  colourful Murano glass 
Cockerel, 9'' tall.  

1649   A pair of heavy 20th c. purple Swedish glass 
vases of slender waisted form on  thick clear 
bases, 18'' tall x 2 1/2'' wide. 

1650   A very heavy Art Deco Whitefriars Optic glass 
vase, pattern no. 9094, circa 1937 by William 
Wilson, 10'' tall x 6 1/2'' wide. 

1651   A large green bubble Dump. 

1652   A large glass charger in pink and white swirl 
design, 20'' diameter.    

  

FURNITURE 
1661   A mid Oak TV stand with a glazed doored 

compartment and recessed store shelf, 33'' x 
7 5/8'' x 17'' high. 

1662   A 19th Century dark Mahogany Bureau, the 
light and dark-wood strung slope opening to 
reveal an interior with ten drawers, eight 
pigeon holes and a central cabinet having a 
shell inlaid door and flanked by a secret 
compartment to either side, the base having 
four long drawers with drop brass ring 
handles and raised on splayed bracket feet 
united by a shaped lower frieze. 46 3/8'' 
wide x 21'' deep and 42'' high approx. 

1665   A contemporary Oak wardrobe/hall cloaks 
Cupboard having canted corners and a linen 
fold panel to the door, key present, 71'' high 
x 36 1/2'' wide x 18 1/2'' deep. 

1666   A Dark Oak four poster bedstead with 
pleated fabric canopy/head, 54 1/2'' wide x 
85'' high x 83 1/2'' long. 

1667   A cross legged Tavern type table, the top 23 
7/8'' x 23 3/4'' x 27 3/4'' high. 

1668   A heavy Oak Kitchen Table standing on 
tapering square legs and having central frieze 
drawer to one side, the top 1 3/16'' thick, 78 
3/8'' long x 41 3/8'' wide x 31 3/4'' high. 

1669   A most unusual and primitive Chest having 
painted detail to the front including Heraldic 
crest with Fleur de Lys, the top lifting to 
reveal an interior with compartments and 
sliding action to reveal the principal storage 
space, ,59 1/2'' x 25'' deep x 34 3/4'' high. 

1670   A high quality late 19th c. flap-over Card 
Table having ormolu beading, inset 
burrwood panels to the otherwise ebonised 
wood construction and standing on turned 
legs with gilded fluting.  The top folding and 
rotating to reveal an internal gaming storage 
compartment, 34 3/4'' x 18'' extending to 
36'', (green stained surface) 

1671   A surprisingly heavy circa 1900 Mahogany 
Purdonium, the metal coal-liner and shovel 
present and having ormolu handles and an 
upstand with a shelf and bevelled mirror, 16'' 
wide x 12 1/2'''' deep x 38 3/4'' high. 

1672   An elegant, probably William IV, dark 
Mahogany framed open armed Elbow Chair 
having turned and lobed front legs, reeded 
arms and back supports and a tapestry and 
petit point floral decorated seat. 

1673   A Mahogany/Walnut Sutherland Table 
standing on turned legs/supports, 21 1/2'' x 
6'' extending to 24 3/4'' x 22 1/4'' high. 

1674 A An unusually slender Oak cased long-case 
Clock, the case decorated in relief with bows 
and swags, a torch and a quiver of arrows, 
the fluted pillar details to either side 
terminating in buds/flowers, the brass face 
having a silvered chapter ring, the arch with 
the name ''Nicolas de Beefe, a Malines'', and 
with cast spandrels, the chapter ring has 
Roman numerals and Arabic minutes, the 
pediment depicts a well-carved depiction of 
a basket of trailing flower blooms. 100'' high 
x 15 1/2'' wide approx. 

1675   A Pine Chest having Marine style finish brass 
handle to the top, 35 1/4'' x 18 3/4'' x 17 
1/2'' high. 
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1676   A Mahogany and Elm Bedside Cabinet having 
a frieze drawer and recessed panelled door 
below, 15 3/4'' wide x 12'' deep x 29 3/4'' 
high. 

1677   A Pine  Bedside Cabinet with a drawer and a 
raised and fielded panelled door below, 14'' 
wide x 17'' deep x 29'' high. 

1678   A 1920's/30's Oak Bureau of Jacobean style, 
the fall front revealing an interior an interior 
with six pigeonholes and drawers, the base 
with mirror twist legs having two long 
drawers with drop ring handles, 29 5/8'' wide 
x 16 3/4'' deep x 39'' high. 

1679   A Mahogany Music Cabinet having a glazed 
door and with green velvet lined shelves 
having two marked 'Saved' and 'Various', 18'' 
wide x 16'' deep x 38 3/4'' high. 

1680   An ear;y 20th c. Satinwood Wardrobe having 
a pair of carved panels depicting trailing 
flowers, the central bevelled mirror flanked 
by opposing doors, 82 3/4'' high x 21 3/4'' 
deep x 64'' wide. 

1681   An elegant Victorian Walnut show frame 
Nursing Chair, button backed pink 
upholstered, having scroll front legs. 

1682   A circa 1900 Mahogany/Satinwood bow 
fronted Chest of three long and two short 
Drawers with turned wooden knobs and 
turned feet, the flanks with mirrored quarter 
spiral decoration, one knob missing, 48'' 
wide x 22'' deep x  44'' high. 

1683   A bow fronted Display Cabinet having 
chinoiserie decoration and raised on brief 
cabriole legs, 35 1/4'' wide x 13 1/4'' deep x 
50'' high approx. 

1684   A dark Oak and other woods Chest of two 
long and two short Drawers of Jacobean 
design, having later pierced brass back plate 
handles and standing on turned legs, 36'' 
wide x 18 1/18'' deep x 34 3/4'' high. 

1685   A Dutch style solid seated Side Chair having 
turned legs and backrest supports, with a 
turned 'H' stretcher. 

1686   An Edwardian Mahogany/Walnut Envelope 
Table opening to reveal a card table lined 
with green baize and four counter recesses, 
the top 20 3/4'' square opening to 29 1/2'' 
square x 28 1/4'' high and having a frieze 
drawer to the front, the tapering square legs 
being united by a carved support stretcher 
with a beaded edged platform. 

1687   A Nest of Three spindle legged Occasional 
Tables, the tops with oval Burr wood centres, 
the largest 19 3/4'' wide x 14 1/8'' deep x 23 
1/2'' high. 

1688   An elegant contemporary Lounge Suite 
comprising a two seater settee and matching 
chair by Gascoigne Designs. With gilded 
show frame and upholstered in shadow 
pattern beige and cream gold fabric of 
stylised scrolling foliage pattern, sold 
together with five scatter cushions. 

1689   A set of six elegant Mahogany/Walnut 
framed Dining Chairs having elaborate Dutch 
style marquetry decorated splats depicting  
trailing foliage and flowers, each having a 
cream and green chain patterned drop in 
seat and standing on cabriole front legs. 

1690   An Edwardian Mahogany wall hanging Shelf 
Unit having turned supports and spindles to 
the pediments, the base with a pair of 
opposing mirrored doors, 24'' wide x 6'' deep 
x 38'' high. 

1691   A Nest of Three Serpentine edged Satinwood 
Occasional Tables standing on cabriole legs, 
the largest 18 1/2'' x 15'' x 21 5/8'' high. 

1692   A circa 1900 Mahogany framed Balloon back 
Side Chair having an overstuffed upholstered 
seat with stylised  flowering branches and 
standing on turned and fluted front legs. 

1693   A contemporary brown hide upholstered Tub 
Chair in very good order. 

1694   A pair of contemporary brown hide 
upholstered Reclining Fireside Armchairs and 
an associated footstool/poufee. 

1695   A blush pink Lloyd Loom style chair having an 
upholstered seat and in original condition. 

1696   An as new wing Fireside Chair upholstered in 
subdued maroon, brown and black tartan 
style fabric. 

1697   An early 20th c. Music Chest having six 
drawers with patent pull and drop to a slope 
action and standing on cabriole legs, 21'' x 14 
7/8'' x 34 3/4'' high. 
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1698   A most unusual and collectable Satinwood 
Bureau/Cabinet unit, the fall front bureau 
door having a gold tooled leather writing 
slope and revealing a nicely fitted interior 
with two trinket drawers and fourteen 
recesses, flanked to either side by cupboards 
with opposing doors having a recess below, 
the kneehole base having a frieze drawer 
over and flanked by opposing doored 
cupboards, one with shelves within, the 
other with four drawers having brass marine 
style flush fitted handles. William IV style 
beading is present and the fall front has a 
carved panel with a bowl of fruit and 
cornucopia depicted. The keys are present 
and there are several enamelled labels 
marked ''T. Simpson & Sons, Cabinet Makers, 
Halifax'', to the rear is affixed a paper label 
with various details including a serial number 
''33694'' and the name of the 
workman/maker. 62 1/2'' wide x 15'' deep x 
50 1/2'' high. 

1699   A circa 1940 Darkwood framed low open 
armed Elbow Chair having emerald green 
upholstered back rest and cushion. 

1700   A Georgian Mahogany Campaign Night Table 
standing on square legs united by a shaped 
lower stretcher and a mid height shelf with a 
drawer below, 12 1/2'' square x 31 3/4'' high. 

1701   An early 19th c. Teapoy, the lid lifting to 
reveal an interior with four lidded caddies 
and a pair of green baize-lined recesses for 
blending jars, the whole raised on a tapering 
square support with a platform base and 
nicely carved paw feet, 16 1/2'' x 15 1/2'' 
deep x 28 1/4'' high. 

1702   A compact Art Deco design Oak Bureau, the 
fall front revealing an interior with five 
recesses and a drawer. The base with two 
long drawers supported on side accessed 
two tier open bookshelves, 32 1/2'' wide x 
17'' deep x 34 3/4'' high. 

1703   A 19th c. Mahogany Chest of three long and 
two short drawers having turned wood 
handles, the top surface being cross-banded, 
the whole raised on bracket feet with a 
shaped apron, 43'' wide x 21'' deep x 39'' 
high. 

1704   A rectangular low Oak Table, the splayed feet 
united by a central stretcher retained by 
pegs, 47 1/2'' x 16 1/2'' x 17 1/4'' high. 

1705   A square Eastern hardwood Occasional 
Table, 16'' square x 20 1/4'' high. 

1706   An unusual Oak two tier Etagere having 
turned corner supports terminating in brass 
castors, 18'' x 11'' x 30 1/4'' high. 

1707   A Snap Top Mahogany Tavern Table having a 
baluster turned pillar and three splay feet, 33 
1/2'' diameter, 26'' high. 

1708   A mirrored pair of dark Oak Campaign style 
Bedside Cabinets, each having  a frieze 
drawer, a cupboard below, a black veined 
white marble top and removable upstand, 17 
5/8'' wide x 14 3/8'' deep x 42 1/2'' high. 

1709   A pull-out extending Satinwood Dining Table 
standing on turned, octagonal detailed legs 
terminating in brass castors, 48'' x 50 1/2'' 
extending with the two leaves present to 83'' 
approx and 30'' high. 

1710   A dark Oak high back Hall Chair having a solid 
seat and raised and fielded panel to the back, 
standing on stop-chamfered square legs and 
stretchers, 48 1/4'' high. 

1711    A dark Oak Hall/Side Chair of early design, 
the back carved with trailing fruiting vines 
and mirrored twist side supports, the turned 
legs with an 'H; stretcher and having a caned 
seat 

1712   A dark stained wood high backed armchair of 
ecclesiastic flavour having a solid wood seat 
and also a tasseled velvet crimson cushion, 
18 3/4'' wide x 13 1/4''deep x 66'' high 
approx. 

1713   A cross-banded Oak cased Longcase Clock 
having a painted face with Roman hour 
numerals and Arabic minutes with an inset 
second hand and semi-circular date register, 
the face having leaf scrolls in gold to the arch 
and to the corners, the eight day movement 
striking the hours on a bell, 84'' high. 

1714   A light Mahogany framed Balloon back Side 
Chair having turned front legs and pink 
upholstered overstuffed seat with lattice and 
Fleur de Lys motifs. 

1715   An older painted Bamboo style framed Side 
Chair having a caned seat and associated 
white ground cushion with trailing flowering 
stems in green. 

1716   A good Satinwood pull-out extending Dining 
Table standing on heavy cabriole legs, 36'' x 
41 1/2'', extending with one leaf to 60'' x 30 
3/8'' high. 

1717   A set of four matching light Oak framed 
Chairs having shaped top rails, fret worked 
splats and drop in seats upholstered in 
blue/green stylised foliage decorated fabric 
and standing on cabriole front legs. 

1718   A well worked cane Side Chair. 
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1719   A Robert Thompson ''Mouseman'' Oak Dining 
Table standing on square stop-chamfered 
supports with sleigh feet and a central 
stretcher and having an adzed finish to the 1 
1/16'' thick top. A beautiful example of the 
cabinet makers' skills. The Mouseman carved 
''signature'' mouse is to be found to one of 
the vertical supports. 71 3/4'' long x 33 1/2'' 
wide x 29'' high approximately. 

1720   A good set of eight Robert Thompson 
''Mouseman'' Oak lattice-back Dining Chairs 
including a pair of carvers, all having lattice 
panels to the back-rests and shaped stop-
chamfered, eight sided front legs and 
studded beige hide upholstered seats. The 
Mouseman ''signature'' carved mouse is to 
be found to the front legs. 

1721   A Robert Thompson ''Mouseman'' panelled 
Oak Tallboy the upper cupboard with an 
opposing pair of double doors having a 
wrought iron latch and hinges and with two 
short and two long drawers below 
constructed with exemplarily crafted dove-
tailed joints and having turned Oak knobs. 
The carved Mouse ''signature'' is to be found 
to the rear right of the top. Some fading/ 
discolouration to the top surface. 19 1/2'' 
deep x 33'' wide x 48 3/4'' high. 

1722   An unusually dark stained Camphorwood 
Chest decorated with carved scenes of 
oriental life amidst gardens with various 
trees and towering pavilions, with a sliding 
inner tray within, 40'' x 21 1/2'' x 22 1/2''. 

1723   A Rosewood Side Cabinet with Boxwood 
stringing and elaborate marquetry 
decoration depicting urns united by a lower 
shelf, 28 1/2'' wide x 14 1/2'' deep x 47 1/4'' 
high. 

1724   A compact darkwood framed folding open 
armed Elbow Chair having patent folding 
action and a brown Draylon upholstered 
seat. 

1725   A 19th century Regency design Mahogany 
flap over card table standing on a tapering 
octagonal pillar raised on a platform base 
with four scroll feet, 36'' x 17 3/4''  ext. to 35 
1/2'' x 30'' high. 

1726   A most interesting small occasional table the 
pillar formed from the wooden left hand 
threaded pillar of what is believed to have 
been a wine/olive oil press, 14 1/2'' x 13'' x 
27 1/2'' high approx. 

1727   A pretty circa 1900 Rosewood side chair 
having boxwood stringing and intricate 
shaded inlay to the back splat, standing on 
tapering square legs terminating on spade 
feet and having an over stuffed olive green 
velvet seat, 16 3/4'' wide x 20'' deep, 34 5/8'' 
high. 

1728   A Mahogany cross-banded bow fronted 
Chest of drawers, 42'' wide x 21'' deep x 40'' 
high.    

  

Saturday 20th May 9:30am - 
BOOKS, RECORDS ETC 

2001   'Paradise Lost': a Poem in Twelve Books by 
John Milton' Vol 2, printed by Robert and 
Andrew Foults, Glasgow, 1776 

2002   'The Life And Adventures of Robinson 
Crusoe' by Danel Defoe. London Published by 
J.S Pratt, 1844 

2003   'The Novelist Magazine Vol VIII Containing 
Don Quixote', printed for Harrison & Co, No. 
18 Patenaste Row, London, 1782. 

2004   'Deeds of Naval Daring' by The Late Admiral 
Edward Gifford, printed by John Murray, 
Albemarle Street, 1910, complete with dust 
cover. 

2005   Two volumes of 'The Art Journal', 1871 and 
1875, By Gracious Permission Dedicated to 
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales, 
together with 'Landseers Works' comprising 
200 woodcuts, by London Virtue Ltd. 

2006   'History of The Second World War', Editor -In 
-Chief Sir Basil Liddell-Hart 

2007   A box of books including Observer's 'British 
Steam Locomotives', 'The Herefordshire 
Village' book, 'Ourselves in Wartime', 
'Triumphs of Engineering', 'The Royal Family 
in Wartime' etc. 

2008   A box of hardback novels including Bramwell 
Evans, 'Kidnapped' by R.L Stevenson, 'Black 
Beauty', Sherlock Holmes etc. 

2009   A quantity of books including 'Fifty Years of 
Farm Tractors', 'Wye', 'Abergavenny to 
Merthyr Country Railway Routes', 'Practical 
gardening and Food production in Pictures' 
by Richard Sudell etc. 

2010   A small box of books including 'The 
Collectors Manual' by N. Hudson Moore, 
1907, 'Country Life' annual, 1969, 'Severn 
Stream' by Brian Waters etc. 

2011   Three volumes of 'The Reference Catalogue 
of Current Literature' dated 1924. 

2012   A large quantity of 'Book and Magazine 
Collector' from 2003 to 2009. 
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2013   A large quantity of 'Herd Book of Hereford 
Cattle Bulls' dating from 1936 to 1964. 

2014   A box of books including cookery, boxing, 
human rights, 'Law Without a Lawyer', 'A 
Thousand Thirsts' etc. 

2015   Two boxes of books containing 
'Encyclopaedia of Gardening', 'Gnomes','The 
Year of The Rabbit' by Ken Dancer etc. 

2016   A large quantity of 'Book and Magazine 
Collector' dating from around 1984 to 2003. 

2017   A quantity of railway books including 'ABC 
British Railway Locomotives, Summer 
Edition' 1961, 'The Trains We Loved', 'Lost 
Lines' etc. 

2018   A quantity of British Railway Journals dating 
from no.1 in 1983. 

2019   Eleven volumes of 'The New Illustrated 
Library of Science and Invention'. 

2020   A small quantity of books including 'The 
Crystal Palace' by Patrick Beaver, 
'Bookbinding', 'Fifty Penguin Years', 'Seven 
Hundred Penguins', Miller's Guide to 
Collecting books etc. 

2021   Three comic books of 'Flook' by Trog 
including '1 Flook', 'Flook' and 'Flooks Eye 
View of The Sixties', forworded by Laurie Lee.  

2022   Two Mrs Beeton's Household Management 
books; one 1906 edition, the other 1920's 
together with a 1920's Mrs Beeton's Cookery 
book, all with colour plates, a/f. 

2023   A quantity of books including 'Quest of 
Youth', 'Enchanted Garden' etc. 

2024   'The School For Lovers': A Comedy by William 
Whitehead Esq. As performed at The 
Theatres Royal, Drury Lane and Covent 
Garden'. Printed  for the Proprietors under 
The Direction of John Bell, British Library, 
Strand, Bookseller to His Royal Highness The 
Prince of Wales, 1793, a/f up to page 96, 
back board missing. 

2025   'The Last of The Mohicans' A Narrative of 
1757, printed by George Routledge & Co., 
Soho Square, 1849. 

2026   A quantity of autobiographies including Joan 
Collins, John Major,Judy Garland etc. 

2027   A quantity of books including Observer's 
handbook of Meteorological Office, 'From N 
to Z' etc. 

2028   Three boxes of books including 'Sahara' by 
Kazuyoshi Nomachi, 'The Great Century of 
Guns', 'The grain Harvester', 'Bushcraft 
Survival' by Ray Mears etc. 

2029   A quantity of Ordinance Survey Maps 
including Kingusse, Glen Garry, Elan Valley 
etc. 

2030   A tub of books including 'Tractors Since 
1889', 'The Great Western Railway 150 
Glorious Years', 'The Ivel Story' etc. 

2031   Four Rupert Annuals, three Pick of Punch 
books and 'Punch on Children a Panorama 
1845 -65' by David Duff etc 

2032   Fifteen volumes of 'The Hereford Cattle Herd 
Book' from 1966 to 2014. 

2033   Two boxes of books including cookery, 
'Churchill, The Struggle For Survival', 
'Rudyard Kiplings  Verse Inclusive Edition 
1885 - 1918', printed by Doubleday, Page & 
Company, 1927 etc. 

2034   A quantity of books relating to Horses and 
Horse Riding including 'Point to Pointing', 
'Flat Racing', novels etc. 

2035   A large quantity of Tractor and Machinery 
magazines, 'Classic Tractors' etc 

2036   A box of books including 'And The Mountains 
Echoed' by Kaled Hosseini, 'Classic Tractors 
of The World' etc. 

2037   A quantity of books including AA Handbook, 
1962, 'Family Health Encyclopaedia', 'Philips 
Handy Administration Atlas of England and 
Wales' etc 

2038   A quantity of books including 'The Archers, 
1951 - 1967', 'Exploring National; Parks' etc. 

2039   Fourteen volumes of 'The National 
Encyclopaedia' printed by William 
Mackenzie, 69, Ludgate Hill. 

2040   A small quantity of books including Charles 
Dickens, Victor Hugo, E,M Forster etc. 

2041   A quantity of books including 'Fundamentals 
of Chemical Engineering Operations' by 
Maurice G. Larian etc. 

2042   A quantity of books and newspapers on 
Diana, the late Princess of Wales. 

2043   A large quantity of 'Hereford Breed Journal', 
etc. 

2044   A tub of books including 'The Nature of 
Central Wales', 'Country Wheelwright', 
'Natural Remedies' etc. 

2045   A tub of books including two volumes of 
'Lives of Eminent Englishmen', 'The Magazine 
of Art, Cassell and Company', 1902 etc. 

2046   Two boxes of books including 'You and Your 
Horse' by Phyllis Hinton, 'Robin Hood and His 
Merry Outlaws', dictionary etc. 

2047   A crate of books including 'Royalty on 
Horseback', fairy tales, Rupert books etc. 
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2048   A small quantity of books including 'The Boer 
War Folio Society Copy, Bengal Lancer' by 
F.Yeats-Brown, 'The War in The Peninsula 
Archive Series', Bibles,'The London Illustrated 
News Silver Jubilee Record' number 1910 - 
1035. 

2049   a box of books including 'Latin for Today', 
'The British Legion Children's Annual', 'Day & 
Son's Everyday Farriery' etc. 

2050   A crate of books including 'Dar Days' by Hugh 
Conway, 'His Official Fiancee' by Berta Ruck, 
'Teddy's Button' by Amy Le Feuvre etc. 

2051   A box of books including British Atlas, 'Great 
Western Railway Magazine', January to 
December 1908, 'L.S Lowry' a biography by 
Shelly Rhode, 'Pictorial Encyclopaedia of 
Railways' etc. 

2052   A tub of books including 'Wild Flowers as 
They Grow' vol IV, 'Vanity Fair' by Thackeray, 
1895, 'A World of Winnie the Pooh' etc. 

2053   A box of books including 'Practical Clock 
Repairing', 'Badges of The British Army', 
'Cambridge County Geographies of 
Herefordshire' etc. 

2054   A small quantity of books including 'Mary's 
menagerie' by Arthur Layard, 'Birds and 
Beasts' by Chaing Yee containing Six of the 
Illustrations, 'The Poet and The Brook', 
'Further Adventures of Mr Verdant' and 
'Walks Round London'. 

2055   Two books; 'The Littlest One's Peter Pan and 
Wendy' by J.M Barrie, illustrated by Kathleen 
Atkins, published by Hodder & Stoughton 
and 'Juliana Horatia Ewing and her Books' by 
Horatio K.F Gatty, published by Society For 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1885. 

2056   Winston Churchill 'Frontiers and Wars' Eyre 
and Spottiswoode 1962, 1st Edition, proof 
copy, catalogue number: 0/0000/0, in card 
wraps with dust jacket. 

2057   An old Pocket Interest Book, Sixth Edition, 
'Exactly Examind by John Castaing, printed 
for Edward Jackson and to be sold at his 
office at Mr Dawson's. 

   

  

OIL PAINTINGS, 
WATERCOLOURS & PRINTS 

2061   A framed and mounted Print titled verso 
''The Kiosk - St. Tropez'' by D'oyly John, 24 
1/4'' x 20 1/4''. 

2062   A framed and mounted Pencil sketch of a 
cherub, indistinctly signed lower right, 13 
3/4'' x 14 3/4''. 

2063   A framed and mounted print depicting a 
Gordon Setter by G. Mass Arnest along with 
a Mandy E. Sheperd print of a Gordon Setter 
and a hunter, signed lower right. 

2064   Two framed oriental prints, no visible 
signature. 

2065   A framed Print depicting Tenby North Beach 
signed 'Judges', along with an Egyptian Print 
on Papyrus paper and an over varnished 
print 'Farming Family' by J.E. Meadows 

2066   A framed Watercolour depicting a river 
valley with steep hills on either side, no 
visible signature. 

2067   A Print of a young girl holding birds nest by 
A. Knight. 

2068   Two Prints, one of Haverstock Hill and the 
other Oranges and Lemons. 

2069   A Print by Arthur Cox, signed and embossed. 

2070   Three Prints - Fox and Geese, The Golden 
Wedding and The Love Letter. 

2071   Two African pictures, Watercolour by Bob 
Stonell and a fabric Print. 

2072   Four Prints including 'Solva' by Elizabeth 
Haines 1987, no. 34/850. 

2073   Four small framed Etchings;  Millbeck, 
Rhudlan Castle, Menai Straight and 
Westmorland. 

2074   Two Watercolours 'Victorian Tulips' initialled 
DF and the other 'Steamroller' with no visible 
signature. 

2075   Five Prints including 'Pontblyddyn' Dafydd, 
Huntsbridge 83, Prague no. 44/80 and no. 
41/80. 

2076   A Keith Best limited edition Print and David 
Shepherd 'No place like Home', no. 55/850. 

2077   Two limited edition Prints;  Ruth Nicholas no. 
35/250 and Deirdre Morgan no. 117/195. 

2078   Two religious Prints;  'Jesus' and 'Mary'. 

2079   Four modern Prints, all framed and glazed. 

2080   Various Watercolours including Mo Hitchens 
and Veronica Botting. 

2081   Three paintings including 'Way out of the 
Woods' acrylic by E. Williams. 

2082   An assortment of pictures to include a 
tapestry of flowers. 

2083   An assortment of Etchings and Prints. 

2084   Five fabric pictures and prints. 

2085   An assortment of Etchings and Prints 
including 'Caernarfon Castle' by J.M.W. 
Turner. 

2086   Five Honore Daumier Lithograph Prints 1808-
1879;  A Respected Citizen, A Sure Case, Such 
a devoted Husband, Plead not guilty and 
Such a devoted Husband. 
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2087   Two Oil paintings;  V. Thomas and one other 
plus a large Print with inscription.   

2089   A quantity of pictures to include; a G. Vernon 
Stokes Print of a Labrador, a Print of a 
heather clad coast near Porlock, Prints of 
Fountains Abbey, The Humerist, a small 
Watercolour of Butterflies, etc. 

2090   A watercolour Print of a placid lake scene 
with figures in a boat. 

2091   A 1788 William Byrne Engraving, after 
Thomas Hearne of stagecoach incident. 

2092   A W.A. Beech Watercolour 'The Entrance to 
Glen Nevis 1893'. 

2093   An oriental Embroidery of birds in a 
brocaded border. 

2094   Two decorative portrait Prints after Philip 
Boileau 1905. 

2095   A signed Owen Bowen Oil on board painting 
of a house and garden. 

2096   A signed Bertram Hiles Gouache landscape 
painting. 

2097   A John W. Gough panoramic Watercolour of 
the City of Hereford from Churchill Gardens. 

2098   A Pen & Ink depiction of Jesus in the Temple 
of the Elders after Holman Hunt. 

2099   A Joseph Pennell Etching of Cheyne Walk 
Chelsea with pencil inscription. 

2100   A Peter Nuttall 1968 abstract Watercolour. 

2101   An Oil on wooden panel painting of a 
Georgian boy and girl. 

2102   A vintage Oil on canvas being a copy of a 
17th century portrait. 

2103   A limited edition Ian Wetherhead Print of an 
orchestra. 

2104   A box of seven pictures. 

2105   A 19th century gilt framed Oil on canvas of a 
man fishing near a bridge, signed Walters. 

2106   A sentimental historical Print; a colourful 
depiction of a Cavalier returning from the 
Battle of Edge Hill 1642 to greet his beautiful 
spouse and retinue, in a period maple frame, 
circa 1900. 

2107   A small Oil on canvas showing HMS 
Vindictive 1918 under heavy bombardment 
in the harbour, circa late 20th Century, 
signed 'Lee'. 

2108   Dorothea Travers-Smith (Exh 1934-1939); an 
Oil on board of Lilies in a field signed lower 
left (Exhib RBA, RI, SWA). Together with a 
Watercolour of the famous Daffodils in 
Rydal, unsigned, in a mahogany frame. 

2109   A folder containing small original art works, 
some signed and titled, circa 20th Century. 

2110   An ornate Victorian gilt gesso swept frame in 
need of restoration, aperture 17 1/4'' x 11 
1/2''. 

2111   A framed and glazed late 20th Century 
impasto acrylic Abstract on paper. 

2112   A late Victorian heavy gilt gesso frame, 
aperture 20'' x 28''. 

2113   D. Donatello (circa 1950); Three horse heads, 
two stools and a broken umbrella, a 
surrealist picture in the manner of Dali; 
Limited Edition screen Print (no. 7/45) titled 
'Giostra Imaginaria'. 

2114   A framed Print titled 'Autumn Walk' by Assaf 
Frank, along with an over varnished Print 
titled 'Le Chateziu' by Arthur Llewellyn 
Jenkins. 

2115   A large framed Print titled 'Papaver Rhoeus' 
by Shirley Trevena, along with another large 
framed Print titled 'Blazing Poppies Quarted' 
by John Taylor. 

2116   A framed and mounted Print 'Una Rosaby' by 
Laura Nydia Lozano, 33 3/4'' x 38 1/2''. 

2117   A pair of framed modern Prints by Arthur 
Llewellyn; 'Come On In' and 'Fragrant 
Entrance', 26 1/4'' x 32 3/4''. 

2118   A Watercolour by Nicholas Markovic. 

2119   An engraving of a Cherub by Francesco 
Bartolozzi. 

2120   A framed Print titled 'The Boyhood of 
Raleigh' after Sir J. E. Millais, 22 1/2'' x 17''. 

2121   A framed and mounted Limited Edition no. 
11/350 Print of well dressed gentleman, 
signed S. Dyer (Simon). 

2122   A framed and mounted Charcoal sketch of a 
nude gentleman as seen from the rear, no 
visible signature. 

2123   A framed and mounted William Garfit limited 
edition Print no. 47/300 depicting a River 
landscape, signed by the artist and stamped 
by The Fine Art Trade Guild. 

2124   A framed and mounted Cecil Aldin Print of 
Stokesay Castle, Shropshire, a framed and 
mounted Minter Kemp print titled Bear Hug 
and a small framed and mounted 
watercolour of a French street scene with 
figures sat on benches, no visible signature. 

2125   A small quantity of Prints to include Military, 
Carisbrooke Castle, Isle of Wight, oil on 
board of Country landscape with stream and 
trees and framed and mounted watercolour 
of an Apple and a pair of plums, initialled 
lower right H.K. 

2126   An ornate framed over varnished Print 
depicting three puppies playing, signed lower 
right Horatio H. Couldery, 28 1/4'' x 22 1/4''. 
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2127   A large gilt framed Oil on canvas depicting a 
Country Landscape, having a figure with two 
heavy horses and a lady carrying a bucket 
walking by his side, signed lower left 
Gozzard, 26 3/4'' x 30 1/2''. 

2128   A large gilt framed Oil on canvas of a Village 
with figures walking down a street, with a 
Church in the centre, signed lower right 
Gozzard, 26 3/4'' x 30 1/2''. 

2129   A gilt framed Oil on canvas depicting Ducks 
flying over a Pond at Sunset, indistinctly 
signed lower left. 

2130   A small Oil on Canvas depicting a Barn with 
stable door open and wild foliage growing 
around the doorway, signed lower left 
Chadwick, 13 1/4'' x 11 1/2''. 

2131   A framed Oil on canvas depicting a Water 
Mill, label verso 'Old Mill Stream' by Marjorie 
Lambeth. 

2132   Two framed Oil paintings signed M. Lambeth, 
one depicting waterfalls, the other, of 
snowdrops, both signed along with a painting 
of a pair of Swans with signets unsigned. 

2133   A carved wooden framed Oil painting 
depicting Sheep grazing by a river and a 
Church tower peering above the trees. 

2134   A quantity of prints to include Eugene G-
Laloue 'By the Seine', a framed watercolour 
of flowers signed P.E. Hallet, etc. 

2135   A reproduction Print depicting the Fountain 
of Diana and Apollo at Versailles, plus 
another. 

2136   A mounted engraving depicting the American 
Civil War, 'The Capture of a United States 
Dragoon by Guerilla Horsemen of Virginia', 
13 3/4'' x 11 3/4''. 

2137   A Limited Edition Print no. 833/850 by K. W. 
Burton depicting Portsmouth Harbour 
featuring HMS Ark Royal and HMS Hermione, 
19 3/4'' x 11 3/4''. 

2138   A framed and mounted print by R. Simkin, 
titled 'The Earl of Huntingdon's Regiment of 
Foot' 1685, 21'' x 17''. 

2139   A Limited edition Print no. 4/500 by J. 
Wanmer depicting A Gordon Highlander 
along with a framed and mounted Print titled 
Princess Louise's Argyle and Sutherland, 
Highlanders (91st and 93rd foot) by the same 
artist. 

2140   A framed and mounted Watercolour signed 
lower right J. Callum 1993, depicting a Royal 
Aircraft Biplane and a Jet Plane, 20 3/4'' x 16 
3/4'' 

2141   A wooden framed Photograph of Charles 
Edward The Duke of York, Col. in Chief 1914, 
14 3/4'' x 20 1/4''. 

2142   A wooden framed print titled 'H.M.S. Kelly' 
by Robert Taylor, Published by Universal 
Promotions 1979, 26 1/4'' x 20 1/4''. 

2143   A wooden framed oil on canvas depicting a 
still life of flowers, signed lower left Austin, 
27 ½'' x 23 ¾''. 

2144   A framed Claude Monet print ''Winter in 
Falaise'', 30¾ '' x 26''. 

2145   A framed print by Lena Lili, depicting three 
vases, prunus and a net curtain, 28 ¼ '' x 22 
½ ''. 

2146   A framed G. Laporte print of cottages by 
coast with beached sailing boats along with a 
Print by the same artist depicting a coastal 
scene with lighthouse. 

2147   A framed oil on board possibly of Greece, 
indistinctly signed lower right, 13 ½'' x 11 ½''. 

2148   A framed David Pole original oil painting 
titled verso ''Inca Silver'', 6¾'' x 7¾''. 

2149   A framed first edition reproduction of 
original watercolour by Alice Cole ''Wood 
Geranium'', 8'' x 11''. 

2150   A framed and mounted watercolour 
depicting a moorland scene, signed lower 
right Miller, 21 ½'' x 17''. 

2151   A framed and mounted watercolour 
depicting a seascape titled ''Early Morning'', 
signed Garman Morris. 

2152   A framed and mounted lithograph depicting 
sailing boats on the Thames, signed lower 
right Martino, 16¼'' x 21¼''.  

2153   A Wright's fruit growers guide 
Chromolithograph depicting apples, 16¾'' x 
21¼''. 

2154   A Wright's fruit growers guide 
Chromolithograph depicting currants, 16¾'' x 
20''. 

2155   A large George Wright Print on board titled 
'Gone Away'. 32 1/4'' x 26 1/4''. 

2156   A pair of heavy framed Oil on board 
depicting hunting scenes, both signed 
'Benson'. 10 3/4'' x 12 1/2''. 

2157   A set of four Heywood Hardy hunting Prints; 
'The Find' (glass a/f), 'Over The Style', etc. 

2158   A framed and mounted Print depicting still 
life of flowers and fruit on a windowsill, 
signed lower left Suzanne Hoefler, 27 1/4'' x 
23 1/4''. 

2159   A framed and mounted Watercolour titled 
verso ''Bend in the River at Bedford'' by Ethel 
May Smith, 24 3/4'' x 20 3/4''. 
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2160   A framed Oil on board of a seascape with 
moored sailing boats, 30 3/4'' x 21''. 

2161   A framed and mounted Gouache titled 
''Geraniums'' by E. Smith, 21 1/4'' x 26''. 

2162   A mounted Acrylic painting titled verso 
''Flower Piece'' by E. Smith. 

2163   A framed Oil on board depicting Hereford 
Cathedral and old bridge, signed lower right 
F. Jones, 31 1/4'' x 17 1/4''. 

2164   A framed Oil on board depicting a Cathedral 
and parklands, initialled lower right K.M.W. 

2165   A framed and mounted pencil drawing of a 
military officer, no visible signature, along 
with a print of the coat of arms for 'The Right 
Honourable Cecil Talbot in the county of 
Carmarthan'.  

2166   A quantity of military prints and engravings 
to include the Battle of Talavera,  A 
Distinguished Party, General Cameron Shute 
etc. 

2167   Three folders containing the prints ' El 
Toledo Del Greco'. 

2168   A framed and mounted ink/ wash painting 
depicting a country landscape, signed lower 
right P. Gilman 66, 27 3/4'' x 22''. 

2169   A framed and mounted but unglazed pastel 
over watercolour titles verso '' On Curbar 
edge'' signed lower left by the artist Roy 
Escott, 23 1/4'' x 18 1/4''. 

2170   A framed and mounted coloured pastel over 
watercolour depicting a red brick building 
with steeple, signed lower left Roy Escott, 19 
1/2'' x 24''. 

2171   A large framed and mounted ink wash 
studies of two figures, initials G.I.84, 28 1/2'' 
x 36 1/2''. 

2172   An 18th/19th century Watercolour depicting 
figures sat by a log outside thatched cottage, 
initialed HLS 1815 lower left. 

2173   An unframed Oil on canvas depicting a 
portrait of a gentleman wearing a hat with a 
white collar and ruffled sleeves, no visible 
signature, includes a couple of old repairs, 25 
3/4'' x 30''. 

2174   A pair of framed and mounted Prints 
depicting various shells. 11 1/2'' x 14 1/2''. 

2175   An unframed Oil on panel depicting a winter 
landscape with figures in the snow and on 
the ice, signed lower left 'J.P. Aeries'. 19 3/4'' 
x 16''. 

2176   A framed and mounted Ink Wash depicting a 
hunting scene, signed lower right 'Brian 
Weaver'. 22 1/2'' x 18 1/2''. 

2177   A framed and mounted Ink Wash titled 
'Evening on Seal Chart' initialed 'F.C.T 1936'. 
Label verso stating it was exhibited at the 
Gainsborough Gallery Sevenoaks Oct 15th-
29th 1938. 20 1/2'' x 17 1/4''. 

2178   A wooden framed Etching depicting Tower 
Bridge, no visible signature. 19'' x 13''. 

2179   A gilt framed Oil on board depicting a river 
scene (possibly Brugge), signed lower left 'J. 
Douvery'?. 14 1/2'' x 30 1/4''. 

2180   An unframed Watercolour taken from an 
original American Bank Note company 
archive, a final design from which engravings 
were made for Bank Notes, Share 
Certificates, etc. 5 1/2'' x 8''. 

2181   A mounted Print from The Emirates 
Watercolour Collection by Mrs P. Alfakhri 
one of a series of seven, along with a Print of 
a Cypriot gentleman sat on a wooden chair 
by Michael Owen. 

2182   Three mounted reproduction 
Advertisements to include; 'Great Eastern 
Railway', 'Rugby at Twickenham by Tram' 
and 'Number Severn'. 

2183   A small quantity of Prints to include; a 
Limited Edition (no. 96/500) Nude, 'The 
Luxury of Fur' by George Roy-Clark, 'Book of 
Kells' Trinity College by Phillip Gray, T. Moore 
Landscapes, sketches by Seymour, etc. 

2184   Four paintings on fabric depicting various 
Indian scenes, all unframed. 

2185   A quantity of David Roberts Prints of Egypt 
1839, a Lavi G. Print of Nazareth, Basilica of 
The Annunciation and Prints from The Jordan 
Tourism Authority. 

2186   A small mounted Venetian Watercolour 
along with another painted on fabric, both 
indistinctly signed. 

2187   A framed L.J. Binns Watercolour depicting Mr 
Turveydrop from Bleak House along with a 
framed Print of The Royal Crescent Bath 
signed 'Judges'. 

2188   A quantity of Prints to include; Silhouettes, 
Summer Sky by Anthony Hedges, King 
Charles Tower - Chester, etc. 

2189   An oval framed Print of a young girl signed 
'E.U. Eddis' 1848, along with a circular 
Watercolour of figures stood by a dwelling 
with a gentleman on horseback and a flower 
seller, no visible signature. 

2190   Three Limited Edition Prints by Robin 
Wheeldon (Nos: 315, 382 & 586/750); 
'Ferguson's in a Farmyard', 'Steam Threshing' 
and Marshall Threshing'. 
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2191   'The Card Players' Engraving by B. Baron 
after D. Teniers, sold by John Boydell April 
1st 1751. 

2192   A large Charcoal Nude study, signed Bill 
Hammond OCN, unframed, 32'' x 48''. 

2193   A quantity of Prints to include; Clovelly, 
Honey Bay Tor picture frames, horse prints, 
etc and a coloured Charcoal drawing of a 
country landscape indistinctly signed lower 
left. 

2194   A framed Oil on canvas depicting a 
gentleman leading his horse across moorland 
at dusk, no visible signature, a/f. 22'' x 14'' 

2195   A small framed oil on board of 'Hangman's 
Cottage, Dorset', initialled lower right J.C (Jan 
Clyde). 

2196   Two framed and mounted prints : 'The 
Kitchen' and 'Bedtime' by Diane Elson 
together with three maritime prints. 

2197   A pair of circular framed Watercolours 
depicting Arabian river scenes, no visible 
signature. 19 3/4'' diameter. 

2198   A small framed and mounted Oil painting of 
a winter scene with jagged snow capped 
mountains signed lower right, a mounted 
unframed Print of a city square with figures 
and a Limited Edition Print of Parliament 
from the Thames (no. 544/850).  

2199   A modern framed Charcoal picture depicting 
a gentleman with a microphone and a person 
sat with a trumpet, no visible signature. 

2200   A wooden framed and mounted Print 
depicting a Boeing C-17, no visible signature, 
39 1/2'' x 22 1/2''. 

2201   A small framed Oil on canvas of a Still Life no 
visible signature and a modern framed 
Watercolour Orange Stripel. 

2202   A wooden framed Oil on canvas depicting a 
homestead by a pond with chickens, 
indistinctly signed lower right. 28'' x 23 1/2''. 

2203   A framed and mounted Limited Edition print 
(no. 40/850) 'Cattle at Priskilly Fawr', signed 
lower right Colin Morse, 23 1/4'' x 19 1/4''. 

2204   A pair of framed and mounted Lithographs, 
title verso: 'Summer Evening' and 'Winter' by 
Miles Birkett Foster, 10 1/4'' x 12 1/2''. 

2205   A framed and mounted Limited Edition Print 
(no. 350/500) of a Pheasant taking flight, 
signed lower right R. McPhail, 25'' x 21 1/4''. 

2206   A framed print, title verso 'Poppies (The 
Ploughed Field) by M. Knight, 24 1/4'' x 19''. 

2207   A quantity of prints including Donkeys and 
Pigs, 'The Road to The Farm' by Rowland 
Hilder, Coulson print 'The Ploughman and 
The Sea' etc. 

2208   A framed and mounted Leighton Moses 
Limited Edition Print (no. 121/850) of a 
Spaniel, 26 1/4'' x 20''. 

2209   Two large unframed oils on canvas of a 
Butterfly settled on a branch and a garden 
scene, signed Lee Reynolds. 

2210   A framed and mounted Limited Edition (no. 
1/12) Print 'Burano', signed lower right in 
pencil Tony Dyson 1976, 25 1/2'' x 20 1/2''. 

2211   Three framed photographs, one of a 
gentleman with a horse plough and trophy, a 
team of heavy horses ploughing and a 
gentleman on a chair outside a dwelling, plus 
a small print 'Bubbles'. 

2212   Design for fine bone china beaker produced 
for  Hudson and Middleton by Alex Williams, 
a large unframed Oil on board of poultry. 

2213   Design for fine bone china beaker produced 
for  Hudson and Middleton by Alex Williams, 
A large unframed Oil on board of cattle. 

2214   A good quantity of Portfolio of Art plates by 
Virtue & Co. London with some folio 
information covers, some water damage to a 
few mounts but plates in good condition (69 
in total). 

2215   A pair of framed Prints of young girls by 
Penelope Boothby. 

2216   A framed and mounted Print of Lower Ferry 
slip, Dartmouth by John Gillo. 

2217   Five Pencil sketches.    

  

BRASS, COPPER & PEWTER 
2221   A brass Gothic picture frame and a brass hot 

plate. 

2222   A pair of brass fire dogs standing on ball and 
claw feet to front. 

2223   Three brass fire irons to include matching 
tongs and shovel and a dual pronged poker. 

2224   A late 19th century W.A. Benson Arts & 
Crafts copper and brass kettle, stamped to 
base 'Benson', 8'' diameter. 

2225   Two large Brass shell casings, 13 1/2'' and 11 
1/2'' tall. 

2226   A good quantity of spent shell casings. 

2227   An antique brass trivet and a Copper 
watering Can with lid. 

2228   A pair of brass fire dogs. 

2229   A Copper kettle with brass finial, brass 
goblets and vases, plated epergne, etc. 

2230   A quantity of brass shell cases. 

2231   A quantity of brass and metals including 
Trench Art mini coal scuttle, heavy drum 
pots, pewter tankard, etc. 

2232   A Copper kettle on spirit burner stand. 
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2233   A Copper bed warming pan with turned 
handle. 

2234   A brass fire kerb. 52'' long x 15'' deep. 

2235   A Victorian copper bed warming pan. 

2237   Three brass table lamps and an oil lamp 
converted to electric. 

2238   A pair of Pewter display plates with raised 
design of a card player and a drinker, no 
marks to base, 9 1/2'' diameter. 

2239   A quantity of brass and metals including rose 
bowl, picture frames, owl, etc. plus a boxed 
set of antler handled steak knives and forks. 

2240   A brass preserving Pan with iron handle. 

2241   A metal coal box having a hammered finish 
standing on four feet with drop ring handles 
(one missing). 

2242   A small brass companion set having horse 
hunting themed finials, complete with tongs, 
brush, poker and shovel. 

2243   A very heavy brass Hereford Bull, pig and 
small quantity of horse brasses, plus a 
pewter christening mug. 

2244   A pierced Brass Fender.    

  

SILVER, SILVER PLATE, ETC 
2251   A quantity of Picquot ware to include coffee 

pot, teapot, milk jug and sugar bowl. 

2252   A bone handled Silver Stilton scoop with 
pusher, Birmingham 1869 (split in handle). 

2253   Four assorted Georgian Salt spoons and 
seven assorted Georgian and Victorian silver 
teaspoons 

2254   A quantity of souvenir spoons;  Miami 
Florida, Tintern Abbey, Seal Sanctuary etc. 

2255   A glass powder bowl with star cut base and 
silver lid, Birmingham 1921 (4'' diameter), 
plus an interesting circular silver pen wipe 
with original interior, Birmingham 1905. 

2256   A quantity of miscellaneous cutlery including 
knives, forks, spoons, EPNS egg stand with 
ballerina central stand, wooden handle 
trowel etc. 

2257   A small quantity of silver for scrap  including 
part manicure set, circular framed mirror, 
pot lid etc, all a/f 

2258   A circular Art Nouveau silver photo frame by 
Boots Pure Drugs Company dated between 
1903 - 1923, a/f. 

2259   A Silver Gothic style serviette ring by Mappin 
& Webb, Sheffield 1896, a small oval silver 
1898 photograph frame, Birmingham 1898 
makers Synyer & Beddoes and a silver 
serviette ring, Birmingham 1974 by Henry 
Griffiths & Sons Ltd,  

2260   A pair of dumpy Silver candlesticks, possibly 
Birmingham 1922, 3 3/4'' tall. 

2261   A Silver sauce boat, London 1926 by Kemp 
brothers, standing on three paw feet. 

2262   A set of six silver teaspoons in ribbon and 
reed pattern, Sheffield 1929 maker Walker 
and Hall, 80 gms. 

2263   A small quantity of silver cutlery to include 
spoon with gilded interior to bowl London 
1927 , two Sheffield silver handled butter 
knives, silver butter curler, Sheffield 1909 by 
William J. Holmes, plus another knife. 

2264   A set of five silver teaspoons, London 1836, 
engraved initial 'L' by William Eaton, 124 
gms. 

2265   A small quantity of silver cutlery including 
Birmingham and Sheffield sugar tongs, 
Sheffield sugar sifter spoon, salt spoons and 
pair of teaspoons, 88 gms total. 

2266   A set of six Silver dinner forks, London 1868 
by Charles Boyton, 453 gms.    

2267   A pair of silver serving spoons, London 1793 
by Peter and Ann Bateman, 124 gms. 

2268   A set of twelve silver handled butter knives 
and forks, Sheffield 1924, maker WY (William 
Yates Ltd.), 487 gms. 

2269   A silver cake server, London 1871, having 
pierced work and engraving to blade, beaded 
border to handle, maker GA, 174 gms. 

2270   A set of six silver teaspoons, London 1891 by 
GMJ (Josiah Williams & Co), 140 gms. 

2271   A set of three fish knives and forks having 
Sheffield silver collar and engraved and open 
pierced work to blades. 

2272   A large quantity of cutlery including Mappin 
and Webb, Taylor Sheffield etc. 

2273   A quantity of cutlery including fish knives, 
serving spoons and forks, teaspoons, dinner 
knives and forks etc. 

2274   A quantity of plated silver including a tray 
and a gravy boat with dish, small trinket dish 
and also a small cake stand and fruit bowl 
etc. 

2275   A quantity of silver plated cutlery, bone 
handled knives etc. 

2276   A Silver photograph frame, Birmingham 
1913, 5 1/2'' x 4''. 

2277   A quantity of silver plate including, tankard, 
box, Epns sugar tongs and a pair of brass 
double helix candlesticks, etc. 

2278   A silver lidded powder bowl, Birmingham 
1968 by W.I. Broadway & Co. 

2279   A canteen of cutlery in presentation box 
comprising of fish knives, serving spoons, 
dinner knives etc. 
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2280   A quantity of silver plated kings pattern 
cutlery including a wooden canteen six 
setting of dinner and dessert knives and 
forks, dessert and soup spoons, teaspoons, 
tablespoons and two large serving spoons 
along with a boxed set of six fish knives and 
forks plus two non-matching serving tongs 
etc. 

2281   An oval silver photograph frame, 
Birmingham 1912, makers mark indistinct. 

2282   A pair of silver candlesticks, Birmingham 
1965, B& Co. (W.I. Broadway & Co), 7'' tall. 

2283   A pair of silver squat candlesticks, 
Birmingham 1970, makers mark for W.I. 
Broadway & Co, 2'' tall, one a/f. 

2284   A small quantity of silver plate including Apex 
cruet set with blue glass liners, Walker & Hall 
silver plated posy vase etc. 

2285   An antler handled carving knife and 
sharpening steel. 

2286   A boxed silver manicure set, Birmingham 
1903, makers Adie and Lovekin. 

2287   A small quantity of silver plate including a 
candelabra, two goblets and a beaker. 

2288   A Georgian Silver mounted glass vinegar 
bottle with pontil mark and two shell salt 
spoons, Birmingham 1869. 

2289   A continental silver lion paw sugar tongs, 
marked 800 and a 925 circular ashtray with 
wooden base. 

2290   A silver Sauce Boat, Birmingham 1935, 
makers William Greenwood and Sons. 

2291   A set of 12 Elkington butter knives with silver 
handles, 1910, in original box a/f. 

2292   A large stainless steel carving knife having 
antler handle, two plated candlesticks, two 
pairs of grape scissors, two fruit knives with 
Mother of Pearl handles and two wine bottle 
coasters. 

2293   A pair of Art Nouveau silver plated pierced 
Salts on three paw feet with blue glass liners 
(one liner not original) 6'' tall. 

2294   A quantity of plated items including; rose 
bowl, three piece tea set, sugar sifters, etc. 

2295   A quantity of plated items including; teapots, 
sucriers, mug, jug and a cased set of fish 
eaters with sterling silver cellars (box a/f). 

2296   A set of six Walker and Hall butter knives and 
forks with silver Art Nouveau handles, 
Sheffield possibly 1904 plus a triangular 
pendant on chain. 

2297   A Silver heart shaped trinket dish, 
Birmingham 1896 and a silver topped sugar 
sifter, hallmarks faded. 

2298   A 14k gold on sterling silver cigarette case 
engraved 'E.G.J to M.J'. 

2299   A quantity of Sheffield silver cutlery 
including; butter knives, jam spoon, sugar 
tongs, salt spoon, plus a London silver fork. 

2300   An Oriental pewter teapot having a bone 
handle and decorated with birds and flowers. 

2301   A boxed set of silver plated fish eaters by 
Slack and Barlow, plus another set in a black 
box. 

2302   A pair silver plated Corinthian column 
candlesticks by William Hutton & Son, 6'' tall. 

2303   A Silver vesta case, Birmingham, makers D & 
F, 22g. 

2304   A part Canteen of Oneida Cutlery and a 
quantity of loose cutlery. 

2305   A Walker & Hall lamp base with ornate 
decoration, a Pewter tankard, serving tongs 
and a pair of brass Art Nouveau style double 
wall sconces. 

   

  

JEWELLERY 
2311   A 9ct gold blue cameo ring. 

2312   A small quantity of costume jewellery 
including brooches, ring, bracelet etc. 

2313   A silver mounted cameo pendant with 
brooch fastening and a Limoges brooch. 

2314   Five coin bracelets including; Queen Victoria, 
King Edward VII, George V and George VI, 
etc. 

2315   An old Cabochon 375 9ct Garnet ring (size Q) 
4g, together with a heavy freshwater Pearl 
necklace (24'') 83g. 

2316   A box of jewellery and other boxes. 

2317   A quantity of costume jewellery, etc. 

2318   A quantity of costume jewellery including a 
boxed Stratton tie pin, simulated pearl 
necklace, polished stone necklace, brooches 
etc. 

2319   A quantity of costume jewellery including; 
necklaces, beads, clip on earrings, brooches, 
rings, a bell anklet/bracelet, etc. 

2320   A quantity of Costume Jewellery. 

2321   A Musical jewellery box and contents of a 
quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery. 

2322   A quantity of ladies and gents wristwatches. 

2323   A good quantity of earrings and cufflinks. 

2324   A quantity of silver jewellery. 

2325   Miscellaneous polished stone necklaces, 
beads etc. 

2326   A quantity of beads for re-stringing and 
jewellery making. 

2327   A quantity of ladies wristwatches including 
Rotary, Accurist, Fossil, DKNY, Sekonda etc. 
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2328   A box of miscellanea costume jewellery 
including bracelets, necklaces, rings etc plus 
two small jewellery boxes. 

2329   A quantity of gents wristwatches including 
Fossil, Michael Kors, Citizen etc. 

2330   A rolled gold Bangle with knot detail and two 
small gold plated Lagarmic bangles. 

2331   A silver ring, heart shaped locket and a silver 
Virgo pendant on chain. 

2332   A quantity of costume jewellery including; 
bangles, beads, hair slides, etc. 

2333   Three ladies watches including; gold backed 
Rotary, Accurist and Saga.  ** 

2334   A Lotus simulated Pearl necklace with silver 
clasp. 

2335   A small quantity of cufflinks including; a pair 
of enamel Halcyon Days, silver golfing pair, 
etc. 

2336   A quantity of costume jewellery in a 
jewellery box including simulated pearls, 
earrings, necklaces, etc 

2337   A quantity of ladies and gents wristwatches 
including; Seiko, Accurist, Time Co, etc. 

2338   A Baume & Mercier 18k gold cased gents 
Wrist watch, model no: MV045088, 4248334. 

2339   A small 9k white gold pendant set with pale 
blue stone and a French metal bracelet with 
Coats of Arms and scene of Versailles. 

2340   An Oris 7 jewel fob watch (working at time of 
lotting) and a Smiths pocket watch a/f. 

2341   A quantity of costume jewellery including; 
bangles, ear studs, rings, etc. 

2342   A 9ct gold diamond solitaire ring in an 
illusion setting, size N 1/2. 

2343   A 925 silver and gold plated heart pendant 
and chain, 18'' long. 

2344   A simulated pearl choker length necklace 
with 9ct gold clasp, earrings and old brooch 
with yellow metal setting. 

2345   Two 925 silver necklaces and a delicate 
bracelet having elongated diamond shape 
links.  

2346   A quantity of costume jewellery including; 
polished stone brooch, heart shaped 
pendant with matching clip on earrings, a 
heavy ring (possibly silver but hallmarks 
faded), flat link chain, etc. 

2347   A quantity of chains and bracelets including; 
sprung wristlet marked Lambournes 
Birmingham 61, yellow metal fob chain, etc. 

2348   A quantity of yellow and white metal chains 
including; fob chains, necklaces etc, plus a 
small card case marked 'James Walker Ltd, 
The London Jewelers' and a 9ct rolled gold 
watch strap a/f. 

2349   An unusual multi strand fob chain with 
polished stone and charms attached (one 
marked as silver). 

2350   A heavy flattened link chain necklace marked 
777 to the clasp, 23'' long. 

2351   A Silver fob chain with an unusual barrel 
shaped link, indistinct hallmarks, 15 1/2'' 
long. 22g  

2352   A Silver fob chain, maker H.W.L, hallmark 
worn, 13'' long. 30g  

2353   A Silver fob chain, maker H.W.L, 10'' long. 
16g 

2354   A long chain with key ring style clasp 
(hallmarked silver on clasp only), 19'' long. 

2355   A Silver fob chain with attached pendant, all 
links stamped and pendant marked 
Birmingham 1914, maker W.A, 12'' long. 52g 

2356   A Silver fob chain, all links marked, maker 
H.B, 10 3/4'' long. 32g 

2357   A Silver fob chain and pendant, all links 
marked, pendant marked Chester 1947, 8 
1/2'' long. 36g 

2358   Three lady's dress Watches. 

2359   A small box of various trinkets, jewellery, etc. 
including 9ct gold chain necklace (4.1g), 
butterfly pendant mounted in 9ct gold, silver 
cufflink, green iridescent beetle brooch and a 
silver locket. 

2360   A gent's Ingersol quartz Watch, 100 m water 
resistant quality. 

2361   A Bijoux Casico gent's chain with pendant 
and a Swarowski brooch. 

2362   Eight Silver cased compact/lady's key wound 
Pocket/Fob watches including several 
marked 935, one unmarked but with engine 
turned face and yellow metal Roman 
numerals (running at time of cataloguing), 
key present; one marked ''Fine Silver'' and 
with floral detail to the centre of the face 
and with yellow metal trailing foliage detail 
(running at time of cataloguing), one marked 
800 and with yellow metal Roman numerals 
and foliage to centre and perimeter of the 
face (running at time of cataloguing), four 
others including one with inset second hand 
(all running) and one with Birmingham 
hallmark engraved within ''A.L. Goring'' (ran 
briefly at time of cataloguing). 
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2363   Six yellow metal/rolled gold cased, crown 
wound Pocket Watches including Elgin Nat 1 
Watch Co., seven jewels (ran briefly), three 
(all running at time of cataloguing) with 
Roman numerals including ''Thos Russell & 
Son., Liverpool'', a 15 jewels with second 
hand absent and ''American Waltham USA 
Ensign'', two with Arabic numerals (running 
at time of cataloguing) and including 
Ingersoll Reliance and Grosvenor. 

2364   An unusual three side cased Elgin pocket 
Watch having Arabic numerals and inset 
second hand (running at time of 
cataloguing). 

2365   Five Silver cased gentleman's Pocket 
Watches with Roman numerals, (three being 
key wound) and including T. Harrison Patent 
Lever/Reliance lever, 15 jewels; another 
marked 800, a ''T.W. Benson, The Ludgate 
Watch Patent No. 4658'' minute hand absent 
and two crown-wound with Arabic numerals 
and inset second hand 

2366   Two silver cased key wound fusee movement 
Pocket Watches including one by 'S. Bailey, 
Newcastle on Tyne', no.44257, having a 
cream coloured face and inset second hand 
and a 'Wheeler & Gee, Cardiff', no.39508 
(both working at time of cataloguing and the 
latter having a key present. 

2367   Five crown wound Gents Pocket Watches 
including two with Roman numerals 'Smith' 
(running at time of cataloguing), one marked 
--- Hereford (not running) and three with 
Arabic numerals by 'Waltham, 'Nirvana Non-
magnetic and 'A.  Turner, Zurich' (all working 
at time of cataloguing). 

2368   Six crown wound Pocket Watches with 
Arabic numerals and inset second hands 
including 'Leonidas', marked Broad Arrow 
GS/TP 097205, 'Helvetia' marked Broad 
Arrow GS/TP P82552, 'Moeris' with black 
face with Broad Arrow GS/TP 318109XX, 
'Cyma', marked Broad Arrow GS TP M96263, 
un-named Broad Arrow GSTP.E 064031 and 
un-named Broad Arrow GS/TP XX P7396 (all 
running at time of cataloguing except the last 
one). 

2369   Three crown wound Pocket Watches one 
with 925 silver case, Roman numerals and 
inset second hand (ran briefly), one marked 
to rear AM 6E/50 2882/42 with Arabic 
numerals and one 'Systeme Roskopf Patent' 
with Arabic numerals (both running at time 
of cataloguing) 

2370   A BR (W) Pocket Watch marked 03448 having 
a cream face with Arabic numerals and inset 
second hand, the movement marked 'Limit 
No. 2 '15' Jewels' (ran briefly at time of 
cataloguing). 

2371   Six quartz movement Gentleman's 
Wristwatches including 'Limit' with moon 
phase, 'Solvill et Titus' with date window, 
'Case France', 'Timex', 'Sekonda' with date 
window and compact Seiko Quartz 30m 
water resistant, all appear to require 
batteries. 

2372   Five quartz movement Watches including 
'Avalon' with rectangular face, 'Berge' with 
bi-metal wristlet, 'Empress' with oval face, 
'Seiko; with oval liquid crystal display, an un-
named with polished metal wristlet and a 
lady's 'Sully Special' 17 jewels Incabloc yellow 
metal wristlet watch. 

2373   A Seiko Kinetic Gentleman's SQ100 
Wristwatch with bi-metal wristlet, navy blue 
face with baton hour markers and date 
window at the 3 'o' clock position, water 
resistant to 10 bar. Some slight scratches to 
the glass (ran for a short time when rocked 
during cataloguing). 

2374   Six Gentlemen's Watches, all having leather 
straps and including 'Avia' 17 jewels Incabloc' 
with date window, an un-named with Arabic 
numerals and inset second hand, a 'Kered' 15 
jewel Lever Antimagnetic', a 'Sekonda 17 
jewel', an 'Acme Lever', H. Samuel, 
Manchester' and a 'Moeris' with Arabic 
numerals and inset second hand, broad 
arrow mark to back and marked 6E/385 
A2940 (all running at the time of 
cataloguing). 

2375   Six Gentlemen's Wristwatches including 
'Waltham 17 jewels Incabloc' with expanding 
yellow metal bracelet (running at time of 
cataloguing), an 'Avia 30 jewels' with date 
window (requires attention to window etc), a 
'Windsor Deluxe' Antimagnetic, a 'Junghans' 
(both ran very briefly at time of cataloguing), 
an  'HMT Jawan Para Shock 17 jewels' having 
a black face (ran briefly at time of 
cataloguing) and a 'Hamilton' military type 
watch with broad arrow to face, Arabic 
numerals and luminous details  engraved to 
the back ?523-8290 W10-6645-99 11236/73 
and having and expanding bracelet (running 
at time of cataloguing). 
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2376   A 9ct solid gold cased 'Majex 21 jewels 
Incabloc' gentleman's Wristwatch with 
Arabic numerals at 6 and 12, other baton 
hour markers and a date window with 
magnification at the 3 'o' clock position 
(running at tome of cataloguing) and a lady's 
'Mudu Automatic Incabloc' wristwatch with 
date window at the 3 'o' clock position (ran 
briefly at time of cataloguing). 

2377   Three Lady's Wristwatches including yellow 
metal 'Sekonda Quartz' Wristwatch (not 
running, possibly requires a battery), a 'Lunar 
Precision' with 12 ct rolled gold wristlet and 
a 'Paragon 4 jewel' wristlet watch (both 
running at time of cataloguing) 

2378   A 'Fleuron 17 rubis Incabloc Antimagnetic' 
Gentleman's Wristwatch, the case marked to 
the back '18k/0.750' and numbered 34001, 
having an expanding yellow metal bracelet. 
An attractive watch of classic design with 
matt gold coloured face, Arabic number 12  
and baton hour markers and with a sweep 
second hand (running at time of 
cataloguing). Together with a 'J.W Benson, 
London' 9ct gold cased Gentleman's 
wristwatch having matt finished face with a 
silvered chapter ring with Roman numerals 
at th e 2.4.8.10 and 12 positions and an inset 
second hand at the 6 'o'clock position 
(running at time of cataloguing). 

2379   A 'Longines' 9ct gold cased Gentleman's 
Wristwatch, the face having Arabic numerals 
at the 2,4,8,10 and 12 positions and an inset 
second hand above the 6 'o' clock position. 
The 17 jewels movement numbered 
7512686. Fitted with an expanding bracelet 
(running at time of cataloguing).  

2380   A 'Longines' 9ct gold screw down back 
Gentleman's wristwatch, the face with Arabic 
numerals and a sweep second hand, the 17 
jewels movement numbered 7371601. 

2381   Four Gentlemen's Wristwatches including a 
hinged backed 9ct gold watch having 
textures surfaced face with Arabic numerals 
and an inset second above the 6 'o' clock 
position, the 15 jewels movement Swiss 
made, a yellow cased 'Everite' watch having 
a cream coloured face with Arabic numerals 
at alternate even numbers positions and an 
inset second hand above the 6 'o' clock 
position, a  Lorus 21 jewels Automatic 
Incabloc Automatic' watch having a pale 
beige face with Arabic numerals to the 6,9 
and 12 positions and a date window at the 3 
'o' clock position, a 925 silver cased watch 
having a silvered face with Arabic numerals 
but with an inset second hand at the 6 'o' 
clock position, the hinged back elaborately 
engraved with the intertwined initials M.A.J. 
(running at the time of cataloguing) 

2382   An 18k/750 gold cased 'Zenith' Gentleman's 
Chronometer/Wristwatch having a two tone 
pale beige face with gold coloured Arabic 
numerals at 6 and 12 position, an inset 
second hand at the 9 'o' clock position and a 
sweep secondhand  stopwatch facility with a 
minutes numerator totalling up to 45 
minutes at the 3 'o' clock position with 
buttons for start/stop and reset and with a 
beautifully engineered movement. A 
classically appealing design and running 
satisfactorily at the time of cataloguing. 
Mounted on a Crocodile skin patterned 
leather strap. 

2383   A most unusual 'Eska' Gentleman's 17 jewels 
Wristwatch having a silvered face with Arabic 
numerals at the alternate even number 
positions, a moon phase window above the 6 
'o' clock and a pair of rectangular windows 
below the 12 'o' clock position indicating the 
day and month respectively, and having 
sweep second hand and date indicator 
hands. Mounted on a Crocodile skin pattern 
leather strap and ran at the time of 
cataloguing but front glass requires re-
mounting. 

2384   A large quantity of watch components, faces, 
part cases. some clockwork and some quartz. 

2385   Twelve watch movements for renovation 
including John Bringet, Smith's, Gisa, Starlon, 
Kienzle Automatic, Certina, Timex etc. 

2386   Thirteen watch movements for renovation 
including Rone, Regency, CWC quartz, 
Solexa, Sekonda, Gruen, Pulsar, Limit etc. 
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2387   An old darkwood instrument case, 11 1/4'' x 
8 3/4'' x 5 1/2'' high containing a large 
quantity of watch straps/wristlets, stainless 
steel, leather, braided type, etc. 

2388   A cased pair of Swiss LIne quartz movement 
lady's and gentleman's wristwatches. 

2389   A pencil box containing various ladies and 
gents watch straps. 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE 
1. Whilst Nigel Ward & Co. make every effort to ensure the accuracy of their catalogue and description of any lot:

a. Each lot as set out in the catalogue or as divided or combined with any other lot or lots is sold by the Vendors with all
faults, imperfections and errors of description.

b. The Auctioneers do not accept responsibility for the authenticity, attribution, genuineness, origin, authorship, date, age,
period condition or quality of any lot.

c. All statements, whether printed in the catalogue or made orally, as to any of the matters set out in "b" above are statements
of opinion only and are not to be taken as being implying any warranties or representations of fact by Nigel Ward & Co.

d. All conditions, notices, descriptions, statements and other matters in the catalogue and elsewhere concerning any lot are
subject to any statements modifying or affecting the same made by the Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to any bid being
accepted for the lot.

2. The Auctioneer has absolute discretion to divide any lot, to combine any two or more lots or to withdraw any lot or lots
from the sale, to refuse, bids, regulate bidding, to cancel the sale without in any case giving any reason and without
previous notice.

3. The Auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the Vendors for all goods which are offered subject to reserve or at the
Auctioneer's discretion.

4. Unless instructions are received previously as to reserve, the Auctioneers may sell the items without reserve if they think
fit.

5. The highest bidder shall be the buyer except in the case of a dispute.  If during the auction the Auctioneer considers that a
dispute has arisen, he has absolute discretion to settle it or to re-offer the lot.

6. The Auctioneer shall regulate the bidding at his own discretion.

7. Each buyer by making a bid for a lot acknowledges that he has satisfied himself fully before bidding by inspection or
otherwise as to all the Sale Conditions, the physical condition of and description of the lot including but not restricted to
whether the lot is damaged or has been repaired or restored.

8. Each lot shall remain at the Vendor's risk until sold.   From the fall of the hammer the lot shall remain at the Purchaser's
risk but in no circumstances must they be removed from the sale until paid for.  CHEQUES WILL ONLY BE
ACCEPTED FROM PERSONS PREVIOUSLY KNOWN TO THE AUCTIONEER OR OTHERWISE
SUPPORTED BY A BANKER'S CARD OR REFERENCE.   If payment is made by cheque, the Auctioneers shall
have a lien upon the goods, until such a cheque has been cleared by the Bank upon which it is drawn.

9. Legal title will not pass to the purchaser until the lot (s) has been paid for in full and the Auctioneer shall be entitled to a
lien on any lot sold until the purchase price is paid in full. Immediately the lot is sold the purchaser shall notify the
Auctioneers of his name and address and if called upon to do so by the Auctioneer shall pay such proportion of the
purchase price as the Auctioneer may require, in default of which the lot or lots so purchased to be immediately re-offered.

10. Lots shall be paid for in full and taken away from the sale at the buyer's risk and expense immediately on the conclusion of
the sale, failing which the Auctioneer shall not be responsible if the same are lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed and any
lots not taken away shall be at the sole risk of the buyer and subject to a charge for storage.

11. Buyer’s Premium at the rate of 20% including V.A.T. will be added to the hammer price of all lots purchased.

Online Bidding 
Nigel Ward & Company offer an online bidding service via nigelward.atgportals.net and the-saleroom.com for bidders who cannot 
attend the sale. 

In completing the bidder registration on nigelward.atgportals.net or the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card details 
and unless alternative arrangements are agreed with Nigel Ward & Company, you: 

- authorise Nigel Ward & Company , if they so wish, to charge the credit card given in part or full payment, including all
fees, for items successfully purchased in the auction via the-saleroom.com, and

- confirm that you are authorised to provide these credit card details to Nigel Ward & Company through www.the-
saleroom.com and agree that Nigel Ward & Company are entitled to ship the goods to the card holder name and card
holder address provided in fulfilment of the sale. 

Please note that any lots purchased via nigelward.atgportals.net live auction service will be subject to an additional 3% 
commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price and any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live 
auction service will be subject to an additional 5% commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price. 


